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Introduction

This volume contains the selected proceedings from the Nordic Association for
China Studies (NACS) biennial conference in 2001, “China’s Challenges at the
Turn of the Twenty-first Century.” The responsible institution for the conference,
which was held at Sandbjerg Mansion, Sønderborg, Denmark, on 8-10 June, was
the Department of Asian Studies at the University of Aarhus. This was the sixth
biennial conference initiated within the framework of the Nordic Association for
China studies. The objectives of the conference were:

• To increase and deepen the contacts between the Nordic researchers and students
active within the field of China studies, by offering them a forum where they can
present their work and obtain a scholarly overview over the latest research
contributions, results and projects within the field.

• To help young researchers, Ph.D. students and Master’s students close to finishing
their theses become part of the Nordic research community through personal
contacts with established researchers and colleagues from other Nordic countries.

• To offer the conference participants an intensive overview of a major part of
ongoing Nordic China research as well as the possibility to exchange views and
learn from each other’s experiences.

Long-term Nordic co-operation within a number of fields, including research, has
resulted in a useful framework for further development of such co-operation.
Within China research, this has bore fruits the last few years. Confronting such a
comprehensive research subject as China strongly suggests the strengthening of
the possibilities of Nordic co-operation, so that the relatively limited resources
that the relatively few researchers have access to can be utilized in a co-ordinated
and effective manner, to maximal benefit.

The NACS biennial conferences provide a creative space for people in the
Nordic China field where to meet and discuss issues across academic boundaries.
The Nordic Sinology community is increasingly heterogeneous but still relatively
small. This makes it easy for researchers and students to become part of the
Nordic community of China scholars.

We trust that this volume will serve as a memory from an enjoyable and
rewarding colloquium for the participants of the 2001 conference, and will prove
stimulating reading for those who were not there. Hopefully, it will also provide
a hint about topics and approaches in the Nordic field of China studies current at
the turn of the century.



Jørund Buen and Björn Kjellgren



Thematic background

At the turn of the century, China is facing a number of crucial challenges and
problems. These are related to internal as well as external pressures and processes.
How they will be dealt with will determine the long-term prospects of China’s
reform trajectory.

Political development

New leadership. One immediate and pressing problem is related to leadership
transition. The present third generation of leaders is about to retire. A new fourth
generation of leaders will be appointed at the critical 16th Party Congress in
2002. At lower levels new leaders are also being groomed according to an elaborate
set of criteria taking age, gender, professional competence, educational level, etc.
into consideration. Who are these new leaders, and how are they being selected?
What are their policies? Is the transition likely to take place in a peaceful manner
or are the factional in-fights likely to run out of control?

Institutional changes. This is an important issue, related to the question of leadership
and the way China is governed. It has been discussed since 1978, but suffered
serious setback in the wake of the Tiananmen Massacre. However, in 1998 Zhu
Rongji put forward a new, ambitious plan for institutional reform, which involved
cutting back on the number of state administrative organs as a result of redefining
the functions of the state. The state should only take care of important and
essential functions. Other functions will be “given back to society,” i.e., market
forces or new social intermediary organizations (shetuan). Because of the reduction
of administrative organs and the redefinition of the role of the state, 50 per cent
of the state bureaucracy will be fired. What will happen to the displaced bureaucrats?
Are we witnessing “the waning of the state” as a result of this process of creating
a “small government, big society”? Will these efforts of administrative reform
also affect the party and what will the impact be on party-state relations?

Democracy and development. Most villages in the Chinese countryside have
conducted several rounds of direct elections. These elections are often highlighted
as an example of an ongoing process of democratization. It is a phenomenon that
is occurring at grass-roots level as a kind of bottom-up process. There are reports
that experiments with direct election at the township level will be extended to the
township level. Township leaders are cadres on a state salary, and should the
democratization process deepen and widen to engulf this layer of the administrative



and political structure as well, it would appear to signify a major breakthrough.



However, some scholars point out that village elections in many instances are in
the hands of local power holders. In fact, real power still seems to rest with the
party committee and party secretary rather than with the democratically elected
leaders.

Finally, China is facing a host of international challenges, which the new fourth
generation of leaders will have to deal with. Clearly, the Taiwan question is the
most pressing. China is sceptical towards the new Taiwanese president and suspects
that he will work for independence rather than unification. China has declared,
on several occasions, its willingness to attack Taiwan militarily in case of a
declaration of independence. Behind the sabre-rattling, one finds an intriguing
discussion of concepts such as state, identity, and nationality. Some argue that
the problems cannot be resolved by using western concepts, and that Taiwan and
China should try to find a solution based on Chinese characteristics instead.

Social development

Civil society. During the 1990s, a major focus within the field of China studies
has not been on formal structures in state and party, but rather on the society
aspect of the state-society dichotomy. Scholars have identified an emerging civil
society in the form of new social organizations that have multiplied at all levels.
Most of these are required to register with the state and they also must have
sponsoring institutions, so it is a debated question how much autonomy and
independence they actually possess. In fact, in general the state-society line of
division seems to be blurred rather than clear-cut. However, recently, new
phenomena such as the Internet have raised the issue of an emerging civil society
once again. There are now 16.9 Internet users in China. This represents a 300 per
cent growth from a user base of 4 million in mid-1999. If the present explosive
growth continues, there will be 30 million Internet users at the end of 2000.
Currently, many controversial issues are being discussed on Chinese websites,
and some of these are even engaged in news reporting. To be sure, they are not
allowed to bring news that have not first been published in the official press and
some provinces have established an “internet police” to make sure that existing
regulations are followed. Will the regime be able to control these developments
or is a new autonomous sphere in the form of an internet-based critical discourse
emerging? Will dissident forces be able to use the Internet in their fight against
the present system? Or will we rather see the Internet and its opportunities being
used by the elite in securing its power and control of information access and
dissemination?





Social movements and pressures. Currently social pressures are rising in China.
Unemployment is increasing at a rapid pace in urban areas, and in some northeastern
cities, the so-called rust belt, unofficial figures indicate an unemployment rate of
about 20 %. Since laid off workers only can draw unemployment benefits for a
short period of time they face a difficult situation. But even people that have a
job are experiencing difficulties; the danwei system gradually dissolves, and they
have to pay for services that used to be free: medical care, kindergarten, schools,
housing, etc. At the same time, income inequalities are increasing. New social
groups and strata are benefiting from the possibilities opened by the growth of
the private sector and the joint-venture sector, whereas traditionally privileged
groups are loosing out. In general, a marketization of social relations is taking
place, which could break up the social fabric.

Ideological and religious currents

New spiritual forces. Associated with the breaking up of the social fabric, new
ideological and religious currents are emerging. A case in point is Falun Gong,
which has developed into the major spiritual force challenging the present
ideological order. Which underlying currents does the Falun Gong represent, and
will the regime be able to cope with the challenge? The question has been raised
whether the regime is out of touch with the spiritual and religious movements in
society much like Iran under the Shah, where a traditional/fundamentalist religious
and spiritual renaissance swept away the political superstructure. Tu Wei-ming
has argued that China must break with its western-inspired ideological baggage
in order to bring about a Confucian renaissance. Will such a renaissance fill the
ideological vacuum Falun Gong has been able to profit from, or will it open a
Pandora’s box spelling the doom of the Communist order? What might a modern
version of Confucianism look like? How would the western world react to claims
of an alternative moral order?

Political currents. Another possibility would be a revitalization of Marxism-
Leninism in China. This is what currently is taking place in the form of campaigns
for the “three represents” and the “three stresses.” These campaigns can be seen
as Jiang Zemin’s attempt to leave his own ideological legacy, but they are in a
wider sense designed to revitalize the party’s ideological stance. Is it too late?
Has the party already lost its ideological legitimacy?

Nationalism and search for identity. In the 1980s, many Chinese believed that
Chinese culture and tradition were obstacles to modernization and economic
growth. This view was epitomized in the famous TV-series from 1988, River



Elegy, which advocated a break with China’s “yellow” past and the reorientation



of the nation towards the “blue” West. Under the impact of the Tiananmen
Massacre and reinforced by pressures from the US, the pendulum once more
swung away from an admiration of the Western mode of production and way of
life towards a new emphasis on the necessity of modernizing on China’s own
preconditions. In fact, Chinese civilization, history and culture came to be seen as
superior to the West and its fragmented societies and “degenerated” moral values.
The “China can say no” literature of the 1990s is a reflection of this pride in
China’s own achievements. The nationalistic sentiments surged in May 1998 in
connection with NATO’s bombing of the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade and still
form an important undercurrent in China’s relations to the outside world. At the
turn of the century, the search for an identity still carries strong nationalistic
connotations. Are these tendencies likely to unfold further as China grows stronger
or is it more likely that they will subside as a result of modernization and
globalization? What are the main characteristics of these nationalist feelings and
how do they relate to the religious currents and ideological debates in the country?

Economic development

China’s economy has been characterized for several years by falling growth rates
caused by reduced foreign direct investment, stagnating export and sluggish internal
consumer demand. In 1999, China introduced production ceilings in many sectors
to avoid overproduction and overstocking. In 1998, China’s trade with the outside
world actually fell by 0.4 per cent—the first reduction in the value of foreign
trade since 1978. Nevertheless, the Chinese government did not devaluate the
yuan, in spite of strong pressures caused by the Asian financial crisis. The
government also continued its policies of restructuring the state-owned enterprises,
even though the closure and merger of firms has caused serious unemployment
and social unrest. Aggravating the situation were signs that the Township and
Village Enterprises also were experiencing problems and therefore were not able
to employ the many laid off workers from the SOE sector. However, the private
sector has continued to grow rapidly and now employ more than 80 million
workers. The joint-venture sector also has continued its growth in and some of
the restructured SOEs have in started to do well. In fact, it seems that the Chinese
economy has bottomed out and is on the rebound. Thus, the economy has seen a
growth rate of more than 8 per cent this year. Export has surged to more than
US$ 200 billion and China’s trade with the outside world will reach a record-high
of US$ 400 billion this year. Is this rebound sustainable? What are the factors
making further economic progress possible and what are the factors that will be
likely to cause new problems? Are China’s economic reform policies a successful
example of an alternative to the big bang or shock therapy strategy that was



applied in the former Soviet Union and in East Europe after the end of the Cold



War? Does the Chinese example constitute a successful third way or is it an
example of the necessity of going all the way in introducing the market and
private ownership? Finally, how will China and its economic system cope with
the pressures form globalization after the WTO access, which will take place
early next year?

Other challenges and problems could be mentioned, such as corruption,
environmental issues, energy shortages, etc. They all point in the same direction:
China is facing tremendous pressures in trying to cope with the consequences of
its present modernization drive, which, if successful, could well bring the Middle
Kingdom back to its traditional role as the centre of the world.
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Tiina Airaksinen, University of London, School of Oriental and African Studies

The British Influence on the Radical Nationalism in China at the Beginning of
the 20th Century

The May Fourth Movement of 1919 has been perceived as a new wave of
Chinese anti-foreign sentiment, and moreover, it has represented the awakening
of Chinese radical nationalism. In contrast, the Movement’s original ideologies
were related to the rejecting of social-political-cultural order of the Chinese past
and accepting Western liberal and scientific ideas and values. The total turnover
of ideologies from pro-Western into the accentuation of Chinese nationalism is
an interesting feature of the May Fourth Movement. This paper suggests that the
British hegemony displayed during the Movement had a profound effect on
changing the ideologies. The British influence on radical nationalism poses two
possible interpretations. Firstly, the introduction of Western ideologies such as
liberalism, pragmatism, anarchism, science, humanitarianism, utilitarianism,
individualism and democracy had a profound effect on the Chinese intelligentsia.
In the end of the 1910s, several prominent Western intellectuals had been invited
to give lectures around China and among them especially John Dewey (America),
Bertrand Russell (Britain) and Hans Driesch (Germany) were enthusiastically
received. However, Russell’s philosophy and personality impressed the Chinese
youths more than any other contemporary Western thinker did. On the other
hand, increasing numbers of Chinese “western returned students,” as they called
themselves, had studied abroad, especially in Britain and America, bringing back
Western ideological influences. Secondly, the foreigners’ uncompromising
reactions towards the May Fourth Movement in Shanghai, made it difficult for
the protestors to reconcile with the International Settlement’s administration that
was preceded by the British. Moreover, the Shanghai Municipal Council’s
administration did not present a good example of Western democracy. In this
presentation, the British influence on Chinese radical nationalism is analysed
more on a pragmatic than on an ideological level. The purpose of this paper is to
discuss the British impact on the development of nationalist sentiment that
strengthened among the intelligentsia, and later among merchants, workers and
officials in early 20th century China. Special reference is made to the Republican
era and to the May Fourth Movement in Shanghai. The primary question that
operates continuously as a background, is whether the British reactions towards
the Movement, and their presence, affected to beginning of the Chinese anti-foreign
and anti-Christian sentiment in the 1920s. The objective therefore is to research



the British contribution to the awakening of the Chinese nationalism.



Oscar Almén, Department of Peace and Development Research, Göteborg
University

The Local People’s Congress in China: Supervising the Government or the People?

In this paper I explore the dual role of the local people’s congress (LPC). From
having had the role of a state agent used to mobilize the people, it is now
becoming more assertive, especially in its role to supervise the work of the local
government. The LPC still has a dual role in China, but this role is changing. In
some localities, The LPC is increasingly taking the role of supervising the
government rather than the people. The different methods of supervision available
for the congress are increasing, as is the usage of these methods. They include
evaluation of government officials (shuzhi pingyi), sending investigation groups,
open questionings of the government, and occasional use of stronger methods
such as demand for explanation (zhixun).

Instead of simply describing Chinese society in terms of the dichotomies local
versus central level, or people versus officials, the paper emphasizes the relationship
between three levels in society that are mutually interdependent. The central
state, local state and civil society. The model should mainly be seen as a way to
understand vertical power relations. However, horizontal power relations are also
very important in China. Horizontal relations involve geographical divisions as
well as functional divisions. Different regions will compete with each other for
resources and preferential treatment from higher levels in the system.

While the LPC might be sacrificing some of its regional autonomy to higher
level congresses, the institutionalization of the people’s congress system will
strengthen its autonomy in relation to local government. This could be described
as a strengthening of horizontal (or functional) autonomy on behalf of vertical
autonomy.





Ane Katrine Bislev, Department of East Asian Studies, Aarhus University

An Introduction to the Use of Microcredit for Poverty Alleviation in China

This paper is an introduction to some of the basic issues concerning microfinance
and to microfinance in China in particular. It briefly outlines the history and
methods of microfinance as practiced by the Grameen Bank (since this is the
method chosen by most programmes in China) and goes on to discuss some of
the controversial issues concerning microcredit. It will then provide an overview
of the rapid development of microcredit in China and the main types of microcredit
programmes. Finally, it points to possible problems relating to microcredit as it is
practiced in China today, and stresses the need for more comprehensive information
on especially the government microcredit programmes.





Jørund Buen, Centre for Technology and Society, Norwegian University of Science
and Technology

Tactical Translation of Technology: The Case of China’s Agenda 21 Project 6-8
in Yantai, Shandong Province

Many environmental technology co-operation projects are never implemented as
planned. Part of the reason for such implementation failures is that the participating
actors have different perceptions as to the characteristics of the technology to be
at the core of the co-operation.

This problem has both domestic and international aspects: technology
perceptions may differ among actors within each of the countries taking part in
the co-operation, as well as between actors from each camp. Thus, both domestic
and international actor alliances may be formed, although the motives for such
alliances may be entirely different. This is exemplified by studying the
implementation process of a particular China’s Agenda 21 project whose aim has
been to prevent and control oil spills. The focus will particularly be on the period
of project implementation when Sino-Norwegian co-operation was attempted
(1994-1999). The paper concludes with some suggestions for further studies of
North-South environmental technology co-operation.





Maria Edin, Department of Government, Uppsala University
Institute for Chinese Studies, University of Oxford

China’s Political Development and How We Go About to Study It

This essay assesses the present status of China’s political development by describing
the major political changes taking place since 1978. The main focus is on the
future role of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and its ability to reform. The
point of departure is that the author finds the debate on the CCP to be problematic
as it is often ideologically driven, and sees the need for more empirically based
research. In reviewing the political reforms that have been implemented, the
traditional analytical tools are found to be lacking. The traditional dichotomies of
state or market, state or society, and central or local level are not useful to
capture the complexities of China’s reform process but lead us to jump to the
wrong conclusions. The author argues that it is more useful to study linkages
between state and market, state and society, and the central and the local. Studying
linkages is particularly important when analysing the Communist Party as it
steers market forces, regulates society and lower levels of government but is at
the same time itself gradually transformed by the same forces. Four conclusions
are drawn: 1) market reforms have strengthened the Communist party-state
organization; 2) society has in some respects been empowered by reforms but
also perform evaluation functions for, and submit valuable information to, the
state; 3) decentralization has been carried out in some areas while the centre has
recentralized its control over others; and 4) Chinese Communist institutions are
capable of greater adaptability than it is usually given credit for.





Heidi Østbø Haugen, University of Oslo

The Construction of Beijing as an Olympic City

In my M.Phil. project I intend to analyse how Beijing is presented as an “Olympic
city” in the marketing of its bid for the 2008 Olympic games. I will stay in
Beijing from mid-June 2001 to February 2002 to collect material for the thesis
and study Chinese. The competition to host the Olympic games has been fierce
since the financial success of the 1984 games in Los Angeles. The Olympic
games are seen as a means to build an appealing and progressive image to
enhance a city’s position in a largely post-industrial economy. Hosting the games,
as well as the bid process itself, may also attract public funding to the city and
enhance local patriotic feelings. Several cities around the world are willing to
provide infrastructure of high quality for the games, and the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) has no formal criteria for selecting between these. Each bid
city must distinguish their bid from those of other cities by finding arguments
that go beyond organizational capacity. Marketing Beijing’s Olympic games is
therefore a question of defining what an Olympic city is, as well as arguing that
Beijing possesses these qualities. The aim of my project is to analyse how meanings
of what an Olympic city should be and what Beijing is are created and naturalized.
I will use discourse analysis as my approach. The composition and organization
of texts drawn from Chinese English language media, Beijing’s candidature file
submitted to the IOC, and texts from the New Beijing Great Olympics web site.
National political and economic development influence how Beijing is presented
in connection with its Olympic bid, and the texts will be analysed with reference
to the interpretive context in which the discourse about Beijing as an Olympic
city is set.





Jianzhong Hong, University of Helsinki

Learning Challenges in Chinese Production Management

Sino-foreign joint ventures play a significant role in the recent development of
the Chinese economy, and there exists an increasing amount of literature on this
new economic force. However, few detailed and empirically based analyses of
the development and challenges that joint venture are currently facing have been
carried out. This paper tells a story about a Sino-Australia joint venture operating
in South China. To struggle for survival and to manage the future, the company’s
management launched a production development programme called “simulation
production,” which referred to production planning and with implementations
that corresponded to a near-future goal of production set in accordance to market
predictions. The paper attempts to apply cultural-historical activity theory and
developmental work research approaches to capture the dynamics of collective
managerial learning in the context of China’s transforming economy. The data
used in this study include mainly video- and audio-tapings of nine successive
managerial meetings on the simulation production. In addition, other types of
field observations available on the same topic are also included (e.g., working
notes of the plant director, fieldwork notes, interview data and reflections of the
workers on the simulation production during a group discussion). The empirical
analysis of learning challenges and developmental tensions focus on the following
dimensions that are important for planning production and corresponding strategic
developments: 1) Conceptual dimension: hypothetical (abstract)—practical
(concrete); 2) Temporal dimension: past—present—future; and 3) functional
dimension such as planning—production interactions. The preliminary findings
regarding Chinese meeting discourse and thematic development of the simulation
production in the meetings are presented. Key challenges for Chinese managerial
learning are identified, and practical implications for management development
are suggested and discussed.





Björn Kjellgren, Department of Chinese Studies, Stockholm University

The Sinicization of the Social Sciences and the Chinese Mind

This paper is a presentation and analysis of the movement for sinicized, or
indigenous, social sciences, a scholarly movement whose battle cries were first
heard among Chinese scholars in America, Taiwan and Hong Kong in the early
1980s that became more topical in Mainland China only during the 1990s.

The most vivid academic discipline engaging in this movement is social
psychology, and I will deal primarily with this side of the movement. Most of the
social sciences are represented, however, and the movement has intellectual
connections both to the field of literature and to philosophy, as well as logical
connections to the May Fourth movement and to the more recent advocacy of
Asian values.

This is a movement with two basic rationales. On the scholarly side it is an
post-colonial attempt to construct descriptions and theories based on non-Western
precepts and assumptions, which would make the scholar’s research more relevant
to the local arena and less dependent on alien constructs possibly obstructing the
understanding of Chinese society.

However, the movement is also explicitly rooted in a feeling of cultural
displacement, and the second rationale is a quest for an unequivocal cultural
identity. Observed sociologically, this side of the movement is a social science
version of the “obsession with China” (pace C T Hsia). Traditional Chinese ideas
and values are to be examined and utilized in order not only to get a better
understanding of local societies, but foremost to bring about a Chinese
understanding of society and local culture among a general public, seen to be on
the edge of totally abandoning their “original” identity in the process of
modernization.

In a way, one can say that the Chinese researchers are replacing a Western
paradigm that levelled cultural differences with a purportedly Chinese one, doing
in reality as much levelling, but this time exclusively among the Chinese themselves,
making it a case of “Self-Orientalism.” This draws attention to the politically
sensitive question of cultural self-designation, and raises concerns about some
potentially dangerous consequences of indigenous psychology.





Åshild Kolås and Monika P. Thowsen, International Peace Research Institute,
Oslo

Dilemmas of Education in Tibetan Areas Outside the TAR

The survival of Tibetan culture has become an important topic of disagreement
between China and the international community, and is also a contentious issue
within China. Critics of current PRC policies argue that the teaching of Tibetan
in schools should be promoted as a means of protecting Tibetan culture, and that
the Chinese education system currently contributes to the assimilation of Tibetans
into the Chinese mainstream. Whereas Chinese authorities accept Tibetan medium
education when it helps Tibetan students make progress, they claim that the
primary role of education is to speed up economic development as a key to
strengthening “ethnic solidarity” in areas inhabited by Tibetans. A core issue in
the present paper is the role of education in promoting or undermining Tibetan
identity, and we contend that this depends largely on whether or not students are
given the opportunity to learn Tibetan in school. The study is based on fieldwork
and interviews in all the “Tibetan Autonomous” prefectures outside the Tibet
Autonomous Region (TAR) conducted during the years 1998-2000. In conclusion
we found that bilingual education has met with growing difficulties during the
past decade, due largely to economic reforms and marketization, but also to the
scepticism of officials who fear that the teaching of Tibetan will increase “local
nationalism” or even lead to separatism. While the Tibetan curriculum may enhance
notions of a common Tibetan identity among young Tibetans, in order to avoid
being marginalized in the economic sphere Tibetans currently have no other
option than to gain a good command of Chinese language.





Outi Luova, Department of Political History, University of Turku

Transnational Relations of Korean Chinese—Ethnic and National Identity
Challenged

China’s borderline divides the area of residence of more than 30 ethnic groups.
Since the revival of China’s relations with its neighbouring countries, these groups
have recreated intimate cross-border linkages based on kinship, similar ethnic
background, common language and culture. Thus, China’s national border is
criss-crossed by multiple ethnic linkages, which function as channels for cultural,
economic and political impacts, in both directions. These types of transnational
relations raise issues that have largely been overlooked in conventional studies
on China’s ethnic minorities. The re-established contacts with kin-groups in the
neighbouring and more distant countries have had crucial consequences for China’s
ethnic minorities, in social, ethnic, economic, and political issues. In addition,
these processes raise a number of new questions of China’s border security,
foreign relations, and national identity. This paper will focus on the Korean
Chinese community and its multiple transnational connections to the Korean
Peninsula. Specific attention will be paid to questions of ethnic and national
identity.





Pankaj N. Mohan, University of Copenhagen

Tagore’s Vision of Sino-Indian Cultural Unity and Its Present Fate

Rabindranath Tagore, the Nobel prize-winning poet and philosopher of modern
India, sought to rekindle the memory of the Buddhist interactions that India and
China shared in the past. In his several lectures, delivered during his visits to
China, Tagore emphasized the need to re-establish spiritual unity between these
two ancient civilizations. In 1929 he also set up a pioneering Centre of Chinese
Studies at Visva Bharati (Guoji Daxue), the international university which he had
founded a few years earlier, and with the help of such eminent Chinese intellectuals
and statesmen as Liang Qichao, Cai Yuanpei and Tai Chitao, he and Tan Yunshan,
chairman of the Sinological institute at his university, established India-China
Friendship Society. In this paper I wish to present a systematic review of Tagore’s
project of Sino-Indian cultural understanding, evaluating its successes and present
limitations when India is gripped by a strong wave of Hindu fundamentalism. By
dealing with the theme of Tagore’s influential vision of a pan-Asiatic “Buddhist
India” and the attendant gap between the Indian perception and the realities of
modern China, I hope to shed some light on the inherent tension that characterizes
the bilateral ties between these two important neighbours.





Matti Nojonen, Department of Management, Helsinki School of Economics and
Business Administration

Business Systems of China—Illustration of the Business System in Traditional
Jiangnan

The economic and organizational transformation of the People’s Republic of
China creates an exciting context for scholarly research. During recent years
there has been an increasing urge to apply a business systems approach in studying
China. According to the business system approach, effective business structures
and practices largely reflect the institutional context in which they have developed,
but yet are highly interdependent with current social institutions. The prevailing
business system approach has identified conditioning structures and relationships
in pre-industrial China that shaped the contemporary business system. Scholars
are ascribing business structures, organizations, legal systems, and market-authority
relations to a historically remote society-wide idealized belief system, i.e.,
Confucianism, rather than critically analysing the factual Chinese socio-economic
background and China’s history of ideas. Thus, scholars continue to generate and
recreate stereotypical depictions of a monolithic China. This paper will readdress
this issue by illustrating and analysing the distinct business system of pre-industrial
Jiangnan region, located by the lower Yangzi River. This paper underscores the
necessity of understanding the actual socio-economic history of China and her
regions, rather than harking back to the Confucian classics and to descriptions of
an ideal Confucian political, social and economic order that never existed.





Bo Peng, School of International Relations and Public Affairs, Fudan University,
Shanghai

Democracy, Governance and Party Legitimacy: A Study of the Neighbourhood
in Shanghai

The neighbourhood in China has changed dramatically in recent years, owing to
the new market economy and overall social transformation. To tackle new problems
of governance and state control in the neighbourhoods, the Shanghai government
has launched three reform programmes: neighbourhood democracy, administrative
reforms and neighbourhood party construction, which all distinctly effect
neighbourhood organizations. Based on fieldwork in 1999-2000, this paper will
try to analyse the context, content and relationships of these programmes, which
are regarded by the author as key issues on the road to Chinese democracy and
for the fate of the Chinese state. The new problems that appeared in neighbourhoods
in the 1990s show that Chinese urban society is experiencing a structural
transformation demanded by the market economy, and that the emerging new
urban society requires democracy to handle local affairs, rather than the top-down
control and mobilization that have been employed by the Chinese state for almost
half a century. The tension between the demand for bottom-up politics from the
new urban society, and the top-down nature of the authoritarian state is clearly
visable on the neighbourhood level. Although the Shanghai government is trying
to handle neighbourhood problems with democratic, administrative and party
mobilizing methods, the results are far from ideal. The reason is that the logic of
these three strategies are incoherent. The essence of this contradiction is the
incompatible bottom-up nature of the market society and the top-down character
of both the Communist Party and the authoritarian state. From the view point of
the government, this tension will hamper both effective governance and party
legitimacy, while from the view point of urban people, their rights can not be
protected in the tension between real democracy and authoritarian politics.





Anna Pettersson, Department of Theology, University of Uppsala

Policy Towards Religion in China Today Exemplified with the Education of
Buddhist Monks

Freedom of religious belief has been written into every constitution of the People’s
Republic of China since 1954, but the implementation of this right has varied. To
separate religion from politics and make religious belief a personal matter for
individual believers has been a method to eliminate political threats from religious
groups. Nation-wide organizations were early on set up with the aim of uniting
religious believers for participating in patriotic movements. The Chinese Buddhist
Association was established in Beijing in May 1953 with the Chinese Buddhist
Academy as one department.

Fayuan Si is the the temple in Beijing where the Chinese Buddhist Academy is
situated and where Chinese monks can receive the highest education in China.
This is an education controlled and partly financed by the government and as
such an example of the official policy towards religion. I have been there regularly
since 1996, most recently visiting the temple in April 2001.

The main concern of my thesis is the condition for the Buddhist education
during the period of reform, i.e., from 1980 onwards. There is a rapid change in
the Buddhist religion in China today. More and more people are coming to the
temples, and the monks, at least in some regions, are becoming rich and powerful.
Can these changes be accepted within established Han Buddhism or is it a new
variety of Chinese Buddhism?

A description of the education, economy and statistics of the Buddhist Academy
will serve as an example of the contemporary policy towards religions in China. I
have interviewed monks, teachers and administrators. With this material, and
through an analysis of material published by the Chinese government concerning
the limits of religion, particularly Buddhism, I want to give a picture of the
situation for Chinese Buddhism today.





Irene Lee Rasmussen, Department of East Asian Studies, University of Aarhus

Differences in the Mate Selection Preferences of Chinese Men and Women: An
Empirical Analysis of Chinese Personal Advertisements, 1985 and 1999.

Since the initiation of the economic reforms in 1979, China has been developing
rapidly. These developments not only affected the social and economic conditions
of the Chinese but also their notion of gender roles. The Chinese notion of gender
roles can be examined from different perspectives but I choose to examine it
from the mate selection perspective because I believe that mate selection preferences
clearly reflect notions of gender roles. In order to investigate the mate selection
preferences of the Chinese during the period after 1979, I have made an empirical
analysis of Chinese personal advertisements. A total of 508 personal advertisements
were taken from every monthly edition of the Chinese women’s magazine Women
in China in 1985 and 1999. Investigated preferences were age, economical situation,
education, employment, height, household registration, looks, marriage history
and personality. The results of the analysis suggest that the preferences of the
Chinese in regard to mate selection were more in accordance with the traditional
notion of gender roles in 1999 than in 1985. In other words, the economic
development of the Chinese society has brought along a rise in the traditional
notion of men and women in China.





Maren Stallemo, Department of Social Anthropology, University of Bergen

Scandinavian-Chinese Business Co-operation

Tema er multikulturelle arbeidsmiljø ved skandinaviske bedrifter i Shanghai. Et
strukturelt aspekt ved det multikulturelle miljøet i disse bedriftene er at skandinaver
i hovedsak besitter management stillinger, mens kinesere utgjør kategorien “andre
ansatte”. Jeg fokuserer på samhandlingen mellom disse gruppene, og hvordan
kulturelle verdier og handlingsmodeller uttrykkes, og debatteres i samhandlings-
situasjoner. Ved en synliggjøring av slike verdier og handlingsmodeller klargjøres
ulike kulturelle trekk ved hvordan mennesker tenker om sosial interaksjon, sosiale
posisjoner, rett og galt, i en business situasjon. I tillegg viser et slikt fokus
hvilken betydning grunnleggende kulturelle forskjeller har for multikulturelt
samarbeide.





Elin Sæther, Department of Human Geography, University of Oslo

The Development of a Critical Press in China: Independent Journalists or
Government Watchdogs?

The economic reforms in China have had great impacts upon society, including
mass media. Newspapers have been commercialized and face a new situation
between the state and the market. A development towards a more critical press
has taken place during the last ten years. Independent criticism represents a break
with the earlier mouthpiece role of Chinese newspapers. What has struck several
researchers are the limits of the critique. My working hypothesis is that not only
are Chinese newspapers positioned between the state and the market, they are
also positioned between the central and the local level of the political system.
The Chinese discourse about the development of a critical press suggests that
newspaper’s criticism not only is limited in scope, but also in geographical scale.
Television and newspapers can relatively freely criticize fields such as corruption,
but only at certain geographical scales. This means that corruption at the local
level is revealed, and the central state is able to sanction local offenders and to
secure social stability. The development of investigative journalism is a resource
for the central party-state and serves a legitimating purpose as the state becomes
more responsive to local problems. It is also a resource for local people who use
the media to solve local problems. Critical journalism in China is embedded in
changing power relations that place media actors in roles as independent journalist
and/or government watchdogs. This means that new power relations can develop
that might have an influence on the political development in China.





Hatla Thelle, The Danish Centre for Human Rights, Copenhagen

Equity or Efficiency: Thoughts on Social Policy in Reform China

The unfolding of marketization in China has caused rising inequality, poverty
and vulnerability in the face of social events, necessitating new forms of social
protection. In pre-reform days, urban workers were fairly well protected against
the challenges of illness and old-age through the work-unit system that channelled
state funds to welfare aims. Work-unit welfare is more and more threatened as
market forces gain ground, and the political system has become alert to the fact
that new mechanisms for social protection has to be designed to sustain economic
growth and prevent social unrest. Academic research and practical experimentation
are conducted with the aim of adapting social policies to the Chinese reality. The
paper introduces important traits of the new systems, especially in the areas of
health care and pension reform, and explores in what ways China resembles and
are influenced by other countries with whom she shares common heritage or
territory. Links to East Asia, to other post-Communist nations, to the Third
World at large, and to global trends are discussed based on the assumption that
Chinese scholars and practitioners increasingly use the same concepts and face
the same dilemmas as other countries in relation to basic social protection. A
world-wide convergence of social conditions is taking place and China is also in
this area getting more and more integrated in the international community, both
as a victim of globalization and as a fellow player.





Lihong Yun / J. A. Karunaratne, Department of Business and Economics, Karlstad

De-regulation and Information Management in the Electricity Sector of Hainan,
China

Structural shifts in the electricity industry of Hainan, a reflection of the overall
economic reforms introduced in the early 1980s in China, particularly the reforms
of the state-own enterprises, have been partial, gradual and pragmatic in nature,
aiming at improving the functioning of the system or eliminating deficiencies in
it. The aim of this research is to assess the structures, information management
and economic methods of de-regulation in the electricity industry of Hainan. The
research focuses more specifically on the foreign investment patterns in the
electricity industry of Hainan. The research has been conceived on the assumption
that structural shifts in the electricity sector of Hainan are necessary but that
those transformations have to be implemented paying due caution to the possible
short-term (and even long-term) turbulence of the economy that such shifts in
policy implementation may cause.





Jesper Zeuthen, Aarhus University

Nation and Identity in Taiwan: A Study Based on an Analysis of the Public
Political Discussion

The recent development of the concepts of nation and identity in Taiwan is
crucial if one wants to determine whether a peaceful solution of the Taiwan
problem is possible. How can the search for identity that has been dominating a
large part of the political debate on the island for the last 15 years be described?
The idea that all inhabitants on Taiwan have at some point immigrated to the
island has showed to be one of the most efficient powers for unifying the inhabitants
of Taiwan. Though the 23 million inhabitants, apart from around 400,000 aboriginal
people and 400,000 “Gastarbeiter,” are almost all Han Chinese the population is
increasingly being conceived as consisting of many different ethnic groups. The
cleavage is not only between those inhabitants that were there before 1945 and
those who arrived with the Kuomintang, but also for instance between the largest
group, the Minnans, and the Hakkas. The concept “pluralism” is often used in
Taiwanese politics when describing the way the democratic Taiwanese society is
going to be able to contain these different groups. If one has to be accepted in the
Taiwanese society one has to identify oneself as Taiwanese, but many other
imagined societies may be even more important for each individual. Taiwanese
identity thus seems to be able to voice itself easily without a nation state. Taiwan
is well fit in a world where the impact of globalization is increasing.





Inge Aagaard, University of Aarhus

Street Advertisements in Beijing

The focus of this paper is to review Chinese advertisements as well as Western-
produced advertisements in China as they are exposed in the streets of Beijing
and the underground. They are related to a theoretical framework of Orientalism
and Occidentalism in order to explore what the advertisements reveal of Western
values, and within this aspect discuss whether or not a globalization (a
Westernization) of values takes place or, and to what extent, Chinese values
persist. I assume that we are talking about a hybrid—therefore, I search for the
values, the cultural paradigms of Western and Chinese—that most often are reflected
in advertisements. The official Chinese channels assert that the Chinese intrinsic
Asian values at any time will surmount the values of Western values in China.
Most people would put a question mark after that, but is there a hint of something
real in this official propaganda? One of the most important aspects is modernization.
There exists a false assumption that modernization and westernization are two
interdependent points. Examples of the opposite are countries like Japan, a country
that has excelled in modernization while being highly aware of the value of
Japanese culture. In contrast to Japan, China is often perceived of as becoming
more and more “Western,” as modernization becomes more and more prevalent.
Other keywords are: dichotomy between Western culture and values,
modernization, individualism and collectivism, power relationship, nationalism,
globalization, consumerism. The paper will reflect some of the ideas that I am
working with for my Master’s thesis.
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China’s Political Development

and How We Go About to Study It

Maria Edin
Department of Government, Uppsala University
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Introduction
What is the state of Chinese political reforms at the turn of the 21st century? This
essay aims to assess the present status of China’s political development by
describing the major political changes taking place since 1978. In an assessment
of political reform, one of the key issues is the future role of the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) and its ability to reform. The main controversy in the field lies less
in how to describe political reform but more on how to interpret these political
changes. An analysis of political changes naturally depends on which analytical
tools are applied. The second objective of the essay is therefore to discuss and
evaluate a traditional set of analytical tools and the conclusions they give rise to.
I will argue that we need to start studying linkages, rather than dichotomies,
between state and market, state and society and central and local levels of
government if we want to understand what is happening in China today. Using
simple dichotomies does not capture the complex realities of China and inevitably
leads us to jump to the wrong conclusions. To use linkages as analytical tools is
especially urgent in the study of the national political institutions and the Communist
Party.

For China watchers, it is bewildering to observe and interpret different events
that seem to be contradictory: Society is reportedly becoming more open and
autonomous from the state while at the same time Qigong practitioners are thrown
into jail. Growth figures remain stable on 7-8 % in spite of massive restructuring
of the economy, which is difficult to fit together with the picture of the now
arrested Ma Xiangdong, the former deputy mayor of Shenyang, gambling away
$4 million at a Macao casino. Social unrest is spreading in the countryside where
peasant burden is heavy and the central authorities are siding with the local
farmers against local governments, yet it was the center that banned a book
which informed local peasants of their rights against local government. Under
Jiang Zemin leadership, the party has turned more technocratic in its orientation,
but at the same time Jiang Zemin has strengthened the Communist Party
organization. In the 1990s, party and government have remerged again. It is
troubling for the observer that these seemingly contradictory tendencies are
probably all true at the same time. We are all struggling to make sense of China’s



complex realities.



When analysing the Chinese Communist Party and its future role, there are
two schools of thought in the debate. One group predicts the imminent collapse
of the CCP and sees no way that an obsolete party can maintain power in an
increasingly marketized and globalized world. For example, Goldman and
MacFarguhar (1999: 27) write that the party-state may only be able to survive if
it adjusts to the many changes but any such adjustments, however, will mark the
end of the Leninist party-state. The second group predicts that the CCP will, or
must, democratize along the lines of social democratic parties in Europe or along
the lines of the KMT in Taiwan.1 As encouraging signs are taken that Jiang
Zemin and his like-minded reformers are showing an increasing interest in
alternative political systems.2 Utmost at issue here is whether the CCP is able to
reform from within or has to be overthrown. The core issue is whether a Leninist
Party and its ideology, anti-democratic in its nature, are at all reformable. A few
scholars maintain that Leninist systems are fundamentally irreformable, while
many others believe that reformists within the party can work together with
external forces to bring about gradual change of the system. Yet others say that
Leninist systems can reform, they just cannot reform and remain Leninist. What
is Leninist anyway is not very clear in the debate.3

Those who predict imminent collapse see an inherent contradiction between a
Leninist system and democracy that is irresolvable. In their analysis the CCP can
not introduce democratic reform, neither would Communists reform themselves
out of power. In my view, the present debate focuses too much on what people
want or wish as if that was the driving force behind change. Economic development
as well as democracy has often come about as unintended consequences of other
processes. This is something that should be borne in mind by those who question
that the CCP will be willing to reform itself out of power. Political leaders have
additional goals which may set off processes that lead to democratization and a
loss of power even though that was not their original intention. If analysis of
political change stopped with the assumption that sitting leaders will not reform
themselves out of power, it would be very difficult to account for the political
changes that have taken place in the world in the 20th century. Elsewhere I have



1 In the special issue of The China Quarterly (No. 159, 1999) on “The People’s Republic of
China After 50 Years,” these two directions were pointed out by some of the contributors.
2 One of his top advisers, Wang Huning, assigned Bai Gang (then deputy director of the
Institute of Politics at CASS) to prepare a report on different political systems around the world.
Study teams have also been dispatched to Europe to study the Social Democratic Parties.
Anthony Giddens’ (1998) The Third Way, which inspired Tony Blair’s New Labour, is reportedly
a best-seller in Beijing and the subject of heated debate in intellectual circles.
3 In this paper, the CCP is treated as a state organization and not as a party with an ideology
or a clearly formulated programme. In my view, the nucleus of Leninist systems is the party
organization, i.e., the nomenklatura system. John Burns (1999), the authority on China’s
nomenklatura system, concludes at the end of the 21st century that the political institutions of
the PRC remain essentially Leninist.

argued that local state led development in China partly came about as an unintended



consequence of the political institutional system (Edin 2001). In addition,
democratic attitudes are often a consequence of democratization rather than a
precondition for it.

The other school of thought puts its hope on the reformers in the party, a rising
level of economic development, the emergence of a middle class and an increasingly
open society which will sooner or later result in demands for democratic reform.
Their analysis comes very closely to that of the modernization paradigm. The
stress is on gradual reform, even peaceful evolution. Yet, China will face enormous
problems ahead as reforms deepen and difficult tasks that can no longer be
postponed are tackled. Indeed, today we witness widespread rural unrest in response
to heavy taxes and fees, labour strikes against massive layoffs and delay of salary
payment as a consequence of the speeding up of reform of state-owned enterprises,
environmental protests, citizen petitions against corrupt public agents and media
coverage of official abuses, and non-Han Chinese regions aspiring for
independence.4 These are social, economic and political consequences of the
reform programme that pose a tremendous challenge not only to the Chinese
leadership but also to the scholarly community. Certainly, reforms are not going
to be a smooth, evolutionary process but the growing inequalities and social
consequences of reform may lead to massive social upheaval and instability. To
look for a party-state that continues to decline in importance and a growing
middle class organising itself politically as an alternative seem to beg the complex
realities of China today.

It should be said that the issue of future role of the CCP is a highly ideologically
driven debate among China experts where views seem to reflect what the individual
scholar see as desirable rather than opinions based on solid empirical research.
The question on the ability of the Chinese Communist Party to reform in particular
seem to evoke this reaction. This tendency may be more common among American
China experts, or perhaps it is more common for the field of political science to
which I myself belong. Since the opening up of China in the 1980s, a new
generation of scholars have taken advantage of the opportunities to conduct
extensive field study within China. As a result, an impressive number of studies
have been published which provide new insights and increase our understanding.
But during the same period, it also became less trendy to study the Communist
Party and China’s political institutions as dramatic changes were taking place in
the area of economics and in society, and new fields of research opened up. It
may well be that the study of political institutions, and the CCP in particular, did
not equally benefit from the opening up to field research simply because it was
less studied in the reform era (in addition to being an ideologically charged issue
among China experts). However, also studies of national political institutions and



4 See Perry and Selden (2000) for a discussion on the social and political consequences of the
reforms and the conflicts and resistance they have given rise to.

the Communist Party would benefit from a micro-perspective while continuing to



ask questions of broad and general relevance. In short, we need to go back to
study what is happening on the ground, and I believe that Nordic and European
researchers have a role to play in this respect.

Even though economic reforms have been more radical in comparison, the
CCP has also initiated a number of political reforms since 1979. There is a strong
notion, certainly present in the media, that economic reform has been far-reaching
while political reform has been non-existent or at least was brought to a standstill
after 4 June. Contrary to popular perception, major political reform measures
have been undertaken, and in the beginning of 2000s political reform seem back
on the agenda. It is speculated whether political reform will be made a theme in
the coming 16th Party Congress to be held in October 2002. Let us look at what
political changes have in fact taken place.

Major political reforms
Major political changes have been taking place in at least three areas: 1)
administrative reform; 2) legal reform and a more active role for the People’s
Congresses at various levels and; 3) popular elections at the grassroot level in
rural areas. Other contributors to this volume are analysing some of these reforms
in more detail. The description here gives the reader an overview and foremost
aims to underline the general trend in these areas with regard to governance and
accountability.

Administrative reform: Administrative reform and the establishment of a modern
civil service was a hot topic in the late 1980s but was dropped both from the
political agenda and the academic discussion after 1989. Far-reaching reforms
were discussed at the 13th Party Congress in 1987. Reform plans included a
proposal to separate politically appointed civil servants from career civil servants.
Less than one per cent of around 4 million cadres working in the executive
branch of government would have been designated political servants—which
would mean that only around 100,000 civil servants at different levels would still
have been appointed by the Communist Party and on the nomenklatura list (Burns
1989, Cabestan 1992). These bold reforms plans were however shelved after
1989 and only parts of the administrative reform programme survived and were
passed in 1992. They included lowering of the average age of the cadre force,
increase of the level of education, and introduction of open civil service
examinations as a new method of recruitment. Since the outset of reform, the
central leadership has emphasized the need to employ younger and better-educated
officials, and scholars have found that the cadre force has become more technocratic
(Cheng and White 1988, Zang 1993).5 In recent years, open and competitive



5 My impression from the local levels, based on anecdotal evidence, is that even in the county
and township administration newly recruited officials need to have a college degree.

examinations are introduced on a trial basis, although initially they only applied



to junior posts (Lam and Cheung 1998). For leadership posts applicants are
carefully screened before they can take the examinations, or examinations are not
undertaken at all (Walder 1995).

In 1998, administrative reform was put on the agenda again when the new
Premier Zhu Rongji launched another round of downsizing of government. The
main yeast of this round of reform was to cut the size of government by half
within the period of three years, beginning at the central level (Han 1999).
Previous attempts of downsizing and restructuring have generally been ineffective
but there are higher expectations this round. By 2001 it is reaching the township
level. I view the present downsizing attempt to be fully in line with the “New
Public Management” (NPM) model that was first introduced in Thatcher’s England
and which is encouraged as a model by international monetary organizations also
for the developing world. Basically the NPM model is about reducing the role
and the size of the state but also to make it more transparent and accountable to
users.6 Administrative reform and fiscal reform are closely intertwined, especially
in China. The main rationale behind downsizing the state is clearly to reduce
central budget expenditure. But this is also where the problem lies, because
departments at both the central and local levels are left to find their own revenues.
At the local level, work-units have been made “shi ye” which in this context
means the officials will no longer count as state cadres and salaries have to be
paid from service fees paid by users.

Less attention has been given to the new governance model being shaped at
the local level: the cadre responsibility system (gangwei zerenzhi). In the new
governance model, local party and government leaders are held accountable for
their work performance to higher levels of the party, and to some extent also to
their local community. Township party secretaries and mayors sign performance
contracts in which they pledge to fulfil a number of targets. At the end of the
year, they are evaluated on whether they have fulfilled these work targets. Market
incentives are tied to fulfilment of higher levels’ targets and so are political
rewards. The opinions of lower levels are also taken into account in the higher
levels evaluation, as village leaders and enterprise managers rate the performance
of township leaders. Ordinary citizens can make their voice heard by filing
complaints which negatively affects the evaluation of township leaders, or at
least send signals to higher levels. The cadre responsibility system gives rise to
incentives of local cadres and therefore determines their behaviour (Edin 2000).
The significance of this new governance model lies in that accountability to the
local community is made an integral part of higher levels evaluation. Far from
perfect, the Chinese system is still quite sophisticated in an international
comparison. Decentralization has often been carried out without the ability to



6 For a good introduction to the NPM model, see Self (1993).

hold anyone responsible, either at the center or at the locality. Low rating and



citizen complaints may not lead to disciplining of the local cadres, but rather
serves as a signal system to higher levels that there is a problem of governance.

Legal reform: Also some of the new legal measures and the active role played by
People Congress deputies serve as signals, and whistleblowers in the system, that
carries information to higher levels which they may or may not act upon. A
number of measures have been taken to move China closer to rule of law (or
perhaps rule by law) and to reduce arbitrariness in the system. One important
such measure is the Administrative Litigation Law that enables ordinary citizens
to bring government officials to court. China legal experts generally agree on that
the importance of this law lies less in the ability for plaintiffs to win suits and
more on its deterrent effects. One study found that a disproportional large number
of law suits filed against government agencies were later withdrawn by plaintiffs
but of suits withdrawn, 45 % were withdrawn after government agencies had
rectified the disputed actions (Pei 1997). Like the cadre responsibility system, the
administrative litigation law alters the way party and government officials behave
by changing the institutional rules.

The new role of People Congress deputies as remonstrators, to use Kevin
O’Brien’s (1994a) term, falls in to this larger pattern. The People’s Congress has
traditionally been seen as a rubber stamp, who passes laws and regulations that
have already been decided elsewhere. This is changing quickly (see for example
Tanner 1999). On the national level, the NPC has demonstrated their discontent
by voting no to some of Jiang Zemin’s personnel appointments. In March this
year, the municipal congress in Shenyang city actually rejected the work report
of the Intermediate People’s Court with only 46 per cent of the 474 delegates
voting for it. To vote down a work report means the work for the year was
unacceptable, and Shenyang city has been shaken by a large corruption scandal
reaching as high up as to the deputy mayor level.7 Kevin O’Brien points to that
local Congress deputies take upon themselves to act on behalf of their constituency
members and to resolve their grievances. When deputies act on an individual
basis their importance lies in the information and signals they send to political
leaders, but as we see from the case of Shenyang the People’s Congress has the
potential to become important also on an institutional level.

Village elections: When analysing the prospects for democracy in China, the
clearest sign that China is moving towards democracy is usually taken to be the
village elections introduced in 1987 (Bai 1995, O’Brien 1994b, Shi 1999). A
majority of China’s more than 900,000 villages are on their fourth or fifth round
of elections. What everybody is debating today is whether village elections will
be taken to higher levels, to the township level to start with and perhaps to the



7 “Chinese congresses refuse to follow all party dictates,” Washington Times, March 9, 2001.

national level in the long-term perspective. The reason why it would be considered



a major political reform if it reached the township level is that township leaders
are on the nomenklatura list of the party and count as state cadres while village
leaders are still considered to be collective or grassroots cadres. At present,
elections at higher levels are conducted at experimental sites. We have for example
heard how a township in Buyun county in Sichuan province went forward with
election to the post of township mayor in 1997, reportedly without permission
from Beijing. The response of the central leadership at the time was an order that
no further elections at the township level were to be held at this stage, even
though the incumbent of the township mayor post won the election in Buyun.

The introduction of village elections was meant to solve a number of problems
in the rural areas, including that of local governance. Higher levels might have
hoped to rule more effectively if village leaders were popularly elected and
accountable to villagers. Paradoxically then, village elections was also a means
by higher levels to regain control over the countryside (Kelliher 1997). Rural
unrest seem however to be on the rise rather than declining. There are a number
of problems with elections, and one is the division of power between the elected
village head and the village party secretary appointed by the township. In the
beginning, it was common that the appointed party secretary also became the
village head in the absence of well-functioning elections. Now we hear of elected
village heads who assume the role of party secretary, as the township seeks
popular village leaders. Village elections are part of a larger trend, namely that
higher levels are delegating more evaluation functions to local society, while
they are continuing its own control over the evaluation process and maintaining
its veto power. Seen in that light, village elections is in line with the new mode of
governing local bureaucracy.

Analysis through dichotomies
I have reviewed some major political changes that have been implemented in
China since 1978, but without attempting to interpret or draw conclusions with
regard to the present status of China’s political development. To do so, we need
appropriate analytical tools. One problem with the field today is that the complex
realities of China are often understood with the help of dichotomies. Dichotomies
such as state or market, state or civil society, and central or local level perspective
are often applied, and I argue that these dichotomies lead us to draw the wrong
conclusions.

According to the state or market dichotomy, either Communist Party officials
should oppose market reform due to their vested interests in the old system (see
for example Zweig 1983), or it is assumed that as market reform deepen the state
loose out in the process and will consequently be weakened by market forces (see
for example Nee 1989). Goldman and MacFarquhar (1999: 16) ascertain that
“the paradox of the post-Mao era is that an expanding, dynamic economy has



undermined the authority of the political leaders who made it possible. Despite



some limited political and legal reforms, there is an increasing dichotomy between
China’s economic growth and its increasingly fragile party-state.” The first
assumption that party and state officials oppose market reform has by now been
proven wrong. Jean Oi (1992, 1999) has shown that local party secretaries have
on the contrary been in the forefront to promote reform and economic growth.

The second assumption that the state will be weakened in the process is rarely
put under empirical examination. The modernization theory predicts that as market
reforms deepen and the level of economic development goes beyond a certain
level, a middle class will emerge who will push democratic change. I will not
dwell on the obvious flaws of this theory, but I want to join the stream of authors
who emphasize the need to study the interconnection between economic and
political change. By applying the state-market dichotomy we miss a number of
important changes that are happening at the moment. For example, we are not
able to observe how the national and the local state steer market forces and how
market forces are implemented inside the party-state apparatus itself, which the
cadre responsibility system and the new model of governance is a clear illustration
of, and that I regard to be one of the most important political changes. We would
also miss to analyse that the CCP is contemplating to allow private entrepreneurs
into the party, and moreover that successful entrepreneurs have been invited to
take on a political leadership role at the local level for years. At the local level,
the entrepreneurial and the political roles have merged.

According to the state or society dichotomy, either the party-state will reform
itself from within, or it will be forced to change by social forces. The state-society
dichotomy addresses the question who will change China that Gilley (2001)
asked in a recent article. Those focusing on the reformist forces within the party
who struggle with conservatives to maintain the course and to push reform believe
reformist leaders will change China. The reformist faction can also cooperate
with social groups, most often with intellectuals but also with local party leaders
or protesters when their agenda coincide. An analysis of administrative and legal
reforms falls within the first approach. Those oriented towards society will claim
that different social forces are the ones who will change China, albeit disagreeing
on which social group is able this dynamic role. Scholars who have applied the
concept of civil society on China fall within the second approach (see for example
Gold 1990, and White 1993). In the late 1980s, much hope was placed on the
intellectuals and on the students. More than a decade later, attention has shifted
from urban towards rural areas. Gilley disputes Orville Schell’s discos and
democracy thesis, that it is the cosmopolitan urban elite who will lay the foundation
for democracy in China. He himself identifies the “organized outsiders,” those
who are outsiders to the Communist Party’s spoil system, as the instigators for
change.

Bruce Gilley is joining the stream of China watchers who are turning their



attention to the rural areas. One main reason for this shift in attention is the rising



reports of social unrest in the countryside, which leads observers to view disorder
as a potential for political change. One of the first (reported) large-scale protests
took place in Renshou county in Sichuan province in 1992-93. Only scattered
data on the frequency of demonstrations and riots in rural areas are available
rendering a full picture impossible. Bernstein and Lu (forthcoming) writes that
between mid-May and mid-June and between late July and early August in 1997,
one major wave of unrest occurred in four provinces involving an aggregate of
about half a million participants. Rural unrest seems intimately linked with the
heavy tax burden placed on farmers by their local governments (Lu 1997).8 To
remedy the problem, the central government has introduced a standardized tax,
the rural Tax-For-Fee reform (feigaishui), which was scheduled for nation-wide
implementation in 2001 but which was recently postponed.9 To study administrative
and legal reform or the potential for social unrest are both very important but if
we apply the state-society dichotomy we may miss the dynamics of change. For
example, we would not be able to observe the new policies the central leadership
introduces (or do not introduce) as a result of social unrest and how social unrest
in its turn is related to the new functions given to them by the center.

According to the central or local level dichotomy, either reform was introduced
by the central leadership or reform was a bottom-up process imposed on the
center. In the first interpretation, the architect behind reform was Deng Xiaoping
who initiated China’s reforms after getting back to power at the end of the
cultural revolution, and then saving the reform programme by going on his Southern
Tour in 1992 in the aftermath of the Tiananmen crisis. Zhou (1996), on the other
hand, views reform as a bottom-up process and argues that it was the farmers
who changed China. The dichotomous views miss the interaction between the
central and the local level. The household responsibility system was invented by
farmers and local leaders in Anhui province and later on adopted by the center to
be spread nation-wide. Township and village enterprises spontaneously emerged
from the below but was later encouraged and given preferential treatment by the
center when they realized its importance for economic development.10

Another field of dispute in central-local relations is the relative power of the
central government and the local levels of government which are often seen as
zero-sum in nature. The center is seen by some as loosing out to the provinces as
market reforms deepen, and it is argued that reforms have skewed the balance of



8 Central regulations stipulates that the total taxes and fees paid by farmers should not exceed
5 % of their total income. There are no reliable data on a national scale, but many single studies
shows that rural farmers pay 20 % and above of their total income in taxes and fees.
9 Willy Wo-lap Lam, “China’s rural reform program halts,” July 23, 2001, CNN.
10 Some claim that the Chinese economy will be transformed by letting the TVE sector
surround and gradually replace the SOE sector. A parallel could be made to the village elections,
where national political institutions might be transformed from below by letting village elections
move higher up in the hierarchy.

power in favour of the provinces to such extent that the central authorities have



lost effective control (see for example Wang 1995 and Jia and Lin 1994). Huang
(1996a and 1996b) has however found that the central authorities have strengthened
their political control over appointments and hence argues against that economic
reform has considerably weakened the center’s hold over local levels. At the
township level, my findings support that of Huang’s. Local governments have
clearly benefited from fiscal and administrative decentralization but the higher
levels have also strengthened their control over appointments and evaluation of
lower level leaders (Edin 2000). Pieke (2000) has drawn our attention to the
vertical integration of township leaders into the county and district party hierarchy.
It is sometimes maintained that the rich coastal provinces in particular are less
responsive to the directives of the center, but Bo (1998) shows that the richer
provinces have gained more representation in the central committee illustrating
that the center takes greater care to incorporate and control the strategically
important areas.

Students of national institutions rarely adopt a micro approach. Similarly,
scholars with a bottom-up approach sometimes tend to have a localist view on
problems without examining the linkages to the center. For example, in analysing
the heavy peasant burden (nongmin fudan) it is often concluded—by both Western
and Chinese scholars—that the fault lies with the corrupt township officials.
Oddly, the Center is often seen as benevolent by Chinese peasants, Chinese
policy-makers and intellectuals as well as by Western observers who do research
at the village level. If we would study the linkages between the center and the
local we would find that the behaviour of township officials can in part be
explained by the work targets and the minimum of budget resources given to
them by the center. Not ruling out that township officials are corrupt, predatory
behaviour is in part institutionally induced (Edin 2001).

Call to study linkages
The issues raised here are how we interpret the political changes taking place,
and how interpretations are affected by the analytical tools we apply. My contention
is that we come to different conclusions depending on the analytical tools applied,
even when we look at the same empirical evidence.

I argue that instead of applying dichotomies, we should be studying linkages
between state and market, linkages between state and society, and linkages between
central and local levels of government. If we study linkages, we would see how
the state steers the market, and how market forces in turn transform the party-state
from within. We would see how the party aims to recruit successful public and
private entrepreneurs into the party—even making them party secretaries—and
the rationale for enterprise managers to cooperate with the state. We would see
how social unrest and citizen complaints affect the behaviour of public officials
at different agencies, and how the government introduces new policies in response



to rural unrest. We would see how the center indeed adopts successful local



policies for implementation nation-wide but also how central policies change the
room of manoeuvre for local actors. Studying linkages would not necessarily
give a rosy picture, China indeed faces a number of serious problems, but it does
give a more complex—and therefore real—picture.

The traditional dichotomies are increasingly being viewed as problematic. A
number of studies have been published in the last few years, in the China field
and in the field of comparative politics, which call for an interactive approach
stressing the need to analyse how states can change society, how society can
change the state and how the two can be mutually empowering (see for example
Migdal, Kohli and Shue 1994). Some of these studies in the China context have
been referred to earlier in this essay. Baum and Shevchenko (1999: 354) believe
it is more useful to focus on the changing modes and patterns of interaction
between state and society, cadres and entrepreneurs, and higher and lower levels.
I fully agree, and also argue that a new approach focusing on linkages is particularly
important when analysing the political institutions in China and the Chinese
Communist Party, given an ideologically charged debate and the relative lack of
solid empirical research which point to an urgent need for appropriate analytical
tools to capture the complexities of the reform process which are currently
transforming the party.

As we have seen, different conclusions are reached depending on the analytical
tools applied. On the basis of studying linkages I make the following arguments
in relation to where the Chinese Communist Party is moving: First, market reforms
have strengthened the Communist party-state organization (if not its ideology)
instead of weakening it as the dominant paradigm predicts. As we have seen,
market reforms have been implemented within the party organization itself to
promote its efficiency and control over agents. Second, society has in some
respects been empowered by the reforms but also perform evaluation functions
for, and submit valuable information to, the state. Delegation of evaluation functions
increases societal influence while higher levels retain their veto power over the
evaluation process. Third, fiscal and administrative decentralization has been
carried out while the center has constructed political mechanisms to strengthen
its control over key local leaders. Vertical integration has been facilitated by
incorporation of lower level leaders into higher levels in the party hierarchy.
Finally, Chinese Communist institutions are capable of greater adaptability than
it is usually given credit for.

To sum up, I have stressed the need for good empirical work on China’s
political development and I think Nordic students can play a very important role
here. I have also argued for the need to abandon dichotomous models and instead
study linkages. Simple dichotomies cannot help us to understand China’s complex
reality and make sense of the contradictory events we are witnessing today. Put
differently, we had better study these linkages because in the end they will decide



the future direction China is taking. Lastly, we should be open for the possibility



that political change will be an unintended consequence of complex processes
which means that if we study these complex processes at work we might come to
very unexpected conclusions, at odds with the existing paradigms.
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Introduction
Since the beginning of the reform and opening policy in the late 1970s, Chinese
society has undergone a social, political and economic transformation. The
economic model has changed from being a closed planned economy to increasingly
becoming an economy based on market principles and international trade. Politics
are still, in most aspects strictly controlled by the Communist Party, but politics
does not control the life of individuals to the extent it used to do. Significant
reforms in the political and legal fields have moved China further away from the
“rule of man” and closer to the “rule of law.” An important part of these reforms
is the role of the Chinese legislatures, the people’s congresses. While the members
of China’s parliament, the National People’s Congress (NPC), are appointed by
the central authorities and officially elected by lower level representatives, the
deputies to Local People’s Congresses (LPCs) at and below county level are
directly elected by the citizens. The system of local governance in China has
been described as being based on the Soviet model in which the local government
was supposed to act as an organ of state control and not as a local representative
for the people (Humes 1991, McCormick 1996: 4). It is true that one important
role of the local people’s congress is to secure the social stability of the locality,
but the LPC and its members, the people’s deputies, also have other roles. Kevin
O’Brien differs between two different roles of the deputies. The agent, who
obediently implement and explain government policies in order to mobilize the
“masses,” and the remonstrator who takes the role of solving problems at the
local level. “Deputies who chose this role are in some sense legitimate complainers
who open doors, point to regulations and appeal to fairness.” (O’Brien 1994:
369). The supervisory function of the congress was for a long time neglected in
Chinese politics. Instead the agents, in O’Brien’s description, can be seen as
supervising the people rather than the government. However, during the late
1990s, the congress’ role to supervise the government has been emphasized by
the central government as well as by the local people’s congresses themselves
(Baoding 2000). The LPC still has a dual role in China, but this role is changing.
In some localities, the LPC is increasingly taking the role of supervising the



government rather than the people.1



This paper presents a model of analysis that can be helpful in understanding
local governance in China. Experiences from fieldwork on the local people’s
congresses complement the discussion. The paper is a part of my doctoral thesis
entitled “The Role of Local People’s Congresses in China’s Social Transformation.”
The thesis compares three county people’s congresses in order to identify the
decisive factors behind the political participation and political power of the local
people’s congresses.

The people’s congress system
The people’s congress system reappeared in the late seventies after having
slumbered during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). Today’s system is basically
the same as the one that was stipulated in the constitution of 1982 although some
minor, but not unimportant, changes have been added. According to the Chinese
constitution, the highest legislative body in China is the National People’s Congress
(NPC). The deputies to the NPC are elected by the deputies from the level below,
i.e., the Province, Municipality or Autonomous Region. Those delegates are in
turn elected by the delegates from the levels below. The deputies to the LPCs, at
the county, city, and district as well as the grass root levels of town and township,
are elected directly by the citizens. As different from the national and provincial
levels, the LPCs at county level and below have no legislative powers. However,
they are still regarded as the legal decision making body. Any important political
decision concerning the locality has to be approved by the LPC or in some cases
its standing committee. The election law and the constitution stipulate that
nomination to the Local People’s Congress can be done by legal political parties
and organizations. Voters as well as deputies can, if they number more than 10
persons, nominate a candidate for the congress. The number of candidates should
according to the election law always outnumber the number of seats at the congress,
although this is not always respected in practice. The formal powers of the LPC
include supervision of the government, the power to elect as well as to remove
local leaders and deputies to the People’s congress one level up, the power to
submit motions and suggestions to the local government, and the power to approve
or reject reports and plans from the government.

Depending on the size of the county, the congresses at the county level consist
of 120-450 deputies. Since the number of deputies is so large, the deputies come
from different parts of the county and have other occupations that take a lot of
their time, the congress only convene once or twice a year. Of course, the
government could easily solve this problem, but so far the regime has not taken



1  Articles in Chinese newspapers as well as my interviews with local deputies show numerous
examples of LPCs, particularly in Guangdong province, using their political power to put
pressure on the local government. At two separate fieldtrips in mainly Jiangsu and Zhejiang
provinces (April 2000 and March 2001) a total of 25 interviews have been conducted with
people’s deputies and government officials.

any initiatives to reform this system. The original role of the congress is to be a



representative of the people, this means that all groups in society, like minorities,
occupations, and organizations such as trade union and military have to be
represented in the congress. Although the “quality” of the people’s deputies have
increased a lot and less stress is put on the more ceremonial representative role,
this pattern still exist in order to legitimize the congress as the people’s
representative.2 The election procedure usually starts with a huge number of
nominees. In “consultation meetings” the number of candidates are step by step
lowered to the recommended amount. The consultation procedure is one of the
mechanisms through which the local party committee can control the nomination
and get rid of “unwanted elements.” Without doubt, the system with a standing
committee as the core of the congress also makes it easier for the party to control
the congress. The standing committee, consisting of 20 plus members, handles
the daily work and takes most of the decisions of the congress. In addition, the
decision-making power in the congress is in reality concentrated to the chairmen
group, the core of the CSC, consisting of the congress’ chairman, secretary and
vice-chairmen.

The supervisory role of the congress
The constitution and the election law simply state that the people’s congresses
should supervise the people’s government at its corresponding level. The exact
meaning of supervision is not defined in the laws, but it is possible to identify
some of the supervisory tools that the law gives the LPC. The congress has to
approve reports and decisions made by the people’s government and the judicial
branch. Although the approval usually is a formality, there have been occasions
where reports have been severely criticized and decisions have been sent back to
the government for redraft (South China Morning Post, Feb 8, 1999). Except for
these “reactive” tools, the congress also has “pro-active” tools. Because of the
active nature of these tools, it is mainly the standing committee that is involved
in this process. Paragraphs 28-31 in the election law states that the congress can
use interpellations (zhixun an) or “ask a question” (xunwen) to the government or
the judicial branch. They also have the right to form an investigation committee
(diaocha weiyuanhui) to investigate certain matters. The exact usage of these
tools differs between congresses and between individuals. Most of the deputies I
interviewed had never used them and some did not even know what they meant.
Formally, interpellation is a rather powerful method, at least in comparison with
the weaker method of question. This is because the interpellations forces the
government to reply and act while the “question” has less formal requirements.3



2 To use the term “quality” or suzhi when describing humans may sound strange. However,
the term includes many aspects such as educational level and high morals and I have not been
able to find an equivalent in English.
3 Supposedly, xunwen is rather common, but zhixun quite rare. The difference between the
two is also emphasized in an article in Nanfang Zhoumo (April 21, 2000: 2).

However, sometimes the question process has been arranged as a public meeting



(xunwen hui) where the press has been invited. This method was employed by
the congress in Guangzhou, which in April 2000 apparently put the Guangzhou
people’s government under severe pressure to answer difficult questions from the
deputies. The question meeting was described in the official newspaper as very
tense and the debate became more intensive as it went on for a couple of days
(Nanfang Zhoumo, April 21, 2000). The official embarrassment or “loss of face”
that the government risks in an official questioning should not be underestimated.
In reality the xunwen can, if it is used in public, be a very powerful tool for the
congress to supervise the government.

Apart for these legal tools, the congress also has another method of supervision,
not mentioned in the organization laws. The method is called “appraisal meeting”
(pingyi hui) and has been put forward by several congresses as a very useful
method for supervision. There are two kinds of appraisal meetings, one is called
“work appraisal” (gongzuo pingyi) or deputy appraisal (daibiao pingyi) and is an
appraisal of the work of a whole government department. The second kind is
called “work report appraisal” (shuzhi pingyi) and is an appraisal of the individual
leader of the department. Every year, about 3-6 of the most important departments
and department heads will be appraised in these meetings. The “work report
appraisal” is considered as the important one by most of my interviewees. The
process and method of going about the appraisal differs between congresses. In
what seems to be a typical fashion of doing the appraisal at the county level, this
process was described to me at a one county congress in Jiangsu: More than 90
people, including local important leaders, experts in the field and certain people’s
deputies evaluate the leader and get to chose between “excellent” (youxiu),
“qualified” (hege) and “not qualified” (bu hege). Interviewees from two studied
congresses in Jiangsu province told me that so far, the mark “not qualified” had
not been used in the final appraisal of these congresses. However, at least in one
instance, the criticism of the leader was very harsh and he should have received
the mark “not qualified.” The party did not want to loose face by giving the
leader the mark “not competent” but two months later replaced him in a more
discrete way.4 Appraisal meeting is also a part of the Communist Party’s cadre
responsibility system. Maria Edin describes them as a way for local leaders to
evaluate the cadres “from below” (Edin 2000: 134). However, while the party’s
evaluation focuses on the party work and ideological issues, the congress appraisal
is supposed to be a measure of how well the cadre implements the law. A key
question is from where the initiative for the appraisal comes. One informant told
me that the congress standing committe (CSC) decides what department to appraise
and that the party committee has to approve the choice, but that the party committee
so far had never changed the decision of the CSC. Since a majority of the
members of the CSC are party members, this could very well be true. In this way,



4 Interview with county congress worker, Jiangsu province, 2001.

the appraisal work becomes a part of the congress supervisory power, while the



control of the situation is maintained by the party’s control of the congress CSC.
From the aspect of the institutionalization of the supervisory power of the congress,
whether the initiative comes from the CSC or the party is important.

The local people’s congresses, at least in some areas, are increasingly taking
their role as supervisors of the government serious. To be sure, many deputies are
still more agents than remonstrators, but there is an obvious trend for the
institutionalization of the congress’ power to supervise the local government.

The central-local dialectics in China
As the dual role of the people’s deputies indicates, relations between central
state, local state, and local society is complex. A constant issue of debate concerning
governance in China has been the relation between the “central” and the “local.”
The traditional opinion views China as a centralist state in which any important
initiative for political change will come from the center, and usually from the
core of the center, the standing committee of the polit bureau. Andrew Nathan
(1993: 290) projects that the process for democratization in China will come
from above, and David Goodman (1997: 252) comes to a similar conclusion
arguing that China is too big and diversified for any local democratization initiative
to be successful. Others argue that the source of change in the Chinese society
can be found at the local level. Lynn White (1998), for example, finds local
networks to be the origin of the economic reforms in China. Furthermore, the
relationship between central and local levels is often described as one of bargaining
(Lieberthal and Lampton 1992: 9, Jae 2000: 4). This indicates that neither level
can completely decide the development without taking the other level into account.

Three level analysis model
In order to understand this complex problem one has to define the meaning of
local and central. In Ming Xia’s (2000) study for example, the provincial level
represents the local level in relation to the central government in Beijing. White
does not consider the local level to be state but defines it as non-state. “Local
synaptic leaders think of themselves as part of the state, as well as protectors of
their places. But they widely ignore the regime’s mandate in practice” (White
1998: 31). The actors for change in his description, are these non-state actors.
The proposition that I present will try to connect these perspectives to a more
complex structure.5 Instead of simply describing Chinese society in terms of the
dichotomies local versus central level, or people versus officials, I will emphasize
the relationship between three levels in society that are mutually interdependent.

The model should mainly be seen as a way to understand vertical power
relations. In China, horizontal power relations are also very important. Horizontal
relations involve geographical divisions as well as functional divisions. Different



5 Shi (1997), who writes extensively about the relationship between these three levels, is the
source of inspiration for this model.

regions will compete with each other for resources and preferential treatment



from higher levels in the system. The functional division includes the important
xitong system in which different government ministries, represented by departments
and bureaus at lower levels, compete with each other for resources. But it also
includes the relations between party, government and congress at respective level.
The three levels should also be perceived as an analytic instrument and the
division of levels is never definite in the sense that what is included in a certain
level depends on the situation. The provincial level for example can at times be
described as part of the central level, but can in a different situation constitute the
local level. The point of the model is to illustrate that several of the problems
involving local and central relationship would be better understood if a third
dimension was included. The central state level (1) refers to the national and in
some cases the provincial political leaders. Level (2) are the local officials, the
party cadres below the central level, sometimes including, and at other times
excluding the provincial level. Level (3) can be best described as the local society,
people who are affected by the policies from the other levels and also put pressure
on them. Depending on what issue is at stake the different levels will align with
one another to pursue their mutual interests. For example, level (1) and level (2)
find it in their mutual interest that the Communist Party monopoly is safeguarded
and that people do not band together to protest and thereby threaten stability in
society. However, one of the main sources of people’s unrest is the power abuse
of local officials and level (1) will find its legitimacy threatened if level (2) is too
corrupt. This gives level (1) incentives to cooperate with level (3), the local
society, by acting on complaints from level (3) through the punishing of local
officials for example. But level (2) and (3) also find it in their interest to cooperate
in order to get as much resources from the national level as possible to their
regional locality. Level (2) does in this relationship have a representative role for
level (3), and it is expected that they act to improve the locality in competition
with other localities and the central level (1).

The question whether the sources of social change in China originates at the
central or at the local level, as well as issues relating to autonomy and local
governance, has to be understood in this context. Local officials can often initiate
a policy or solve a local problem that will work as an example for other areas and
eventually become the official policy. Local officials can also effectively stop
policies initiated at the center. McCormick has analysed the implementation of
the system of local election during the 1980s. He concludes that the strongest
resistance against the elections came from local officials since they feared that
the elections would result in them being voted out of power and as a consequence,
the election reform implemented from above became less democratic than originally
intended (McCormick 1990: 130-157). This is a typical example of level (2)
disrupting a policy from level (1) who intended to improve its relationship with
level (3). But the initiative and source of social change can also come from level



(3). In the thousands of Chinese towns, townships, villages, and cities, ordinary



citizens that are not part of the official hierarchy continuously come up with new
ideas on how to improve their own life or society. In 1998, Buyun Township in
Sichuan held what was reported as the first-ever direct election of a township
mayor. Apparently, the initiative for the election came from the mayor in Suining
City, and the reaction from the central authorities was that the election was
against the constitution.6

Supervision and representativity
The two different people’s deputy roles of agent and remonstrator, the former
supervising the people, and the latter supervising the local government, puts the
LPC in different positions in the above model. The congress or deputy that works
as a state agent is allied with the local government (2) as well as with the higher
authorities (1) in order to supervise the people. However, a congress that actively
uses its supervisory power over the local government has de-coupled from the
local government (2). In order to have the institutional power to challenge the
local government however, it needs to strengthen its ties with the upper level
congresses (1) (Xia 2000: 3, O’Brien and Luehrmann 1998: 92). O’Brien and
Luehrmann (1998: 93) claim that the congress sacrifices its autonomy and
representative role when it links up with the higher levels to strengthen its
institutional capacity. Many deputies ultimately want the LPC to become a part
of its own xitong with the NPC at its top But the representative role of the
congress is also dual. The congress is supposed to represent its constituencies in
relation to higher levels and in competition with other regions. However, one role
of the congress is also to represent the interests of the voters in relation to the
local government, for example by fighting corruption among government cadres.
By strengthening supervision over the local government, with the institutional
assistance from higher level congresses, the representative role at the local level
can also increase.

Thus, while the links with higher level congresses in a way sacrifices the
autonomy of the congress vis-à-vis the provincial and national congresses (1) and
weakens the representativity in competition with other regions, it actually
strengthens the congress’ representativity for the voters (3) against the local
government (2).

One important aspect of Chinese bureaucracy is its dual and often conflicting
command structure of horizontal and vertical power relations. In Chinese
terminology this is called the kuai-kuai line of command versus the tiao-tiao line
of command. The former describes the power relations between the party committee
and other at similar level, while the latter describes the power relationship between
higher and lower levels. In essence, by applying this model we can argue that the
trade-off for the congress is between two kinds of representativity, one vertical,



6 The election, first reported in Nanfang Zhoumo (Jan 15, 1999: 2), is described in Bai (2000).

and one horizontal, rather than a trade-off between representativity and capacity.
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Introduction
Neighbourhoods (shequ) in Shanghai have changed dramatically in recent years
owing to the new market economy and social transformation. To tackle new
problems of governance and state control in neighbourhoods, Shanghai municipal
government, like some other cities in China, has made some extraordinary efforts
to reform urban neighbourhood governance, including three programmes:
neighbourhood democracy, administrative strengthening and neighbourhood party
construction. In the enforcement of this reform plan, each of them has distinctly
effected neighbourhood organizations. Based on my 1999-2000 field work, this
paper will try to analyse the context, content and internal relations of these
programmes, which are regarded by the author as key issues when trying to
understand Chinese local urban politics, predict the road to Chinese democracy,
and indeed also foretell the fate of the Chinese state.

The background of neighbourhood organization reforms

The context before reform
After 1949, when the Communist government was founded, existing neighbourhood
organizations were quickly re-constructed. Among the new neighbourhood-based
organizations, some committees stemmed from ad hoc committees which had
been designed to deal with wartime problems; in other cases, residents by themselves
established committees by imitating their former counterparts, the baojia system
which begun in rural area in the dynastic era and was followed by the Chinese
Nationalist Party and the Japanese occupiers in both rural and urban areas
(Schurmann 1968). In 1954, the Residents Committee Organization Law was
made to legalize and standardize neighbourhood organization in the form of
Residents Committees (RCs).

During the pre-Communist era, the function of the neighbourhood-based
organization had mainly been to facilitate state control and policing. After the
foundation of PRC, a state characterized by its powerful mobilizing nature, the
RCs were utilized as useful instruments to mobilize and integrate local people,



especially those without work-unit (danwei) affiliation, such as housewives and



unemployed or self-employed (Townsend 1967). In the frequent social and political
campaigns during the pre-reform era, RCs were in a significant position to help
the Chinese state implement its policies, to mobilize and educate urban residents
and to police local society. The role of the RCs, during this period, showed the
extension of the state’s sphere and was essential for the revolutionary governance
of urban society.

The basic structure of pre-reform urban society can be said to be the danwei
system, supplemented by neighbourhood organizations: RCs and party branches.
After the “socialist reconstruction” movement in the industrial sectors at the early
stage of Communist China, the public-owned industry came to dominate the
Chinese city economy. Together with shiye (non-profit) work-unit, the danwei
came to be the basic unit where urban people conducted their professional activities.
The impact of the danwei system is well researched, and it is generally accepted
that the danwei system served as an essential political and social institution of
state control and government administration (Lu 1997). The danweis not only
engaged in their own business operations, but also handled political control (Walder
1984) and social welfare for workers, in a system which can be called “from
cradle to grave.” The major tasks of the party-state and the government to govern
urban society were manipulated through the danwei system, and for the minority
of people without danwei affiliation, the neighbourhood organizations performed
social and political functions much like those of the danwei.

The impact of economic and political reform on the urban neighbourhood
organization
After 1979, Deng Xiaoping’s reform programme, directly or indirectly, has
dramatically changed Chinese urban society. In the mainstream of relevant
literature, much has been said about the reform’s impact on the danwei system
(e.g., You 1999), but not enough attention has been paid to its impact on urban
neighbourhood organization, especially RCs, which have been under serious shocks
caused by the system-wide reforms.

The logistic reform of public-owned enterprises
Besides handling business issues, the formerly public-owned enterprises were
also responsible for the social welfare of their employees, including kindergarten,
school, house, pension, etc. This was a heavy burden for the enterprises, and
made it difficult for enterprises to engage in a fierce market competition. Since
the logistic reform was launched in order to reduce the social functions of the
enterprises, the former danweis, with political and social significance, have been
concentrating their functions on business, and social responsibilities for their
employees swarm into the neighbourhoods where these live.





The management transformation reform in public-owned enterprises
One of the major consequences of management transformation and ownership
reform is that many enterprises have cut down the number of employees, especially
in enterprises facing crises in the new market situation. Thus, many formerly
public-employed people have had to leave their work position and return to the
neighbourhood in the process called “off post” (xia gang). Serving these
unemployed and semi-unemployed residents has become a new task of
neighbourhood organizations. To maintain social stability, social and psychological
problems of those “newcomers” from old danweis have to be dealt with properly.
With the decreasing salience of the danwei, and limited ability of central and
local governments, it seems it is only neighbourhood organizations who are
available to meet these demands.

Emergence of private business
With the progress of economic reform, the solely public-owned nature of the
industrial sectors has changed into a mixed one. More and more private business
organizations emerge with high economic vigour, ranging from foreign-invested
companies, joint ventures, to domestic private company. To attain high market
competence, private business organizations usually concentrate on business issues
and leave government and society with the responsibility of social welfare for
their employees. As China has not yet successfully introduced an advanced social
welfare system, it is again neighbourhood organizations who have to manage
social problems for private employees.

Floating population
Since the 1980s, more and more peasants have moved into Chinese cities like
Shanghai looking for job opportunities. This trend contributes to a higher living
standard for rural people, and has also provided plenty of cheap labour resource
for the cities. Nevertheless, the social costs and side effects of this labour transfer
are obvious. Because city employers are rarely willing to take responsibility for
the social welfare of the peasant workers, those problems need to be addressed in
the neighbourhoods in which peasant workers temporarily live. Apart from the
peasant workers, another portion of the floating population in Shanghai is the
group of professionals who work temporarily in Shanghai. The social issues for
this group are also pushed to the neighbourhoods. It is shown that the number of
the floating population in Shanghai is tremendous and this has been substantially
effected neighbourhood management. For example, in Fangzhiqiao neighbourhood,
there are more than 400 immigrants, while the formal residents are 5,053 (Ying
Yuqing 1999). To help the floating population enter the neighbourhood is a new
task for the neighbourhood organizations. However, due to a lack of party and
residential affiliation, as well as the transient nature of these groups, it is difficult



for the organizations to provide services for them.



The private house policy
Under the public house policy after 1949, most urban residential houses were
distributed by the state through the danwei system. Since the reforms, the Chinese
government has launched new house policy reforms and many formerly publicly
owned houses have been privatized. Furthermore, the government encourages
urban people to buy their own houses, with financial support from the government
or with bank loans. The rapidly increasing proportion of private houses brings
new problems to neighbourhood life. Since houses have become their private
property, residents are more concerned about the neighbourhood where their
houses are located. Therefore, new organizations have been established to help
residents protect their interests concerning houses, e.g., “owners committees.”
Also, some professional business organizations, like house maintenance companies,
have been introduced into the neighbourhood. The tension and potential conflicts
among RCs (together with party branches), owners committees and house
maintenance companies have increased the complexity and level of difficulty in
neighbourhood governance.

The government decentralization reform
The decentralization administrative reform was launched to revitalize local
government and let local people self-govern local issues. In the process, some
government departments had to reduce their functions, but since the unchanged
authoritarian nature of Chinese government still requires them to control local
society, the so-called decentralization resulted not in increased power to the local
urban people. Instead, neighbourhood organizations were asked to be more
responsible for some of the issues which formerly were handled by the government.
To make things worse, before the reforms, the government governed urban society
mainly through its danwei system, and with the failing significance of the danwei
system, neighbourhood organization became the major institution to govern local
urban society. As a result, in current neighbourhoods, “mandate quotes” is very
popular and many work checks has kept neighbourhood leaders busy. For instance,
in Chen’er neighbourhood, there was in one year more than 130 work checks
from the upper-level government (Zhang Yuanyuan 1999).

The situation and difficulties of neighbourhood organizations

Low ability and high demand
Since the former neighbourhood organizations were designed as supplementary
institutions serving only some overflowing functions from the danweis, after half
a century, they are still underdeveloped, and both the organizational structure and
leaders are amateurish or quasi-professional. Today, the RCs have de facto become



a sort of extension of the government, but their budgets and institutional



arrangements have not been enhanced to support this increasing importance.
Meanwhile, operation of the former neighbourhood organization has long been
energized by the enthusiasm of retired and aged people, especially those regarding
themselves as beneficiaries in Communist China. But these persons physical
limitation owing to age, and the fact that they have training neither in administrative
skills nor in community work, makes it difficult for the neighbourhood organizations
to adapt to the new circumstances.

The heavy burden of administrative task
Since the neighbourhood became the major institutional base for governance and
state control in the process of de-danweization, neighbourhood organizations are
facing increasing work burdens. The policy implementation, regular administration
and even some functions such as selling lottery and subscribing to newspapers,
which should be conducted by business organizations, are now all for the
neighbourhood organizations to accomplish. It is said that there are as many
departments in the upper-level government as there are kinds of jobs awaiting
neighbourhood leaders to finish. Usually the neighbourhood organization is
compared to a needle, and there are one thousand threads going through its eye.
Legally, the RCa are mass organizations that are supposed to be autonomous
institutions helping residents to self-serve, self-manage and self-educate, but they
have evolved into a foothold for state control, an instrument for policy
implementation and an extension or substitute for government organizations. It is
generally perceived by neighbourhood leaders that they are so occupied by
administrative tasks distributed by the upper-level government, that they almost
have no time to serve their own neighbourhoods, which it is one of the reasons
why they are often misunderstood by residents (Wang Qian 1999).

The failing image of both RCs and party branch
For most residents, the neighbourhood is only the place where they spend their
leisure time. Besides the new emerging interest in their private houses, their
major issues are irrelevant to the neighbourhood. Thus, it is understandable that
neighbourhood residents are indifferent to neighbourhood affairs. Even for
Communist Party members whose party organizational affiliation are in their
work-units, they are an apathy to neighbourhood issues, and people even try to
conceal their party memberships to avoid being asked to serve the public. Although
most of the neighbourhood leaders are much devoted to their jobs, they do not
have enough time to work on residents concerns and interests, since they have to
cope with so many tasks assigned by the upper-level government. Thus, residents
apathy for the neighbourhood and misunderstanding of the leaders negatively
affect the image of RCs and party branches in the neighbourhoods.





Financial difficulty
Since the neighbourhood organizations are increasingly involved in administrative
works allocated by the upper-level government, neighbourhood jobs become more
and more formal and financial requirements are raised. Before the mid-1990s, the
budget of RCs normally was constituted by two parts: one was fees and interests
drawn from their own local businesses, another was funding from the upper-level
government. After the mid-1990s, because of the standardization of the market
economy and the fiercer market competition, the small-scale local business in
neighbourhoods usually have withered and income from them has become highly
unreliable. Thus, the government funding becomes relatively more important for
neighbourhood organizations. To make this worse, the street office, which is the
most important funding provider for RCs, also counts on their local business
which is down because of its disadvantageous position in the market. Therefore,
government funds for neighbourhood organizations are usually reduced to an
unbelievable minimum. In Wujiaochang Street, Yangpu district, the administrative
fees allocated from the street office is only about 0.1 yuan (less than 10p) for one
household per month (street office and party working committee in Wujiaochang
Street).

Three remarkable reforms concerning the neighbourhood
With the new difficulties in the neighbourhoods, the Chinese state facilitates
some new reform programmes to revitalize neighbourhood organizations. In the
case of Shanghai, the efforts of the municipal government to re-strengthen
neighbourhood governance can be described as three perspectives: grass roots
administration strengthening, neighbourhood democracy and neighbourhood party
construction, which all contribute to some remarkable changes in Shanghai
neighbourhoods. Since the 1990s, the new efforts of the party-state at the grass
root level, shows its desire to re-strengthen government administration, to call for
involvement of local people in neighbourhood governance, and to re-legitimize
the CCP rule.

Strengthening neighbourhood administration
Like many other cities in China, Shanghai has two formal levels of government,
the municipal and the district levels. Below district level there is the street office
which is, by organic law, not a formal local government, but only an extension of
the district government. On the basic level, the RCs in the neighbourhoods are by
law defined as mass organizations, and therefore different from the government
organization. Since Shanghai’s government noticed the difficulty in neighbourhood
governance, and tries to make efforts to strengthen local administration, the
possible approach seems to be to extend its government instrument down to the
basic level. But with the limitation of the Chinese government organic law, it is



quite difficult to change the street office into a formal government organization.



Thus, at the 1996 meeting on neighbourhood work in Shanghai, a new administrative
strategy was put forward which is called “two levels of government, three levels
of governance, four levels of network.” With this strategy, the municipal
government reconfirms the system of two levels of governments. But, by claiming
“three levels of governance and four levels of network,” the government also
tries to emphasize the importance of local administration below the district.

In the new strategy of administration, the Shanghai government has been
trying to put street office and neighbourhood organization in a more important
administrative position. At the street level, the standardization of government
administration and promotion of government budgets help street offices expand
their administration and the working connection between street and neighbourhood
level is consolidated. At the neighbourhood level, the most prominent effort is to
recruit full-time cadres to replace incompetent leaders. Many full-time cadres are
former cadres in public-owned enterprises where the reforms resulted in reduction
of employees and they choose to leave the enterprises for the neighbourhoods.
After examinations held by the government, they are hired to be full-time cadres
for the neighbourhood, normally as secretaries of party branch in the neighbourhood
while some also hold concurrent posts as heads of RCs. In Yangpu district, 87
full-time secretaries have been appointed to neighbourhood party branches in
these last years, and 80 % of the party secretaries in the neighbourhood work full
time (Organization department of party committee in Yangpu district 1999).

The new efforts to strengthen local administration results in routinization and
standardization of administration at street and neighbourhood levels, and many
full-time cadres are hired to deal with local community and party issues. But at
the same time, they also result in an increasing work burden for the neighbourhood
organizations. Although the government has shown a strong desire to strengthen
policy implementation and regular administration, it has rarely been capable to
do so. Thus, government has to depend on neighbourhood organizations by
arranging work tasks and checking result quite often. Meanwhile, the non-voluntary
nature of neighbourhood cadres causes the problem of salary payment. At the
beginning of this programme, the Shanghai government leaders promised to partly
pay for the full-time cadres in the neighbourhood, but later failed to do this.
Street offices had to be responsible for paying those neighbourhood cadres. In
my interviews, leaders in district offices complained about the economic burden
of paying for neighbourhood cadres, while neighbourhood cadres complained
about their too low income.

Election of RCs: Neighbourhood democracy
At the beginning of their history, in the 1950s, RCs were established to bring
residents under neighbourhood governance. Thus, RC, by law, has long been
defined as an autonomous mass organization which means its establishment and



operation should be conducted in a democratic way. One of the reasons why



Communist China facilitated autonomous organization which seems to be
incompatible with the state’s authoritarian nature, is that the state hoped to recruit
residents into neighbourhood-based administration and connect with the mass
effectively through these institutions.

Because of the authoritarian characters of the Chinese state, the government
has got used to employ RC as administrative apparatus and extension of formal
government organization, so-called feet and hands, and the democratic nature of
RC have long been covered by the fact of appointed cadres to the neighbourhood,
and the many administrative tasks allocated by upper-level government. This
strategy obviously benefited the state control and policy implementation in the
history of the PRC, but it also results in some unintended consequences: many
RCs become overly administrative and isolated from their communities (Read
2000). From the view of many residents, the RCs are not their committees, rather
government-backed organizations whose functions are nothing but administration
and implementing policy, as well as charging various kinds of fees.

From the late 1980s, the Chinese government has been aware of the problem
of RCs in social control and policy implementation, two areas which became
more and more problematic with the market reform and de-danweization process.
It come to be critically necessary to revitalize neighbourhood organizations by
some new reforms. Like with its counterpart in China’s rural areas, one of the
major strategies is to make real efforts to re-legitimizing RCs by emphasizing its
autonomous nature. In the 1989 RC Organic Law, the “three-self” (self-
management, self-service, and self-education) principle was reconfirmed as basic
requirements in the operation of RCs. But the practice of RCs is far away from
the statements in the organic law, since the Chinese state has been facing the
dilemma of neighbourhood autonomy vs. top-down state control and governance.
In the strategies to strengthen neighbourhood administration and party leadership,
the autonomous and democratic nature of RCs is usually ignored. In the election
which is required by organization law, the street office always played a decisive
role by assigning “representative” to limit voting or appointing new cadres to be
RC members who will then confirmed in the “election.”

With the progress of market economy, the on-paper neighbourhood democracy
not only brings trouble for the social and political development, but is also
negative for the effective government administration and hinders sustainable social
stability. For example, under the house privatization policy, many residents truly
come to take an interest in their neighbourhood, and they needed new institutions
to represent their demands and protect their interests in the neighbourhood. Thus,
from 1994, owners committees have been organized (elected) by residents. The
conflict between owners committees and RCs has been intensified, as has the
complex relationship among RCs, owners committees and house maintenance
company. To make the situation worse, some house maintenance companies are



involved in neighbourhood life not only through their business, but also by funding



some RCs and party organizations (this was mentioned by some neighbourhood
leaders in my interviews).

In this new context, like in several other cities, the Shanghai government also
begun experiments of direct election of RCs in several neighbourhoods, such as
Xingzhu Street, Pudong New district, where our research group conducted
fieldwork. In the experiment, residents changed their indifferent attitude to
neighbourhood organization and showed concern for the direct election because
they thought that in direct elections, the RCs will become fully autonomous and
be able to represent their demands. Notably, some well-educated professionals
showed keen interests in the election. Although the experiment has been going
well, the intrinsic contradiction between neighbourhood democracy and top-down
administration and authoritarian party leadership has not yet been resolved.
Therefore, the Shanghai government is somehow cautious to draw any conclusions
from the experiment, and foreign visitors and researchers are not welcomed to
step into the experiments.

Party construction in neighbourhood, shequ dangjian
Traditionally, the party construction strategy was promoted to keep ideological
loyalty and organizational vigour in the party, and it is one of the approaches
which have been frequently utilized to help the CCP to stay in the ruling position
for more than 50 years. It is notable that regular party constructions usually were
carried out in the party organization with a strict concern of the Communist
Party, and normally effected only top and mid-levels of the party system, rather
than the basic-level party organization. After the mid-1990s, the new strategy of
party construction, which is remarkably aiming at basic-level party organization
in the neighbourhoods, become increasingly prominent. The slogan neighbourhood
party construction now frequently appears in speeches of Shanghai government
leaders and work reports of officials at district and street levels, as well as in
local academic publications.

The reason why the Chinese party-state extend its traditional party strategy to
basic level organization is perhaps that the Chinese state is aware of the increasing
problems in governance at the grassroots level. Moreover, the party-state is not
only facing inefficiency in administration, but also structural problems in state
control and failing party legitimacy, which are both challenging the authoritarian
regime. Owing to the path-dependence tendency, the Chinese Communist Party
has to apply and extend its at one time effective strategy to grass-roots level to
cope with the new problems arising from rapidly changing local urban society. In
the practice of this strategy, the Shanghai government has made some promises
and real efforts to re-strengthen basic-level party organization, e.g., promised to
fund those newly employed full-time cadres in the neighbourhoods (although
failed to do so), and consolidate the top-down hierarchy, especially from the



district and street levels to the neighbourhood level.



Although both the government and the CCP are entirely aware of the importance
of neighbourhood party construction, in the implementation of this strategy, what
the upper-level governments (central, municipal, and even district level) can do is
to emphasize the importance of new party construction and to strengthen its
leadership through its hierarchical approach, whereas more difficult problems
such as financial shortage and institutional constraints are left to lower-level
government or neighbourhood organizations. Therefore, both street government
and neighbourhood organizations have to make some tentative institutional
innovations to address those problems. Besides the traditional efforts, such as
strengthening leaders team at various level, political education for party cadres
and members, and consolidating top-down supervision by establishing duty
systems, there is something new. At the street level, there is a new institution
called “the joint meeting of neighbourhood party construction” to cooperate with
work-units located in the street area. At the neighbourhood level, some new work
methods and organizational arrangements are designed to expand influence upon
on-the-job party members whose party organizational affiliations are not in their
danwei, rather than upon the neighbourhood party organizations.

Since the new party construction is expected not only to keep the party strong
and “clean,” but also to revitalize party legitimacy at the basic level by addressing
problems of both party and government, the party-state is trying to bring something
new to the programme. There is a new idea of re-legitimizing the Communist
Party at local level not only by top-down control, but also by leading local people
and integrating neighbourhood through a democratic way. Since neighbourhood
democracy is inevitable, it is highly expected that the traditional top-down
leadership should be compatible with the neighbourhood democracy, and the
neighbourhood party organizations can truly dominate the neighbourhood life
before Communist Party cadres are spontaneously elected to be neighbourhood
leaders by residents in the election. But the problem is that the authoritarian
nature of the whole party system will conflict with its prospective representative
character at the basic level. This is obviously shown in the difficult situation in
neighbourhood, such as the traditional work style and problematic public image
of neighbourhood party organization, and the neighbourhood’s contradictory roles
of both government apparatus and constituent institution.

Same purpose, conflicting logic: The intrinsic contradictions of neighbourhood
democracy, administration strengthening and neighbourhood party construction
Facing the new problems of government administration, the party-state has launched
several programmes to cope with neighbourhood difficulties. The efforts made
by the Shanghai government in different programmes are all expected to secure
the ruling position of the party-state, either by improving basic level administration,
strengthening local party organization, or by recruiting residents into



neighbourhood administration. But in practice, every reform programme comes



with a different logic and reform programmes often conflict with each other. This
has earned difficulty for the neighbourhood reforms, and will influence the future
of neighbourhood organizations.

The grassroots democracy vs. neighbourhood administrative reform
Neighbourhood democracy has been facilitated by the state to cope with difficulties
in the neighbourhood administration. Simultaneously, the Shanghai government
started an administrative reform to improve neighbourhood administration directly
by strengthening and extending government organizations. The slogan “two levels
of government, three levels of administration, four levels of network” shows the
strong desire of the Shanghai government to formalize and standardize
neighbourhood administration.

Judging from the case of Shanghai, depending on local activists or counting on
cadres to run neighbourhood organizations are two conflicting strategies. Therefore,
the dilemma of neighbourhood democracy and administration is that if the upper-
level government emphasize top-town governance and leading position of
neighbourhood leaders are to be assigned by the government, the RCs will become
more isolated from the communities and more like government institutions which
will spontaneously cause apathy and scepticism among residents; if the state
tolerates full development of neighbourhood democracy and let the residents by
themselves choose RCs leaders, the connection between upper-level government
and neighbourhood organization will be weakened, and the top-down control
nature of the Chinese state will be shaken. Many government officials, in a
traditional thinking, are worried that many work tasks would not be accomplished
and that the RC would lose its nature as a “government assistant” if real elections
come into being. This dilemma causes the faltering attitude of government upon
election of RCs, and more complains among street level government cadre whose
work responsibility is closely related to the neighbourhood leaders. This is partly
the reason why neighbourhood democracy is still underdeveloped and government
top-down administration is still the main character of neighbourhood politics in
Shanghai, as well as in the rest of China.

The grassroots democracy which was formerly led by the Chinese state, and
now is required to be a true one by social circumstance, will bring residents into
neighbourhood administration by electing them into RCs. Meanwhile, the
grassroots administration re-strengthening in government reform is aiming at
consolidating top-down administration by assigning full-time cadres into the
neighbourhood organizations. The critical point showing this dilemma is whether
to appoint the new neighbourhood leaders or let residents elect them. For most
neighbourhood organizations, except very few experimental cases, street offices
still hold a decisive position. Neighbourhood democracy and autonomy is still
only something on paper. The tension between administration strengthening and



grassroots democracy shows the contradiction between two methods of Chinese



government to consolidate local control. One is the traditional top-down approach
which has been utilized by the party-state for a long time; another is bottom-up
democratic methods, which is demanded by a changing urban society. This tension
not only keeps Chinese urban democracy in a deadlock, but also puts local cadres
in a difficult position. Neighbourhood party construction is expected to address
this dilemma.

Neighbourhood party construction vs. neighbourhood democracy
The top concern of party construction in the neighbourhood is to revitalize party
legitimacy at the grassroot level and thus to ensure the ruling position of the
CCP. After the CCP came to power in 1949, the revolutionary party became a
governing party and the governing foundation shifted from party ideology to
powerful organizational arrangements (Harding 1981). Under these circumstances,
the main strategy to maintain party legitimacy shifted from party ideology to
consolidating party leadership by extending and strengthening its organization
system, which was extensively embedded in governmental and social organizations
form top to grassroots. Thus, the traditional approach of party construction is to
construct party organizations. Due to the path dependence tendency, the new
party construction in neighbourhood also follows the traditional way by re-
introducing organizational strengthening strategy.

With the efforts of various levels of governments, the party construction in the
neighbourhood results in strong connection between party organization at street
and neighbourhood levels. Since the top-down leadership is warranted in the
party by the organizational principle of CCP, in the programme of neighbourhood
party construction, more full-time cadres are assigned into RCs and party
organizations. Meanwhile, before the introduction of neighbourhood democracy,
party leaders in the neighbourhood have enjoyed dominant leadership for a long
time, but the democracy and awakening consciousness of individual rights raise
challenges to these leaders. Like in other organizations, the party leaders were
usually top leader in the neighbourhoods. But the potential tension between the
party secretary and the head of the RC will occur with the introduction of elections.
It is argued by residents that it is unfair for a party secretary to lead the RC,
because party secretaries are only elected by party members, while heads of RCs
are chosen by all residents. The government’s solution to this problem is to help
party secretaries to be also elected as head of RCs, but this effort will inevitably
damage neighbourhood democracy because party secretaries usually are viewed
as government cadres coming from the outside, rather than as people who can
represent the residents’ interests.

To address this difficulty, democracy in the party was facilitated to be an
important part of the party construction programme, but whether the democracy
of a minority (party members) can replace democracy of the whole community,



is highly questionable. Meanwhile, some scholars (including our research group)



argue that grassroot party organizations should play a compatible role in
neighbourhood democracy by serving and representing the residents. But this
strategy is still problematic because of the organizational nature and traditional
skill of the CCP.

Although neighbourhood party construction and neighbourhood democracy
are both launched to strengthen state control in neighbourhood, the strategies are
conflicting. The neighbourhood party construction will inevitably lead to a dominant
role of the party secretary who should be appointed by upper-level party
organizations, while in a neighbourhood democracy, resident will elect a leader
who is supposed to serve them and represent their interests. The conflict between
party leader and RCs leader will be an unavoidable problem. If the party leader is
put in an inferior position, the party leader will not able to the play any important
role, which is opposite to the desire of neighbourhood party construction; if the
RC leader is put in an inferior position, the RC elections will continue to be
meaningless. Moreover, the strategy to let the party secretary also hold the position
as leader of the RC has the same problem, because the party secretary is not
always welcomed by the residents in the election. There are also some institutional
constrains since the RCs organization requires that the elected leader should be a
resident in the neighbourhood, while some party secretaries are allocated to
neighbourhood in which they do not live.

Neighbourhood party construction vs. government administration
Neighbourhood party construction is expected to promote party legitimacy by
consolidating the connection between party and neighbourhood residents, and by
putting the party organization in a leading position in community life. Government
administrative reform is aiming at improving neighbourhood administration by
funding and formalizing quasi-governmental neighbourhood organizations. But,
since the party and the government interweave with each other at every level,
there are also conflicts between party construction and administration strengthening
in the neighbourhood.

With the syncretic role of both party leaders and heads of neighbourhood
administrations, the party secretary, besides party issues, should also deal with
lots of administrative tasks allocated by the upper-level government. Furthermore,
according to work rules formulated by the upper-level government, this
administration is all mandatory and must be accomplished in order to avoid
criticism or even punishment. Since the party issues are somehow “soft,” party
leaders are usually busy on administrative job day in and day out, with no time
left for party and community issues that are more important if the party organization
wants to stay in a leading position.

Meanwhile, the party organization will not be able to hold a leading position
without the supports of the government’s budget and administrative power. While



the party organization maintains its leadership in the neighbourhood by utilizing



administrative resources, and party leaders spend almost all time and energy on
trivial administrative issues, the main purpose of party construction, to lead and
integrate the neighbourhood, is still beyond reach. No matter how powerful the
party organization is, it is still a kind of replacement or extension of the government
organization, rather than an entirely leading organization in neighbourhood
democracy, as expected by party construction.

Party construction in the neighbourhood is highly welcomed and supported by
almost every level, but their reasons are different. For the Shanghai municipal
and district governments, the main impetus is to find a new way to govern local
society and attain social stability, but for the street office, it hopes to be a
free-rider in the party construction programme. That is to say, by strengthening
party organizational networks, the street office is trying to extend its regional
influence in the street area, and further consolidate vertical administrative control
upon the neighbourhood. For party secretaries in the neighbourhoods, they hope,
with the party construction, to reduce their administrative burden in order to have
more time for party issues and for the neighbourhood affairs that residents really
are concerned about.

It seems to be no conflict between party construction and administrative
strengthening since they both aim at consolidating top-down control and supervision
in the government or the party system. But the party construction is expected to
establish personal links with residents and to attain advantageous positions in the
neighbourhood democracy, which is opposite to the administrative role of the
party branch in the neighbourhood, and the tension has been intensified by
administration strengthening reform in Shanghai. For party branches in the
neighbourhoods, to either be an administrative institution, which is demanded by
administration strengthening, or to be a local organization serving and leading
local urban people, as is the goal of neighbourhood party construction, creates a
sharp conflict that puts party secretaries in a very difficult situation. The reason
for the tension is the syncretic nature of the party-state. On the one hand, the
administrative burden will limited the possibility for the CCP to transform its
leadership strategy; on the other hand, the party organizations, in current
circumstances, will not survive to be a leading neighbourhood organization without
the support of administrative resources at the expense of closely engaging in
administrative issues.

Discussion
In European post-Communist countries, the civil society, with its remarkable
independent associational activities, played a basic role in the failing of authoritarian
regimes and helped democracy grow (see, e.g., Davis 1995: 297). Thus, both
western and Chinese scholars emphasize the importance of civil society when
pursuing Chinese democracy. In some Chinese studies, associations, rather than



neighbourhoods at the grassroot level, are taken as an institutionalized form of



civil society (see, e.g., White 1996: 215). In my research, it has been noticed that
Chinese neighbourhood democracy is still something only on paper while
government officials are holding hesitating atitudes and neighbourhood residents
are sceptical to it. So a question is raised: does Chinese neighbourhood democracy
theoretically and practically matter? From the view of my research, the answer
perhaps would be “yes.” The first reason is that the Chinese urban neighbourhood
has become a meeting ground for citizen activities, business organization
involvement and party-state intervention, no longer just a supplementary institution
for danwei in state control. Secondly, while some scholars found that strong
linkage between business organization and government makes it difficult to
construct a West-like independent civil society (Wank 1999), this research shows
that, in neighbourhoods, the awakening social power has found a shelter from the
state control, even though the party-state is trying hard to regain the lost field.
While the party-state shows its high vigilance in the field of economic reform
and thought control, the neighbourhood is silently changing the base on which
the regime is standing. Thirdly, RC elections seem to be start points when striving
to break the deadlock of State vs. Society, and could therefore provide an
institutional foundation for Chinese democracy.

The future of the Chinese party-state is a core interest of modern China studies.
Since 1979, the Chinese state has given up its strategy of overall control, and
adapted a selective state control model. From the perspective of space, the state
had to withdraw from comprehensive control and focuse on thought control and
policing of society, and organizational control in party and government systems.
From the perspective of time, some important policies can only be implemented
in specific campaigns. The concept of “sporadic totalitarianism” shows the limit
of the party-state to continue its traditional way of political control during new
social circumstances. Meanwhile, after the liberation in 1949, the CCP has depended
on its close organizational connection with both governments and every other
organization, rather than on political ideology. Although Jiang Zemin put forward
a new strategy, “the three representatives,” which shows the desire of the CCP to
solve new problems in the market society by throwing ideological restraint, the
organizational dependency of the CCP limits its option when searching for
institutional or ideological innovation. In the neighbourhoods, the party is trying
to re-integrate the local urban society through its party system, but is facing the
complex relations between party and government. The party has to depend on
administrative organizations and resources, and is constrained by these if it hopes
to lead neighbourhood residents in a democratic way. Since the top-down nature
of the party-state is rather rigid, the performance of the CCP in the neighbourhoods
shows that it is even more difficult to transform organizational inertia than to
change party ideology. This seemingly cannot predict a bright future for the CCP
transformation and political reforms.





Conclusion
The many problems that appeared in the neighbourhoods in the 1990s show that
Chinese urban society is experiencing a structural transformation, which is
demanded by market economy, and that the emerging new urban society requires
democracy to handle local affairs, rather than top-down control and mobilization,
which have been employed by the Chinese state since 1949. The tension between
the demand of bottom-up politics of the new urban society and the top-down
nature of the authoritarian state first appears to be seen in the neighbourhoods.
To tackle the new problems of grassroot-level urban governance, the party-state
makes several efforts to reform the system. In the case of Shanghai, three reform
programmes, i.e., neighbourhood democracy, administrative strengthening, and
neighbourhood party construction, were introduced, with the purpose to consolidate
and re-shape the neighbourhood organizations so as to serve as footholds in
urban society for the party-state.

Although the Shanghai government is trying to handle the neighbourhood
problems with democratic, administrative and party mobilizing methods, the results
are far from ideal. The reason is that the logics of these three strategies are
incoherent. The essence of this contradiction is the incompatible bottom-up nature
of a market society and the top-down character of both the Communist Party and
the authoritarian state. From the view point of the state, this tension will encumber
effective governance and jeopardize party legitimacy, and from the view point of
urban people, their rights can not be protected in the tension between real democracy
and authoritative politics.

This tension will inevitably increase with the development of market economy
and transformation of urban society. How to break this deadlock, is not only a
problem for the Chinese neighbourhood to ponder upon, since the answer is
relevant to the whole political system and the social development. Whether China
will follow the way of the former socialist countries, that of Korea and Taiwan,
or find a different one, is hard to predict. In any case, the urban neighbourhood is
an ideal point to focus attention on when looking for the answer.
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Introduction
The economic and social transformation in China during the reform period has
increasingly directed the attention of scholars and policy makers towards the
question of social security. An awareness of the social danger of unrestrained
market mechanisms came rather late in the transition process, when shortcomings
of the market began to appear in the forms of rising unemployment, growing
inequality and a breakdown of social guarantees in the beginning of the 1990s.
Restructuring of the state-owned industry took off with the 15th Party Congress
in 1997, accelerating the laying off of workers and aggravating the already weak
ability of the traditional work-units to live up to their social obligations. Work-units’
declining ability to pay salaries and pensions and to reimburse health care expenses
caused and continues to cause social unrest, calling for an active strategy to
secure basic social conditions. The design of a new social security system is
more and more often mentioned as a necessary precondition for further deepening
of the reforms. Academic and political debates are increasingly dedicated to the
issue of creating new institutional and financial mechanisms to meet the needs of
vulnerable groups and to care for ordinary citizens with special concerns and
safeguard sick and elderly people.

The aim of this paper is to discuss social security reform in China and the
thinking behind the emerging system of social security against a background of
general social policy theory and relevant experiences from countries resembling
China in one way or another. Furthermore, the development in China will be
viewed in the context of the broader discussion about how the internationalization
of capital challenges and affects the thinking on and prospects of welfare globally.
A very broad—and short—definition of social policy as “public management of
social risks” (Esping-Andersen 1999: 36) will be used. The ambition is to investigate
the usefulness of applying Western concepts to the Chinese case, and to show
how Chinese scholars and practitioners increasingly use the same concepts and
face the same dilemmas as other countries in relation to basic social protection. A
world-wide convergence of social conditions is taking place and China is also in
this area getting more and more integrated in the international community, both
as a victim of globalization and as a fellow player.



The discussion will be limited to the reforms of the social security system



designed for the population in China’s cities—a population formerly within the
protective framework of the traditional work-unit—and will draw on the examples
of health care and pensions as the most costly and difficult services to
commercialize. Chinese society has been—and still is—socially split in two: urban
workers formerly constituted the vanguard of society and thus enjoyed most
privileges, including comprehensive social protection; farmers and non-working,
or rather, not-employed people were far worse off, and had to depend on their
families or the local community when in need. Today, market reforms have
gradually eroded the privileges of urban workers, and the efforts of the state to
makeup for the disappearance of social security safeguards are expressed in the
reform policies. First, it is necessary to present the terminology selected for the
analysis from the literature on social policy theory and methodology.

Vocabulary: Models of social policy
The blooming of the welfare state concept as an ideology and as political practice
in the Western world since the mid-1950s created a new social science discipline
around state involvement in the provision of social welfare, usually known as
social policy or social policy theory. The field of social policy is concerned with
the role and capacity of the state as well as with the needs and properties of
individuals, and thus involves a range of disciplines within the social sciences
and the humanities, such as sociology, anthropology, economics, law, psychology
and history. The disciplines furthermore characterized by strong links to politics
and ethics, as it touches upon redistributive justice and fundamental moral questions,
like the obligation of the rich to help the poor, individual responsibility, compassion,
and social order.

A dominant approach in European and American academic theories of social
policy is to use “models” or “regimes” as a tool of classification.1 The literature
is permeated with discussions about which models, and how many, are helpful in
analysing different kinds of societies. The variables constituting the different
elements of a model are usually the respective roles of the state, the market, the
family and the individual, i.e., classification is done according to the duty-holders,
corresponding to the needs—or rights—of members of the community. Quantitative
indicators, like the percentage of GDP used for social services, poverty counts,
unemployment rates, Gini coefficients, health standards and many others, can be
used to group societies into different types, depending on theoretical approach
and purpose of each study.2 Models can be said to “represent different criteria for
making choices” (Titmuss 1974: 32). They should be seen as ideal types, rarely
existing in reality, and the usefulness of each model has naturally been contested



1 On welfare regime as different from both welfare state and specific social policies, see
Esping-Andersen (1999: 71).
2 For an overview of welfare indicators, see Esping-Andersen (2000).

and discussed, as new research reveals empirical evidence falling outside of the



set categories. But the approach is still used and has been applied recently to the
Far East as a discussion on the existence of a special model of Confucian “Welfare
Orientalism” (Goodman, White and Kwon 1998) or even a characteristic “Chinese
Form of Social Protection” (Chan 1993, Yuen-Tsang 1997).

One of the first and most important classification theories dates back to 1965
and consists of a distinction between “residual” and “institutional” social policy,
based on different roles of the state. The scheme was developed by H. L. Wilensky
and C. N. Lebaux on the basis of conceptions ofsocial policy in the US (MacPherson
and Midgley 1987: 116). Residual social policy prescribes thestate to intervene
only in the case of abnormal situations, i.e., if all other actors have failed. Residual
social policy is also called a “safety-net” approach, it accords with privatizing
strategies for welfare, and it is usually linked to conservative or liberal ideologies
and regimes which prefer regulating instead of providing social services.
Institutional social policy places the state in the front line as the provider of
social welfare for everybody. It is not based on an assessment of need, it is
tax-funded and often functions on the basis of a “pay-as-you-go” principle.3 The
institutional—or statutory—approach is normally linked to social-democratic
countries like the Scandinavian ones. The Wilensky and Lebaux dichotomy was
enlarged ten years later with a third element called the “industrial-achievement”
type of social protection (Titmuss 1974: 30-32), which stresses the link between
social provision and performance, and which exists in many societies in some
form or another. The latter form integrates social end economic policies, and in
its most “pure” form, as seen in the socialist systems, social services almost
disappear as an independent category as they are absorbed into the general economic
policy. It shares traits with the institutional protection approach, as the dependence
of social protection on performance (read: work) is institutionalized and supervised
by state authorities. It is also related to residual social policy, however, in that
people unconnected to the labour market are subject to a service system “[…]
marked by narrow scope of work and limited direct state involvement,” as expressed
in a recent analysis of social welfare in China (Wong 1998: 57).

The scholarly debate and later developments notwithstanding, the distinction
between residual and institutional social policy has struck root and has indeed
proved helpful in outlining two different ways of perceiving the rights and
obligations of the state and the individual, respectively. They must be seen as two
extreme positions, materialized in the real world in a wide range of mixtures. The
basic distinction is aptly described as one between “selective” or “universal”
social services, but the two diametrically opposed approaches will not always
lead to significantly different outcomes, as the example of the Chinese socialist
welfare system shows. In pre-reform China social security was linked to



3 Abbreviated as PAYG is the expression for systems, where present contributors pay for
obligations accumulated in the past. It is, thus, opposed to savings systems, where individuals
orinstitutions collect funds to cover future expenses.

employment = selective protection, but employment, in turn, was provided to



everyone = universal protection. Another example could be the basically universalist
Scandinavian systems, like the Danish, where a meagre state pension has to be
supplemented by employment-based insurance schemes to secure an adequate
standard of living during old age.

Mirroring the typology of Richard Titmuss, a distinction between three different
social welfare “regimes” under capitalism was presented in 1990, using a tripartition
pertaining to Western political cleavages of a liberal, a conservative, and a social-
democratic welfare regime (Esping-Andersen 1990). The three forms are linked
to specific geographical areas, and the key defining variables are degrees of
de-commodification (the distribution of engagements between the market and the
state) and “modes of solidarities,” i.e., the extent to which the individual is
ultimately dependent on the state, the employer/market or the family. The liberal
regime is found in the Anglo-Saxon countries and is characterized by a low
degree of state intervention, the promotion of market solutions and individual (as
opposed to family) responsibility. Typical conservative regimes are found in
Continental European countries like Germany, France and Austria, and they build
their welfare on compulsory social insurance schemes differentiated between
occupational status groups, and responsibility is placed with the family. Social-
democratic regimes are found in the North European countries that build their
welfare on universal coverage based on citizenship and funded by corporate and
income taxes. The scheme has been used extensively and was recently re-examined
by its creator in an analysis of prospects for welfare in the so-called post-industrial
economies, with the conclusion that the typology of the “three worlds” is still
valuable, even when considering systems as “exotic” as the Japanese (Esping-
Andersen 1999).

In my view, for the purposes of this analysis, the two model constructions fit
each other in basic ways. The two extremes of residual/liberal and
institutional/social-democratic are alike in that they place primary responsibility
with either the individual or the state, while the middle category of achievement-
performance/conservative highlights a situation in which social protection is closely
linked to labour contribution. The latter model seems the most relevant to a
discussion of the Chinese system, where my supposition will be that the pre- and
the post-reform systems of social security represent different variants of the same
model, as will be discussed further below.

Reform of the social security system in China 1990-2000

Pre-reform: A socialist model with Chinese characteristics
Beginning in the mid-1950s the work-unit (danwei) gradually became the focal
point of urban family life in China. The danwei is amply described and analysed
in social science literature of the last two decades, and the results shall not be



repeated here (Lee 2000, Liu Jianjun 2000, Lu and Perry 1997, Meng Xin 2000).



Important in the present context is the fact that the work-unit, on behalf of the
state, became the only provider of social protection for the majority of urban
residents. The power to decide on how to allocate government funding for social
welfare was delegated to the work-units. In principle everyone would get a job
allocation—and only one—upon graduation from school. A person’s attachment
to the work-unit was normally for life and involved the fulfilment of material
needs like food, health care, and housing; future security in the form of pensions,
as well as education and job opportunities for children; immaterial support like
mediation and counselling in matters of marriage and family life; and social
control in relation to behaviour, movement and criminal activity. Social safety
and restrictions on personal freedom were interwoven in a tight net around the
family and personified in the leadership of the work-unit.

The system was just and equitable in relation to a certain group of people, i.e.,
those who were entitled to a job and thus also to the social benefits of employment.4

However the system was—or became—problematic in many ways. Work-units
were far from equal in status and wealth and consequently provided far from
equal opportunities for their employees. The obligation to employ everyone and
to provide social services resulted in the productive enterprises having to bear the
economic burden of over-staffing and management expenses. Big enterprises
would often choose to have their own welfare institutions, like clinics, hospitals
and schools, which were typically less cost-effective than comparable independent
institutions. The universal guarantee created a dependency mentality among
employees who got used to, or resigned to, the fact that the work-unit took care
of every aspect of daily life.

But worst of all, in relation to the development of market mechanisms, the
system immobilized the labour force. A change of jobs presupposed endless
bureaucratic negotiations, and the social benefits earned in the old place of work
could not automatically be transferred to the new. The old system was in important
ways in direct opposition to the new, so when market economy was put on the
agenda, the work-unit system had to be reformed. And social security, like health
care, education, housing, pensions, etc., had to be taken care of by other actors to
enable enterprises to bear the responsibility for their own profits and losses.

Reform measures
The reform policy in the area of social security has been characterized by the two
related catchwords of socialization (shehuihua) and diversification (duozhong
cengci), both basically meant to lift the burden of social expenses from the state
and on to other shoulders. Socialization is not necessarily privatization (a word
which is very seldom used) but implies both commodification and decentralization



4 Employees in state and collective enterprises, in 1978 comprising 78 % of the urban labour
force.

of responsibility from the state to non-state actors, be they local communities



(shequ), social organizations or the family. As a result, the provision of social
services becomes diversified so that many different actors together guarantee a
reasonable standard of living. Some areas, like housing, have been or are in the
process of being almost completely commercialized, while the really problematic
ones, health care and pensions, have undergone domestic experimentation and
been the subject of international consultations with Western and Asian scholars
and policy makers. The socialization and diversification of social protection has
been realized in such way that individuals now have a much greater choice as to
how they want to obtain social services. They can buy insurance in the market,
they can choose their own doctor and hospital, and they can buy or rent a flat
according to their own economic priorities. New institutions are gradually taking
shape and regulations are in place, but implementation remains problematic.

The Chinese government has been active in designing new institutions and
mechanisms for the transition by conducting experiments and issuing guidelines
and regulations. The reforms of pension, health care and unemployment protection
resemble each other, all being built on the principle of a savings system. Funding
of future health care and pensions is to be based on compulsory savings done by
workers and employers, combined with individual accounts. A certain percentage
of each individual’s salary and of the total wage bill of the enterprise is to be paid
each month into a collective fund, managed by an independent “social insurance
administrative unit” (shehui baoxian jingban jigou) set up by the local government.
The work-unit pays both its own part and the worker’s part, withheld from the
individual salary. The deposit in the individual account is personal property; it
follows the person being transferred to another work-unit, and it can be inherited.
The funds are to be administered on commercial terms by the banking system,
but the management will be held accountable to the local government. The State
Council regulates the area by publishing decisions regarding contribution limits,
rules for fund management and supervision, and first of all by making the
arrangements compulsory for all publicly owned work-units. Besides, the rules
encourage, but do not force, both state and non-state units to set-up supplementary
insurance schemes for staff members (Shehui Baozhang Fagui Quanshu 1999:
387-390), which seems necessary as the basic coverage is very low. The standard
pension for a retiree, for example, amounts to only 20 % of the person’s former
salary according to the regulations.

Implementation has been problematic: The new regulations concerning pensions
and health care were to be enforced from July 1, 1997, and unemployment
insurance was to be universal from January 1999, but the process has been slow.
A major problem is the lack of enforcement mechanisms. If enterprises do not
pay their share to the insurance company—something which happens quite
often—they can be fined up to 20,000 yuan, but this regulation is not enforced.
Arrears of payment are hitting employees, as the link between work-unit and



worker somewhere is upheld—contrary to the intentions of securing greater



mobility—to the degree that if a work-unit hasn’t fulfilled its obligations, the
workers of that particular unit will not get their due, as there will be no money in
their individual accounts (personal communication, October 1998). A related
problem is the economic plight of State Owned Enterprises (SOEs). Unprofitable
enterprises ignore to pay the contributions, so the system in reality in some
places work like a PAYG system (Saunders and Shang 2001: 282). An investigation
done by myself and a Chinese scholar in 1997-1998 revealed that 90 % of all
SOEs employing people of a certain residential area in a middle-sized town in
Hebei province were loss-making, and did not even pay salary on a regular basis.
Bad economic results make impossible for work-units to contribute to the social
insurance funds.

When applying the social policy categories introduced above to the Chinese
system-in-making as it has been outlined here, the most conspicuous trait is the
(still) close relation between social insurance and affiliation with the labour
market. Even though a broadening of the scope of eligibility for social welfare is
a recurring theme in the programmatic documents, the mechanisms envisaged so
far are only for employees. For people outside of the work-unit system, with no
special commercial arrangement or private savings, the meagre allowances
administered by the Ministry of Civil Affairs (Wong 1998) is the only solution to
social safety, except for support from their families and friends. In that sense the
new system is like the former: protection is selective and based on individual
contributions to society.

If the future system is further developed in the same direction the result will
accord with the Industrial Achievement—Performance model of Richard Titmuss
and the conservative model of Esping-Andersen. These two models share the
stress on merit, work performance and productivity as a basis for the meeting of
social needs, with a relatively marginal role assigned to re-distribution. Asocial
protection is linked to employment, family care becomes important: the unemployed
and the homemakers have to be supported by the bread-winner(s) of the family.
So a part of the burden shed by the state will no doubt fall on the family whose
role as caretaker has grown considerably.

Thoughts and conceptions
A reading of the Chinese discussions on social security shows a consensus with
Western social policy theorists on definitions of key terms and basic knowledge
of the rationale and background of social policy, historically and geographically.5

Chinese scholars and policy-makers—like their Western colleagues—see the whole
concept of social policy as a product of modern industrial civilization and notice
that the time sequence and the character of the institutions developed have been



5 The following is based on a general reading of Chinese books and articles on the topic. All
references will not neccesarily be quoted in the text, but are referred to in the reference list.

different under the various political and economic systems (Hu Xiaoyi 1998: 27).



In capitalist countries social security was a result of industrialization, brought
about by the workers’ movement and their struggle to obtain their share of the
surplus, whereas in socialist countries it was “a prerequisite or a component part
of the drive towards industrialization” (Zhu Ling 2000: 79). In the development
of the Western world social security, thus, was a mechanism to repair failures of
early capitalism, while in the establishment of the socialist regimes of the East, it
was part of a state strategy to reproduce cheap labour power.

The Chinese style “socialist welfare model” implied a total integration of
economic and social policies and has been criticized in the internal debate, basically
because of the imbalance in responsibilities between the state and individuals
which led, on the one hand, to heavy dependence on the state and a deprivation
of the right to make choices and, on the other, to excessive burdens on the
budgets of work-units.

Such a system eradicates the independent role of social needs, social organizations, social
policy, social functions and social mechanisms and mixes the system of social security up with
the economic and political system. It was maybe useful in stabilizing political power in the past,
but at present it exposes weaknesses that are all too easy to see, and it definitely does not
comply with the needs of a developing market economy (Yang Tuan 1996: 7).

The social equality granted in the Constitution was also not realized due to the
increasing difference in the level of services offered by different kinds of work-units
(Hu Xiaoyi 1998: 28). Income distribution and redistribution are said to have
been confused, and social security programmes were used to control consumption.
This could have been appropriate during a short period of crisis, but turns out to
be counter-productive in the longer run, in that it weakens personal initiative and
fosters power abuse.

As opposed to the Western social democratic notion of equal opportunities and
social justice as the raison d’etre for state welfare provision, the basic understanding
of the relationship between economic development and social protection in China
is that, at present, a social security system is necessary as a means to sustain
economic growth and defend political stability. Western advocates of state slimming
argue along the lines of minimizing state expenses and empowering vulnerable
groups in order to lessen their dependency on the state and improve their quality
of life. Chinese arguments seldom turn to claims for social justice or equality as
reasons to establish social protection. New measures to alleviate poverty and
illnesses are viewed as practical vehicles to safeguard the new economic order.

To build and complete a social security system is both an important economic problem and an
important social problem. It not only concerns whether China can sustain a rapid development
in the new century and realize the grand restoration of the Chinese nation, but to a very large
degree it also determines the long-term stability of Chinese society [my italics] (Li Jingwen
2000: 7).



A feeling of urgent necessity and the idea of facing a fateful choice are prominent



in many texts and are based in a fear of disorder and threats to economic
development, not in ideological or humanistic concerns (Wu Jinglian 1998: 231).
The dichotomy between “equity” (gongping) and “efficiency” (xiaolü) is often
used to illustrate the transition from one set of priorities to another. The two
concepts are not treated as absolute contradictions, but as matters of degree. All
societies must find a balance between considerations of fairness/justice and the
efficient use of resources, as both concerns seldom can be satisfied with the same
measures. At present China has to change the balance somewhat, i.e., leave room
for economic efficiency at the expense of fairness. From “first priority to equity”
(gongping youxian) the new slogan should be “first priority to efficiency, with
due consideration to equity” (xiaolü youxian, liangu gongping) (Li Jingwen 2000:
10, Hu Xiaoyi 1998: 30).

The soft formulations about degrees and “due consideration” cannot hide the
fact that the attitude is a radical departure from earlier priorities. It is an expression
in the area of social politics of the famous Deng Xiaoping saying “somebody
must get rich first,” implying the idea that growth has to precede distribution, a
priority which is seldom questioned by Chinese researchers working on resource
management.

A treatise from three prominent social policy scholars is quite clear about the
necessity of making a basic choice between the two forms or systems:

No matter what choice China takes there are basically two roads: either a welfare model,
administered by the state and with help from others as the basic principle; or a system dividing
social risks using market mechanisms and with self-help as the basic principle (Yang Tuan
1996: 27).

For the author in question the choice is clear: China must select a system of
division of social risks between many actors based on family support and with
reciprocity between rights and duties. The countries to emulate are the “four little
tigers” (Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and South Korea), which are
geographically, and culturally close to China and which, in the course of a
considerable time span, have achieved remarkable economic growth rates with
small investments in social security provision. Their situations and goals are
quite similar to the present Chinese commitment to rapid economic growth and
the development of a market economy, as concluded in a study on the development
of social welfare in the tiger economies:

The strong political overtones (political stability and public consensus for authoritarian rule in
the Asian tigers) behind the introduction of specific social policy programmes cannot be
overemphasized (Tang Kwong-leung 2000: 31).



6 For discussions on how cultural arguments are used in debates over different political and
social systems and protection of human rights, see Bruun and Jacobsen (2000).

Allusions to “cultural” explanations are not prominent in the Chinese literature.6



Most scholars refrain from discussing whether or not their ideas on China’s
future social protection are related to traditional moral values or philosophical
systems. They have a much more practical approach, discussing what to do,
instead of why to do it. One scholar, however, discusses and in principle accepts
the idea of the importance of the cultural influence, when she “defends”
Confucianism against the Asian Values argumentation of political centralism
being especially necessary in an Asian context. She points to the fact that the idea
that the state alone defines the interests of the individual is not a Confucian
notion, but an idea which was developed after the Communist take-over in China
in 1949. According to Confucianism state and individual are two parts of a
reciprocal relationship defining the interests of both parties (Yang Tuan 1996:
25). A culturalistic approach is acknowledged, while the specific content of the
arguments is questioned: Confucianism is not as autocratic as proponents of the
Asian Values argument claim. The discussion about a special “Confucian Welfare
Model” has been conducted most actively among Western (or Western educated
Asian) scholars dealing with comparative social policy.

The reading above shows a Chinese discourse in agreement with the Western
concepts and the model thinking of the European theorists. Models are generally
not foreign to Chinese thinking, neither to the social sciences nor to the humanities
and the philosophical disciplines, so it is apparently not difficult to utilize the
approach in the societal setting of a China in transition. Likewise, the dichotomy
between equity/efficiency, which is pivotal in the Chinese discussion, is widely
used in academic literature on social policy in the West (Brooks and Thant 1998:
416, Esping-Andersen 1999: 37, Social Policy … 2000: 1). A difference between
Chinese and Western attitudes can be discerned in the strong commitment to
economic reform, which manifests itself in the Chinese argumentation. Chinese
scholars seem much more “on the side of” the government than European
researchers and social work practitioners would normally be in such a debate.
The former tends to support government reform policies and accepts the idea that
egalitarian goals must not endanger economic growth. Whether this stand amounts
to paying lip service to an authoritarian political culture, a genuine belief in the
beneficial effect of modernization for all citizens, or a mix of both, shall not be
decided upon here, though I would tend to opt for the last possibility. Chinese
social scientists often exhibit a more utilitarian and “responsible” attitude than
their Western colleagues do, as they try to find solutions to social problems
instead of merely pointing to shortcomings of practical policies.

Interfaces: Cultural, economic, political

Cultural: A welfare model with East Asian characteristics?
The rise of Asian economic power began with Japan after WW2, followed by



rapid growth in the “four little tigers” from the mid-1960s, and further tailed by



Malaysia, the Philippines, Indonesia and Thailand from the early 1990s. In these
countries a spectacular economic growth during the last three decades has for a
large part been export-led with the state in an important role as the regulator of a
market economy, and the spending on social welfare has been limited (Tang
Kwong-leung 2000, Goodman, White and Kwon 1998). In spite of the limited
investments in social welfare schemes, the area has seen a high level of political
stability and no substantial decline in income equality. An ideal combination
seen from a politician’s point of view: peace and prosperity on a small state
budget, a fact which invoked the interest of scholars and social policy makers in
Western societies, where the existing institutions for the provision of social welfare
were being questioned. In the mid-1990s the “[…] low-spending ‘welfare states’
of East and South East Asia not only attracted increasing attention among Western
scholars and politicians, but were actually pointed out as potential welfare models
for the West” (Hort and Kuhnle 2000: 164). But the picture changed radically
during the crisis of 1997 when the Asian economies to various degrees suffered
severe setbacks, causing social upheaval throughout the entire region.

In the wake of the discussion on the relationship between Confucianism and
economic growth, spurred by the Miracle, a scholarly debate has focussed on the
possible existence of a special form of Asian social protection, named “Welfare
Orientalism” (Goodman, White and Kwon 1998), “Confucian Welfare State”
(Jones 1993, Leung and Nann 1995), “Social Orientalism” (Tang Kwong-leung
2000), or other combinations of the concepts of Oriental/Confucian and social
policy/welfare.7 The trend of thought is inspired by the situation referred to
above of a seemingly peaceful evolution in Asia of growth without substantial
state intervention in social protection, running counter to the accepted idea of a
close correlation between industrialization and the development welfare policies.8

The questions asked are whether Asian nations have special (i.e., different from
the Western) mechanisms and concepts of social protection and, if so, whether
these can be used as a source of inspiration for new thinking in Western welfare
states. In a similar vein, with respect to China, several studies address the question
of whether a special form of Chinese concept of social protection exists (Chan
1993, Yuan-Tsang 1997).

In general, the conclusions to the above questions land in the negative, although
almost all scholars agree that there are common traits with respect to social
protection in the investigated Asian countries. The found common elements are
based on the strategic priority of rapid industrialization and an authoritarian
political regime, whereas cultural explanations, like the impact of Confucianism,
most often are rejected as unhelpful to the analysis. Welfare policy has more



7 For a creative pun, see the title of chapter 10 in Leung and Nann (1995): “A Confucian
Welfare State or a Confused State of Welfare.”
8 On this “industrialism thesis,” see Tang Kwong-leung (2000: 20-21).

often than not been linked to support to the political legitimacy of the regime in



question, which coincides with the abovementioned arguments in favour of social
stability for the development of welfare mechanisms in China. What exists of
social welfare mechanisms in these countries is said to be characterized by:

1. Low government spending on social welfare
2. Attachment to non-statutory welfare, i.e., dependence on family and community
3. Weak development of the notion of social rights or entitlements
4. Social insurance favoured over tax-based pay-as-you-go models
5. Exclusive support to elite groups, and lack of popular participation

In his analysis of Japan, the prominent social policy researcher responsible for
the model of the three capitalist welfare regimes, Gøsta Esping-Andersen, concludes
that there is nothing “uniquely Japanese” in the welfare elements of Japanese
society; they constitute a—albeit rather peculiar—hybrid between a liberal and a
conservative welfare model not worthy of being described as a distinct model in
itself (Esping-Andersen 1999: 92). Gordon White and Roger Goodman talk of
“certain key respects” wherein East Asian welfare systems are different from the
Western, but they nevertheless warn against the creation of a special new model:
“it is misleading to think in terms of one homogenous, over-arching “East Asian
welfare model” common to these five societies’ (Goodman 1998: 14). In an
earlier study Goodman and Peng argue for the development of the concept of a
“Japan-focused East Asian social welfare regime” and they criticize the “Western-
focused approach” of applying models based on Western experiences to the
Asian scene (Goodman and Peng 1996: 193-194). At the same time they
acknowledge that the three countries they have been studying—Japan, South
Korea and Taiwan—have been heavily influenced by the West in the development
of their social systems (ibid: 211-212).

A different conclusion—that the Asian systems are sufficiently different to
warrant a special type or model—is drawn by Catherine Jones in an earlier study
from 1993, in which she contends that Japan and the “four tigers” “make up an
‘own brand’ of welfare states” (Jones 1993: 199). Jones sees the attachment to
non-statutory social welfare as the most important common trait for the Confucian
societies, and she finds it useful to define a new type by the name of the Confucian
welfare state with the following characteristics:

Conservative corporatism without (Western-style) worker participation; subsidiarity without the
Church; solidarity without equality; laissez-faire without libertarianism: an alternative expression
for all this might be “household economy” welfare state—run in the style of a would-be traditional,
Confucian, extended family (Jones 1993: 214).

Then how does China compare with Japan and the “four tigers” with respect to
issues of social protection? The picture is mixed. Pre-reform China resembled the



other Confucian states by its paternalistic rule and low degree of popular



participation, but differed by its centrally planned economy, its commitment to
full employment and substantial welfare provision, meaning high spending on
welfare. In these latter respects the Chinese system was more related to the
Northwestern institutionalized types of welfare discussed in the introduction.
Reform China still resembles its neighbours in terms of their autocratic political
systems, though less so now than before—some of the tigers have gone a long
way towards democratic rule. In addition, China and its neighbours now share a
focus on economic development and diversification of social provision, as an
important goal of the Chinese reforms is to lower government spending on social
protection and greatly enhance individual responsibility. The replacement of the
former pay-as-you-go system with compulsory savings schemes fully accord
with the practice in the tiger economies. Furthermore, China has abandoned the
adherence to full employment at the expense of economic efficiency. Thus, to
Chinese decision-makers, it seems like a natural and sensible thing to do to study
the development of the “four tigers.”

Unique to these countries is a combination of rapid economic growth and
authoritarian government, together defining the form of social protection. In
Western thinking on social policy industrialization has been viewed as a one-way
ticket to social welfare, whereas authoritarian rule would be thought to obstruct
the building of social security as the disadvantaged would have no way to claim
their rights. The combination of these two elements is unique to East and Southeast
Asia and will probably yield new insights into the relationship between politics,
economics and social welfare. Voices have been raised in the debate, for example,
pointing to a link between welfare and paternalism and arguing that social protection
is part of the Confucian legacy (Tang Kwong-leung 2000: 34), and/or that the
state in some Asian countries has been successful in passing the responsibility for
their own welfare to individuals (Goodman 1998: xv). Jones raises the important
question of whether or not the distinction between state and non-state provision
is meaningful in an East Asian context, because voluntary social work in Confucian
societies to some degree is being directed and orchestrated by the state. According
to Confucian ideology the elite has a duty to care for the commoners, just as
much as the people has a duty to respect and obey its superiors (Jones 1993:
213).9 State duty has evolved into heavy government involvement in private fund
raising activities and the organization of charities, which deliver a good deal of
social services that would not formally be considered state provision. These
trends touch upon a special role of the state that is clearly visible in China as
well, and which will be discussed further in the next section.

In the view of the author the discussion on the existence of an East Asian
welfare model is problematic in that it presupposes a conscious choice on the part



9 Jones deals with five tigers: One big—Japan—and four small—Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore
and South Korea.

of governments and the existence of a ready-to-use package of relevant political



measures, where the reality might be much more along the lines of ad-hoc reactions
to a specific political and economic situation. The development of the export-led
economies was not caused by social considerations; and the gradual build up of
public education or health and pension systems in the Asian tigers was caused by
the needs of economic development, not by the choice of a specific model. The
Asian nations in question have developed a set of mechanisms, some of which
are known and used in other places—like Esping-Andersen points out in the
above mentioned study on Western countries—and a few being innovations. It
might be more useful to talk of a special Asian societal variant which includes
the common features of social policy enumerated above, combining high growth
rates, authoritarian rule and cultural traits normally associated with Confucianism.
As it is difficult to separate Asian authoritarian rule and Confucian culture in the
countries in question—they seem to be two sides of the same coin—it might
suffice to state that, if they differ in “key respects” from others (Goodman, White
and Kwon 1998: 13), it could be acceptable to speak not of a model, but of a
special combination of political, economic and social elements, or maybe the
same as Esping-Andersen calls a hybrid between two models.

This leads us to a discussion of the model concept as such—of how big a
difference it takes to require the establishment of a new model, a problem which
shall not be elaborated further in this context, just raised for future consideration
together with the question of whether model thinking is useful or necessary at all.
A preliminary conclusion at this point—meagre as it is—could be: there are
common elements to the solutions to the problem of social protection in East
Asia, including China, but the commonalities can still be contained within the
vocabulary of residual—institutional as the two extremes. At a closer look it
seems that only small margins divide the opposing views on whether to create a
new model or not: the proponents of a special “brand” or “regime” recognize
similarities with the Western categories and accept an East Asian debt to Western
social policy systems (Jones 1993: 214, Goodman and Peng 1996: 211). And the
scholars rejecting the naming of a new model stress that “East Asian welfare
systems do differ from their Western counterparts and to that extent do constitute
a distinct welfare experience with shared common elements” (Goodman et al.
1998: 13).

Economic: Social policy and the Third World
China not only belongs to the Confucian civilization but is economically still to
be considered adeveloping country, part of the Third World or the South, as it is
more politically correct to saytoday. With a GDP per capita at 3,105 USD in
2000 (UNDP 2000: 158), China belongs at the medium level on the Human
Development Index. In contrast to most other poor countries China was not
colonized by any single Western country. It has been discussed whether this was



good or bad for the country. On the one hand is the rendering that it was plundered



by all and taken care of by nobody. On the other hand it has been claimed that
the position enabled the Chinese government to play off one power against
another, in fact strengthening national sovereignty. Whichever is correct is difficult
to measure, but China certainly began its modern nation-building in a most
precarious state, economically and socially ruined by aggression and disasters
coming from both inside and outside. In that respect it was no better off than the
liberated colonies from the 1950s and 1960s, except that it did not preserve a link
to any former master on whose idea of social policy it could build. Instead, the
Communist government built a fairly stable economy aided by the Soviet bloc,
and later developed through internal accumulation.

As have been suggested above, concepts like state welfare and social work are
Western creations which came about in response to specific industrialization
processes and popular pressures in Europe and other developed regions. The
historical background of most of today’s poor countries is very different. Traits
like weak re-allocation powers, a focus on economic development and/or alack
of political will to re-distribute resources of the state have survived and also
persist in the Asian economies that have been discussed above. The state apparatus
is generally weak and corrupt, making redistributive policies impossible or at
least inefficient. Often it will not be the state, but different non-state actors, like
charity organizations and business corporations, which take on the task of
supplementing family care. Thus, diversification of the provision of welfare and
blurring of the distinction between public and private delivery become especially
relevant when dealing with the problem of social policy in a developing countries
context (Cook and Kabeer 2000: 3). Colonial exploitation has stalled economic
development and preserved a traditional life-style with the family as the provider
of social security. Furthermore, the pattern of state intervention in social welfare
was shaped by the colonial powers with the primary aim of maintaining social
order. Seen in this light the special Asian characteristics, perceived as part of
Confucian culture, might also be connected to a colonial past, at least where
Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong are concerned. Even a non-colony like Japan
borrowed the framework of a social policy from the West. “[I]t is widely recognized
that contemporary social welfare in Japan has been largely based on Western
models […]” (Goodman 1996: 211). In the reform period China, too, conforms
rather well with this rough sketch of a typical post-colonial developing country,
except for the fact that not colonial exploitation, but socialist policies, have
restrained economic growth.

It has long been recognized that Western theories and practices of social
policy and social work are inappropriate for Third World countries and that there
is a general lack of comparative studies comprising experiences from both the
North and the South (Midgley 1981, Moore 2000). The problem is not only that
Third World countries have been ignored in spite of their massive social problems,



but also that valuable contributions to a generalized theory on social security



were lost, as experiences of non-Western traditional social protection were not
sufficiently acknowledged. This deficiency was the focus of much attention around
the late1980s (MacPherson and Midgley 1987), but since then the situation has
been somewhat ameliorated by a growing amount of literature on welfare in
specific regions, like the works on East Asia referred to above, and general
discussions on social policy and development (Cook and Kabeer 2000, Social
Policy … 2000) as well as globalization and welfare (Deacon 2000).

The problems of social protection in Third World countries, as discussed here,
relate to China as a developing country with a—maybe politically strong
but—financially weak state. The role of the state in reform China is strongly
debated; the seemingly all-embracing power monopoly of the Communist Party,
which may still exist politically, is being questioned as the economic capacity of
the state has been eroded. Critics stress the declining economic control and
restrained state budget as signs of declining power in the allocation or reallocation
of resources on the part of the Chinese government. The proportion of central
revenue relative to GNP has fallen from 31.2 % in 1978 to 14.7 % in 1992, and is
projected to fall even further (Wang Shaoguang 1995: 11, Gu 2001: 148). A vital
part of the economic reform programme has been decentralization of economic
powers to lower administrative levels, draining the central state apparatus of
funding (Brooks and Thant 1998: 419). The latitude for directly providing social
security is minimized accordingly and becoming closer to a situation known in
many poor countries. Yet, the political hegemony can be an advantage, as it
enables the state to do a relatively better job at directing resources that are
nominally outside of its control sphere towards social goals, e.g., by “squeezing”
money out of private corporations and individual citizens. This practice is seen in
the form of the establishment of government charity funds which channel donations
from non-state economic entities to needy families or individuals on a more or
less compulsory basis (Bruun 1995: 198-200, Wang Zhen 2000: 62, Young 2000:
23).

In the context of general social policy, this scheme of state-ordered “voluntary”
contributions to social welfare seems unique to East Asia, as it falls outside of the
categories of the residual/institutional frame of reference. Its importance could be
gauged by statistics on the size of donations, which are difficult to come by,
however. During a personal interview in 1998, a scholar estimated that 25 % of
social relief—not social insurance—comes from private donations, but the area
needs to be studied further.

Political: Social policy and socialism
Besides being a Confucian poor country, China in a political sense belongs to the
group of former socialist countries that are replacing plan with market economy.
China is joined only by Cuba and Vietnam in a special category, combining



economic transformation with an authoritarian political system. In these so-called



transitional societies the state has lost or disengaged itself from the re-allocative
role characteristic of the socialist system. Before the demise of communism, the
welfare policies of Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union including its Central Asian
regions, and the Communist countries in South East Asia, as mentioned before
were characterized by a unity of social and economic policy, linking social
protection tightly to a work ethic and thus, strictly speaking, to performance
criteria instead of building it on a universalistic rights approach. But occupational
welfare in a socialist system differs fundamentally from the same structure under
capitalism in the case where the socialist state provides almost everyone with a
job.10 When everyone is a worker, occupational welfare almost takes the form of
institutional social policy—still, of course, notwithstanding the rural population.
The systems are characterized by this provision of full employment as well as
free health care and other forms of social security, and by at least a theoretical
upholding of egalitarian goals. With respect to welfare policies, the socialist
countries before 1989 in some respects belonged to the same family as the
North-European welfare states in terms of the high level of state involvement. In
other respects, notably in relation to the eligibility to obtain services, the Eastern
systems were closer to the conservative welfare regimes of Continental Europe,
but with a much broader coverage due to the commitment to full employment.

Already from the mid-1980s an East-West discussion of what constitutes a
socialist social policy was initiated by scholars from the UK, soon in collaboration
with Eastern European social policy researchers. The field has been growing
since then, with a focus on questions like the characteristics of social policy in
socialist states, and how welfare is defined and institutionalized in the transition
from plan to market (Deacon 1983, Deacon and Szalai 1990). Furthermore, UN
and OECD agencies have in recent years conducted conferences and established
research programmes on social policies in transitional societies, with the aim of
contributing to preventing the most harmful effects of market reform, such as
unemployment and the withering away of social safety nets (Fischer and Standing
1993).

The rosy picture of social protection under socialist regimes tended to become
more and more misleading as the socialist countries developed. In a dialogue
between Eastern and Western European social policy theorists in 1988, a critique
of the implementation of this kind of social policy was put forward, focussing on
power abuse and the lack of popular participation (Deacon 1993: 178). Social
policy in Eastern Europe before 1989 was said to be marred by:

1. Paternalism, causing insensitivity to the felt needs of the population, also



10 For a discussion of the concept of occupational welfare in capitalist countries, see Ming-kwan
Lee (2000: 2-7).

called a “dictatorship over needs.” Service provision is bureaucratic and inflexible.



2. Greater benefits given to (or taken by) managers/party officials. Administrative
redistribution tends to favour the redistributors themselves.

3. Small or non-existing benefits to people outside of the labour market.
4. Demands on women to bear the double burden of family and wage labour.

The flaws of socialist social policy is formulated along the same lines ten years
later in a treatise on social sector development in transitional economies of Asia:11

In all transitional economies, there has been a long-standing emphasis on equity in access to
health and education services, often at the cost of efficiency. Thus, in most of these countries,
basic social services are available in greater quantity and sometimes greater quality than in
many less planned economies at similar income levels. However, the services provided may not
have corresponded to consumer demand, service providers faced few incentives to use resource
sufficiently, quality control was minimal or non-existent, and financing of the centrally planned
social sectors, as of other sectors in transitional economies, proved unsustainable (Brooks and
Thant 1998: 418).

And seen from the perspective of the end-user, a Hungarian scholar sums up how
the traditional social policy of the planned economy has outlived its usefulness:

What social policy today gives its subjects are the many irritating, humiliating and painful
experiences of unfairness, defencelessness and chronic shortage. Social policy has come to be
associated with widely unsatisfied needs, of (un?)understandable bureaucratic regulations, of
haphazard solutions of services of more and more unacceptable levels (Szalai 1990: 92).

By the mid-1990s all the countries in Central/Eastern Europe and Central and
South East Asia had adopted new legislation on social protection, which was
characterized by a diversification of service provision through the devolution of
responsibilities to local governments, marketization, and support to voluntary
charity activities. These countries experienced consequences of the reforms that
were similar to those seen in China, i.e., growing inequality, loss-making state
enterprises, deteriorating protection of vulnerable groups, discrimination against
women, but they also got an unexpected serious decline in gross domestic product
in contrast to the high growth rates in China (Kapstein 1997: 175).

The core points in the proposals for new institutions and mechanisms in Eastern
Europe concern basically the separation of economic and social policies, i.e., a
pluralization of service provision and democratic control, making restrictions of
the hidden privileges of the former nomenklatura possible and creating space for
the articulation of needs. Generally there is a tendency to worry less about the
negative effects of market liberalization and the commercialization of social
goods than many Western, especially left-wing, analysts do:



11 The countries under scrutiny are China, Kazakstan, Vietnam, Kyrgyzia, Mongolia, Cambodia,
Laos and Myanmar.



Western Marxists found themselves as the defenders of the equality of social welfare in conditions
of poverty and contended with the East Europeans who justified the differentiation and pluralization
of welfare as a conditions of improved welfare for all (Deacon and Szalai 1990: 16).

Noteworthy is the observation from the dialogue that it has to be conducted
outside of socialist and Marxist phraseology, as “the language of socialism is
simply unusable by Eastern critics where it has been robbed of all subversive and
critical content” (loc. cit.).

The picture of the welfare systems in Eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union
and the Asian transitional economies before 1989 bears striking similarity with
the Chinese work-unit form of social protection, and the discussion about the
choice of a new set-up and reactions to the old regime in Eastern Europe likewise
resembles the voices of the Chinese debate. The Chinese share the demands for
diversification and even commercialization of social welfare provision, and the
priority of free market mechanisms over basic social security, but are far less
outspoken with regards to the claims for democratic control and the articulation
of needs than their Eastern European colleagues. In view of the different political
systems of the two areas this may not be surprising. In China the problem is
phrased in terms of complaints that the former static welfare creates a passive,
dependent psychology among ordinary citizens, making them unfit for the
challenges of a dynamic market economy and unfit as support for the
decentralization to local administrations and the new concept of “community
services.”

Altogether China seems to have just as much in common with the other former
socialist countries as it has with its capitalist neighbours in East Asia, with whom
the country shares traits of a more cultural and traditional nature. The basic
problem in the transitional economies is how to shift the burden of direct social
provision away from the shoulders of government, i.e., changing the distribution
of responsibility between the state, the family and the market, the same three
actors that are dealt with in the model construction referred to in the introduction.
In a study from 1993, Bob Deacon tentatively places the Central and Eastern
European countries in relation to Esping-Andersen’s typology of capitalist welfare
regimes. He suggests that the different countries develop different types of welfare
systems, but places five out of nine countries in a new, what he calls transitory,
category of “post-Communist conservative corporatism.” This type resembles the
Chinese case to the extent that it would be able to contain the variant of an
economic transition led by a single-party government (Deacon 1993: 195-197).

Globalization: Western development in the last decades
Topping the agenda on social policy in the rich countries today is the question
concerning the impact of globalization on social equity, and how to defend the
welfare policies against the spread of neo-liberal economies. Commonly shared



assumptions are that:



1. Globalization has increased inequality, vulnerability and social exclusion within
nations and between nations.

2. International economic liberalization has weakened state capacity and made it
more difficult to pursue socially responsible policies nationally.

The impact of globalization affects rich and poor countries differently. In the
North most systems are in one way or another changing and conforming to global
trends of privatization and commercialization of welfare. In the South public
expenditure on social services is cut back or not raised, and new systems are
established with a view more to economic efficiency than to social justice, like
we see in East and Southeast Asia. Generally speaking the tendency favours
residual and impedes institutional welfare policies.12 Adverse trends are also
being pointed out, suggesting anew sense of global responsibility in the international
donor organizations and questioning some of the assumptions listed above, at
least as far as poor countries are concerned (Deacon 2000: 1, Moore 2000: 22).
This is not the place to argue for one or the other position, but to state that the
conditions for social protection are undoubtedly undergoing great changes as a
consequence of the rapidly shrinking distances on the entire globe.

As for China the direct effect of globalization on social and economic policies
is probably less severe than in many other places because of the huge size of the
country. China successfully survived the Asian crisis without depreciating its
Renminbi and has kept clear of serious inflation for the last decade, so economically
the country is not overly vulnerable. But she will not avoid being influenced by
the closer ties to the world economy following admission to the WTO, which in
itself puts high demands on the design of a new social policy.

Conclusions
The world is rapidly getting smaller at the same time as the world’s most populous
country in earnest has set out to become integrated in the international community,
both politically and economically. The global trends of increasing inequality,
weakening of the nation-state, preponderance of economic power and market
forces carry with them implications for social conditions and social policy
everywhere, and they influence and are reflected in the internal Chinese
development as well. China possesses a unique mixture of cultural and social
traits, known from adjacent regions and former political allies, and the strategies
for reform in the area of social policy follow paths taken by other regions and
systems.

I have pointed to several important aspects in which Chinese society interfaces



12 This analysis is contested by Esping-Andersen (1999: 101-103) who points to technological
and structural change within nations as responsible for changed welfare options.

with the world: culturally, with the Confucian regimes in East and South East



Asia; politically, with the transitional economies in Central Asia and Eastern
Europe; and economically, with the South. Compared to these other entities
China possesses certain peculiarities that are of consequence for the establishment
of a viable system of social protection: Compared with the “four (or five) tigers,”
China has the legacy of a strong social commitment to equalitarian goals and
re-distribution of social resources; compared to the other transitional economies,
China has witnessed a persistent and substantial economic development, topping
the list with its 10 % growth rate over the last two decades; compared to the rest
of the Third World, China has had a stable political history and one legitimate
government for the last 50 years, and the country can refer back to its former
days of glory as one of (if not the) strongest and most advanced civilizations of
the pre-industrialized world. These peculiarities all leave room for optimism, in
spite of the apparent dangers and challenges discussed above. The conditions for
a relatively peaceful and socially acceptable transition process exist, at least on
paper.

EAST ASIA

THIRD WORLD

CENTRAL AND
EASTERN EUROPE,
CENTRAL ASIA

WESTERN EUROPE

WORLD

Development of social policies in China related to global and regional trends

CHINA 1949-1979 CHINA AFTER 1979

Authoritarian rule.
Confucian ideology.

Authoritarian rule. Confucian 
ideology. Restricted social spending.
Organized charity. Focus on economic 
development

Poverty. Weak re-allocative power of state.

Integration of social and economic
policy: social protection linked to
work. Provision of full employment.

Diversification. Privatizing social
policy. Occupational social insurance.
Conditionality of funding (WB, etc.).

Heavy state involvement.
High social spending.

Occupational social insurance.

… Individualization of rights.
Limitations on central/national control.

The state is pivotal in the process as the architect and builder of new social
mechanisms, an important one being social security which has to be re-built from
scratch. The reform process in China is one great exercise in dividing up sectors
and areas, marking new boundaries, re-structuring old frames, and especially
moving financial burdens away from the public sphere and into the marketplace.
This is no wonder in the light of the high degree of symbiosis which existed
between different economic and social spaces before. The state is diminishing its
role in economic transactions, but at the same time keeping the power to regulate
the liberated economic activities.

Thus, funding of social welfare is partially transferred to the market place, as



employers, including foreign funded and privately owned enterprises, are obligated



to contribute to the social insurance funds. But the low level of coverage forces
the individual to depend on his or her family for part of the daily necessities.
Apart from forcing work-units and workers to save, the state retains a great
amount of influence by establishing and monitoring the administration of the
funds which in time may accumulate huge fortunes. Instead of saying that the
role of the state diminishes, it might be more correct to say that the role of the
state has changed from the provider to the regulator of social services.

The application of Western social policy thinking to the reform of the social
security system in China has revealed a great deal of congruence with regard to
problems and solutions. The existing categorizations can be used with minor
adjustments, and Esping-Andersen’s conservative model is closest to the reality
of the new Chinese mechanisms. The adherence to occupational welfare and the
close link between employment and social coverage go for both pre- and post-reform
China, as shown in chart 1. Other Western scholars, however, have pointed to a
need for new models which encapsulate special traits of either a cultural or a
political nature. A model of Confucian Welfare or of post-Communist Conservative
Corporatism could be possible, but a final choice of one over the other seems
premature at the current stage of investigation. The most striking traits of the new
structures are the contributory savings scheme, well-known and -used in Europe
for decades. The discussions and ideology behind the creation of a new
understanding of social problems, likewise, are conducted along the same lines
and circling around the same concepts, e.g., the seeming contradiction between
equity and efficiency—between social justice and economic growth and the question
of who is ultimately responsible for the individual members of society. The wish
to diversify and “privatize”—or collectivize—social security is also prominent in
the globalization process at large.

Particular to China and other East Asian regions is the role of non-state actors
based on the idea of charity and benevolence, a concept which now plays a
minimal role in European thinking. The feature is connected to a special view of
the state as the patriarch caring for its subjects who are not citizens but subordinates,
a view resonant of 19th century Europe and maybe other Third World countries
today. The ideas of charity and donations are not particularly Chinese, but have
played just as great a role in our own past as they do in China today. Other
special traits could be mentioned—duty means more than right, collective
affiliations overrule individual fulfilment, moral persuasion is preferred to legal
disciplining—but the general picture of convergence and the search for solutions
to universal problems hopefully persist by the end of this paper.
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Introduction
The use of microcredit for poverty alleviation has—deservedly or
undeservedly—become an increasingly popular approach in development projects.
The rapid growth and impressive repayment rates of the Grameen Bank from
Bangladesh have led international donors and governments in developing countries
to focus a large part of their efforts (and funding) on providing microcredit
services for the poor. This goes for China as well, where microcredit is now not
only part of many international donors’ development projects but also constitutes
a significant part of the Chinese government’s own poverty alleviation programme.

China is a relatively late starter in the club of microfinance practitioners since
the first programme was initiated as late as 1994. The government was initially
quite sceptical, but since 1996 this scepticism has been abandoned and the Chinese
government is now by far the largest MF-practitioner in the country (Park 1999).
The rapidity of the government adoption of microfinance methods has created a
number of problems, since the successful use of these methods demands a well-
trained and motivated staff, and should be adapted to local conditions. Early
assessments of the government programmes suggest that their performance is
well below what would be reasonable to expect from a well-managed microfinance
programme.

In this paper I will look at different reports on the performance of microcredit
programmes in China, and attempt to give some reasons for the poor performance
of the government programmes. Compared to the huge body of literature on
microcredit programmes in other countries—and especially in Bangladesh—there
have been relatively few publications on microfinance in China. The Chinese
Academy of Social Science publishes a Chinese Newsletter on microfinance and
most of my data on China come from that source.

Grameen-style microfinance
Microcredit/microfinance as it is practiced all over the world today is very often



* This paper is an early product of my Ph.D. research project called “The Need for Capital:
Microcredit and Social Capital in Chinese Villages.” The fieldwork for the project will take
place in Yunnan Province in 2001-2002.

inspired by the Grameen Bank from Bangladesh.1 The story of the Grameen



Bank can be told as a real-life fairytale about one extraordinary man who found a
simple solution to some basic problems. The Bank was started in the mid-seventies
by Professor Muhammad Yunus. He assumed that the poor in the village
surrounding his university would do better if they had access to a cheaper and
more reliable source of credit than the local moneylenders. These moneylenders
charged up to ten per cent interest per day on loans to local artisans, making it
virtually impossible for them to make a profit (Yunus 1998). In 1976 Yunus
began lending money to the villagers out of his own pocket and with a great deal
of hard work and patience he succeeded in getting funding for his idea from
“normal” banks, the Bangladeshi state, and international donors. Today the
Grameen Bank itself has more than two million members and offers many different
kinds of services to its members.2

In contrast to many other attempts at using credit for poverty alleviation, the
Grameen Bank has shown consistently high repayment rates of more than 90 %.
The basic idea behind the Grameen Bank is to give small loans to poor women,
without demanding physical or financial collateral. Instead the women are organized
into groups of five that are collectively responsible for repayment of the loans.
5-8 groups are organized into a centre with a chairman elected by and from the
members. The repayments take place in weekly instalments made during centre
meetings where the bank workers travel to the villages instead of having the
members travel to the bank. The loans must be used for income-generating purposes,
not consumption. The Bank offers no training as such to the members, but they
learn how to write their names (a significant achievement when 80 % of the
members are illiterate (Yunus 1998), and at the weekly meetings they are supposed
to discuss issues such as basic health care, family planning, etc. The loans are
repaid over the course of one year, with a yearly interest rate of more than 20 %.
Upon complete repayment of one loan, the members become eligible for a second,
larger loan (for a detailed description of loan types, interest rates, etc., see Khandker
1998).

Looking at the methods of the Grameen Bank in search of an explanation for
the bank’s success, two reasons are commonly given: The focus on women and
the use of groups instead of collateral.

There are several good reasons for giving loans almost exclusively to women.
First of all, the official slogan of the Grameen Bank is to give loans to “the
poorest of the poor.” As women are among the most disadvantaged in Bangladeshi



1 The two terms are often used interchangeably—as I do in this paper—since microcredit is
often the largest component of any given microfinance programme. In reality microfinance is of
course a broader term indicating that the programme encompasses savings accounts, pension
schemes or other financial services as well as credit.
2 According to the Grameen Bank website (www.grameen-info.org), the bank had 2,3 million
members in November 2000. For a more detailed account of “The Grameen Bank Story” see for
instance Bornstein (1997) or Yunus (1998).

society the poorest of the poor are often women. Secondly, loans given to women



bring more benefit to the family than loans given to men. Women tend to use the
income generated by the loans to promote the welfare of their children rather
than for radios, motorcycles, gambling and tobacco, as is often the case with
loans given to men.

Finally, as Aminur Rahman shows in a study of a village in Bangladesh,
women are better credit risks than men are. Women are less mobile and more
vulnerable than men are and therefore easier to apply pressure to. A woman finds
it difficult to leave the village and defaulting on a loan could damage not only her
own reputation but also that of her family. Therefore female borrowers go to
great lengths to ensure repayment of the loans. However, Rahman’s study also
shows that the women very often are borrowers only in name. In reality, the
money is controlled by the male relatives of the woman, while the responsibility
for participating in centre meetings and ensuring timely payment of instalments
rests with the woman. His study shows that the amount of physical and verbal
aggression directed at some Grameen Bank members in the study village may
actually have been increased by participation in the programme (Rahman 1999).

The other important aspect of the Grameen Bank approach is the use of groups.
These groups serve a dual purpose. First of all they are used as “social collateral.”
Theoretically, if one member defaults on her loan, the rest of the group will pay it
back for her, thereby minimizing the risk for the bank. Evidence from many
group-based microfinance programmes suggests that in reality this rarely happens
(Jain 1996). Should one member of a group default, the rest of the group often
defaults as well to avoid the extra responsibility. However, as this means that the
rest of the group members are excluded from future loans, it is not an attractive
option. Therefore the social pressure on the would-be-defaulter is as high as it
would be if the collective responsibility were enforced.

The second function of the groups is peer monitoring. As the groups are put
together by the borrowers themselves, they have the primary responsibility for
assessing the credit-worthiness of potential group members. And since the timely
repayment of the loans is important to all group members, they also function as a
very efficient device for monitoring the use of the loans. In this way they reduce
the amount of time and trouble the bank workers would otherwise spend assessing
and monitoring the borrowers (Sharma and Zeller 1997).

As mentioned in the introduction to this paper, the Grameen Bank is regarded
by some as a great success. Its adherents believe that the bank not only alleviates
poverty and empowers women but also creates positive social capital (an increased
level of trust and co-operation) in the local community (for instance Dowla
2001). It certainly is a very attractive model, helping the poor to help themselves
and in the process creating a positive social transformation. But microfinance
researchers and practitioners debate the reality of the positive results shown by
the bank. To what extent is this a real eradication of poverty and not just a



reshuffling of existing resources? Does participating in the programme really



better the status of the women or does it instead increase the pressure on them by
making them responsible for repaying loans that they in reality receive little or no
benefit from?

The answers to these questions are not easy to come by. The Grameen Bank
itself has been studied by economists, financial experts, anthropologists,
sociologists, management experts, etc., and the huge body of literature differs
wildly as to how successful the bank really is. Part of the problem is to agree on
how you measure the success of an institution like the Grameen Bank since there
is no simple way to do this. The traditional measure of success, repayment rates,
only shows that the borrowers are willing and able to repay, but says very little
about the actual impact of the programme. Shahidur Khandker (1998) has calculated
that the microfinance programmes have the potential of lifting 1 % of the poor
population in Bangladesh out of poverty every year. But because of the high
population growth in Bangladesh, this still means that the poor population might
continue to grow in real numbers.

The whole issue of whether or not the loans empower women is a bone of
contention. Again, the question is what kind of changes to look for, and how to
evaluate these changes. When a woman in Bangladesh chooses to retreat from
the very public sphere of the marketplace as a result of the increased prosperity
resulting from participation in a credit programme, is that a positive or a negative
development? One study shows that the status of female Grameen Bank members
improves over time. The longer their membership lasts, the higher their standing
in the family (Mizan 1994). But the study does not take into account that older,
married women in Bangladesh generally have a much higher status than newlyweds
do. So it is hard to determine whether the increase in status is actually a result of
participation in the loan programme or whether it would have happened anyway.

The Grameen Bank—or in fact any microfinance programme—has to achieve
a balance between two goals, economic self-sufficiency and poverty alleviation.

Most programmes try to attain some degree of self-sufficiency, i.e., to operate
on their own without receiving external funding after an introductory phase. In
consequence, the interest rate has to be high, as the transaction costs of making
many small loans and sending bank workers to weekly centre meetings are high.
Not many programmes achieve total financial self-sufficiency, though. The
Grameen Bank itself comes close to achieving self-sufficiency for the part of the
Bank that only deals in loans and savings, but the Bank has other more innovative
activities that still depend on subsidies (Hashemi 1997). The quest for self-
sufficiency is especially important, as this is part of the reason for the popularity
of microcredit. International donors find it attractive to support schemes designed
to function on their own after a limited introductory phase.

To achieve the second goal of poverty alleviation and positive social development
means reaching as many people as possible, and—at least for most of the



programmes—reaching “the poorest of the poor.” However, the more emphasis is



put on economic self-sufficiency, the more difficult it is to reach the poorest. To
a large extent a self-selection takes place. To be able to use and repay the loans
people have to have a way of investing the money productively. This excludes
the very poorest who need money for immediate consumption purposes but have
few opportunities for longer-term investments (Greeley 1997). As the repayments
start immediately upon reception of the loan the family has to have a source of
cash income to make the first repayments until the investment starts to create a
profit. Furthermore, the bank workers’ personal advancements depend on the
track record of their clients. They are promoted according to results measured in
high repayment rates, making the incentives to limit their clients to the “better off
poor” very great indeed (Rahman 1999). The Grameen Bank has an upper limit
to the amount of land a member is allowed to possess, but in reality somewhere
between 20-30 % of the members exceed this limit (Park 2001).

The balancing act required to reconcile these two goals explains a lot of the
problems experienced in evaluating microcredit programmes in Bangladesh and
elsewhere. Exactly which criteria determine whether or not a programme is a
success? A programme with low repayment rates might have created a positive
development in the community, but it will still be regarded as a failure. On the
other hand a programme might keep its repayment rates high by focusing on the
not so poor, thereby leaving out the people most in need of assistance. Most
researchers seem to agree that the poor need financial services of some description
(e.g., Rutherford 2001). But whether the Grameen model is the answer is not
clear. A tentative answer could be that income-generating credit is useful for one
segment of the poor population with sources of cash income and investment
opportunities/ opportunities for self-employment, while it leads to increased debt
for the rest.

Microfinance in China
The use of credit for poverty alleviation is not a new phenomenon in China. As
part of the Chinese government’s poverty alleviation measures in the eighties, a
number of counties gave small loans to households in poor areas, based on an
assessment of whether or not the household was capable of making use of the
loans. The repayment rate of these loans in the latter half of the eighties has been
estimated as somewhere between 30-65 %. Not an impressive figure, but an
analysis by Rozelle et al. (1998) suggests that these loans were actually helpful in
combating poverty since they led to a substantial growth in agricultural productivity.
Because of the low repayment rates these loans were less popular during the
early half of the nineties when the policy shifted its emphasis from household
loans to loans to small enterprises and other revenue-generating and growth-oriented
strategies (Rozelle et al. 1998). Since 1996 and the 8-7 poverty alleviation plan,
some of the funding previously used for these subsidized poverty alleviation



loans has been used for Grameen-style microcredit programmes in an attempt to



improve the results of the subsidized loan programme (Park 1999).
Given the differences between China and Bangladesh there are of course several

specific problems in replicating microcredit programmes in China. First of all,
there are the geographical differences. The province of Yunnan alone is almost
three times larger than Bangladesh and while Bangladesh is flat and very densely
populated, the poor areas in China are often mountainous and not easily accessible.3

The population density in Bangladesh is almost ten times higher than in Yunnan
making landlessness a major problem in Bangladesh. The inaccessibility of the
poor areas in China limits the possibilities for income generation as small traders
necessarily have a harder time in China than in Bangladesh. The effects are seen
clearly when you look at the kind of projects the Chinese borrowers choose to
invest in. A small survey from a village in Yunnan shows that 17 out of 20 loans
are used for livestock, seeds and fertilizer. The more adventurous borrowers in
the survey invested in a machine for putting soles on shoes (Luo 2000). In
Yunnan Province as a whole 58 % of the loans are used for livestock, 19 % for
agriculture, and 23 % for food processing and other purposes (Liu 1999). The
type of projects chosen by the borrowers in Yunnan reflects that agriculture is
their primary income source.

In addition, gender differences—while still significant—are less marked in
China. In Bangladesh simply getting the women to participate in meetings,
communicating with males that are not relatives is an achievement as many
Muslim households still observe purdah (a strict segregation of the sexes).

Another difference lies in the availability of banks even in rural China. Even
though most poor people in rural China still save in kind rather than in cash it is
still easier to open a “normal” bank account in China than in Bangladesh (Aghion
and Morduch: 415). In a 1997 household survey from 6 poor counties in different
provinces only 20 per cent of the households reported that they wished to take
out a formal loan but were unable to do so (Park 1999).4 These differences might
mean that a direct replication of the Grameen Bank model is not suitable in
China, but some programmes have paid very little attention to the kind of changes
needed before importing the microfinance methods to China.

At the moment, there are two major groups of microcredit schemes operating
in China. The smallest group are the programmes funded and by international
donors. Some of these programmes have been very successful both in terms of
high repayment rates and high levels of financial self-sufficiency (Park 2001).
These programmes tend to be relatively small, but represent a lot of different
approaches to microcredit, combining it with housing projects, drug control,



3 Most of the data concerning microcredit in China in this paper will be from Yunnan.
Roughly one third of all microcredit programmes in China operate in Yunnan, making the
province the “microfinance centre” of China.
4 These data look only on the household as a whole, and disguise the fact that women rarely
deal with formal banks.

health programmes, etc. In Yunnan alone, there are at least 15 different international



agencies using microcredit as part of their development projects.5 In 2000,
international funding for microfinance in China reached USD 30 million (Tsien
2001c). Most of these projects are administered in close co-operation with local
officials, as this is the easiest way of ensuring a smooth operation.

The second—and by far the largest—group of microfinance schemes are those
funded by the Chinese government itself. In 2000 the government invested about
USD 775 million in microcredit according to the Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences (Tsien 2001c). This funding is received in a number of ways, for instance
through subsidized loans from the Agricultural Development Bank of China or
through funds allocated to the provincial poverty alleviation bureaus. At the
village level the programmes are managed by the local poverty alleviation bureaus,
by the Women’s Federation, by the Rural Credit Cooperatives or by special
government microcredit offices. Most of them are described as replications of the
Grameen Bank, the only official changes being a slightly longer interval between
instalments (ten to fifteen days instead of one week) necessitated by the
inaccessibility of the villages.

Since 1994, these different programmes have reached more than 3 million
borrowers in China, with most of the growth taking place after the government
became involved in 1996 (Tsien 2001a). This has to be compared with the
Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, which has a membership of just over 2 million
borrowers achieved during a period of 25 years. The rapid growth in China has
only been possible because the government programmes use already existing
administrative structures. Unfortunately this means that most of the new
microfinance workers have received very little training for their new tasks. Many
of the microfinance workers are only employed part-time by the programme,
keeping their former job in another government organization at the same time
(Liu and Li 1999).

There is very little comprehensive information available on microcredit in
China. This is especially problematic with regard to the state-run programmes.
Many banks do not gather statistics on microcredit loans separately from other
types of loans. Some microcredit/poverty alleviation offices gather the information
locally, but there is no mechanism for putting together statistics for a whole
province, let alone the whole country. Even different microcredit programmes
operating within the same province do not seem to share information on their
operational procedures, results, etc., (Tsien 2001c).

One article has tried to compile the available numbers for Guizhou province.
The government microfinance programme was started there in 1998 and has had
a cumulative loan disbursement of just under 1,7 billion Yuan, reaching more
than half a million female borrowers. The repayment rates are low, averaging



5 These and the following data on microcredit in Yunnan come from an unpublished report
prepared for McKinsey and Company by Sarah Tsien. The numbers are all estimates based on
interviews with donors and employees.

between 50 and 60 % (Xu 2001). Whether this is general for all government-funded



programmes is difficult to say however, as there are simply no data available on a
national level. Albert Park cites another survey from Shaanxi where timely
repayments were around 70 %. The same survey found that the loan groups
existed only on paper, that officials rather than the members themselves appointed
the centre leaders, and that the loans were going to the wealthier households
(Park 1999). Many studies from the Chinese newsletter have data that do not go
beyond the county level, and—strangely enough—the counties investigated often
have high repayment rates and happy customers (see for instance Liu and Li
1999, or Guo 2000)

The case of the microcredit programme from Malipo County, Yunnan can be
used to exemplify some of the differences between the government programme
and the programmes funded by international donors. This programme is one of
the best known of all the microcredit schemes in China, since it was among the
first few programmes initiated in collaboration with the Grameen Bank itself.
The programme was started in 1997 and funded by the Grameen Trust and the
UNDP6. For the first couple of years, it was very successful7, but in 2000 after
the start of a local government programme, it was merged with this government
programme, mixing the staff from the two programmes but using the government
model. Since then repayment rates have dropped significantly according to the
staff from the former UNDP programme (Tsien 2001c).

It seems that if the villagers have a choice, they prefer the government
programmes. There could be several reasons for this. For one thing, the interest
rates are lower. The government regulates the interest rates in China and apparently
all microcredit programmes in China have lower interest rates than in Bangladesh
(between 6 and 15 % compared to more than 20 % in Bangladesh). Most
internationally funded programmes have rates slightly higher than commercial
rates in China, as this ensures that the loans do not attract wealthier clients with
other credit sources. Contrary to this, some government programmes have chosen
to have interest rates below the commercial rates, based on the argument that
since these loans are for poverty alleviation they should be as cheap as possible
to make sure that the poor can actually afford them (Mu 1998).

Another reason for choosing the government programme is the absence of
group meetings/centre meetings that take up a significant amount of time. The
women are organized into groups in the government programmes as well as the
internationally funded ones, but as Albert Park found in the Shaanxi case, the
groups in reality rarely meet. Data from Yunnan show that the instalments are
instead collected by the local chairman and then either given to the bank worker



6 The Grameen Trust is part of the Grameen Family and helps set up Grameen replications in
other countries.
7 Measured in terms of repayment rates. These rates cannot be taken on their own as a
measure of the efficiency of the programme, but at least they indicate that the borrowers are
able and willing to repay.

when he or she visits or brought to the county office by a representative of the



borrowers (Liu 1999). If potential borrowers have a choice between a loan
programme that involves showing up at meetings every 10 days and one that
does not take up time in this fashion, they will choose the latter option.

During fieldwork in Malipo County (after the merger of the UNDP/GB project
and the government programme) Sarah Tsien found that the women barely knew
which loans had been taken out in their names and that the programme officers
knew the names of the women’s husbands but not the women themselves. Village
men told her that the loan officers wouldn’t let them take out loans without
putting their wife’s name on the contract, but apparently that was all the contact
the wife ever had with the loan (Tsien 2001b)!

It is very difficult to evaluate the rapidly expanding government programmes
based on the relatively few available reports, but most of these appear to have a
negative view of the results of the government effort. In a comparison of three
different microcredit programmes—one of them a government programme—Albert
Park and Ren Changqing find that the government programme has problems
targeting the poor, has low repayment rates, and does not follow the basic principles
behind microcredit (2001). The impression given by the different studies of
government programmes is that the growth has been too rapid and haphazard,
making success difficult if not impossible.

Conclusion
The rationale behind the Chinese government’s shift to microfinance methods
was the apparent success of the international microfinance movement, in contrast
to the questionable results of the earlier Chinese government poverty alleviation
loans. Based on the information available now, it seems that the shift might not
prove as big an improvement as could have been hoped. Since some of the data
suggest that two of the basic reasons for the success of the Grameen Bank in
Bangladesh—the emphasis on women and groups—are being neglected at least in
the government programmes in China, the mixed results should perhaps not
come as a surprise. Several Chinese studies suggest a lack of understanding of
the basic principles behind microcredit among the employees at the county level
(Mu 1998, Guo 2001), and one of the most frequent conclusions reached in these
studies is that there is a need for training not only for the borrowers but for the
employees as well. Providing training could mean an increased awareness of the
principles behind microcredit for the employees, and better opportunities for
self-employment for the borrowers.

Looking at the large body of literature on microcredit programmes in other
parts of the world, I have no doubt that some form of microcredit can be very
useful in China. However, a greater awareness of how to adapt microfinance
methods to China is needed. Creating groups of female borrowers might look like
microfinance methods, but the results will be limited especially as long as most



of these groups are fictional.



In a paper from 1999, Michael Woolcock examines a few unsuccessful
microcredit programmes from different parts of the world. In all cases he finds
that the main reason for their lack of success was problems with the social
relations. This could be either a lack of trust between the borrowers and the
programme staff, amongst the borrowers themselves or between the bank members
and the rest of the community. The evidence from China, which suggests that
government programmes without emphasis on the group aspect of microcredit
are not as successful as the international programmes with well-developed groups
supports his conclusion. Microcredit seems to work best in relatively close-knit
communities with a high degree of social cohesion. At the moment there is a
great need for information on microcredit in China, both among researchers and
among practitioners. Apart from economic and technical data on the operation of
the different types of microfinance institutions, there is also a need for knowledge
of just how a microcredit programme affects and utilizes the social relations in
the villages. In my own fieldwork in Yunnan I will concentrate on this aspect of
microcredit. Hopefully this will provide some insight into which aspects of
microfinance methods need further adaptations before being put to use in a
Chinese context.
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Introduction
Many international environmental technology projects have failed in spite of
both host and donor commitment. To contribute towards finding the answer why
this happens, a case study—using the Social Construction of Technology (SCOT)
model (see explanation in section 3 below)—is conducted on a project to prevent
oil spills from the Bohai bay in the People’s Republic of China.

This paper focuses on the role played by tactical translation of technology in
delaying and to some extent preventing a technology co-operation project from
being properly implemented. However, it should be noted that—as is common in
China—several other factors contributed to the implementation problems, including
fragmentation of political authority; the organizational weakness of key actors; as
well as such actors’ lack of success in employing informal political channel to
promote project implementation. For a discussion of the role of such factors in
this particular project, as well as in Chinese (environmental) politics and policy
in general, see Buen (2001).

China’s Agenda 21 Project 6-8
The Chinese government was a pioneer in the follow-up of Agenda 21, the
blueprint for sustainable development more than 180 state leaders agreed upon in
Rio de Janeiro in 1992. An extensive White Paper and a list of priority projects
(“Priority Programme for China’s Agenda 21”) intended to put into operation the
objectives set forth in the White Paper were published in 1994, less than two



* This paper is based on Buen (2001). Please refer to this publication for details on data
sources, which have mainly been personal, semi-structured interviews with Norwegian and
Chinese business and government actors involved in the Yantai project.
1 Key documentation on China’s Agenda 21 may be found in Administrative Centre for
China’s Agenda 21 (ACCA21) (1994, 1995a, b, 1996a, b, 1997), State Planning Commission
(SPC)/State Science and Technology Commission (SSTC) (1994a, b), and Mohamed and Kikula
(1996). Two very good analyses of organizational and institutional aspects of China’s Agenda
21 are Finamore and Holcombe (1994) and Gan (1999). For analyses of environmental technology
policy and politics specifically, see Oldham et al. (1987), Holstius and Ma (1995), Granerud
(1996), and Leseth (1996).

years after the Rio Summit.1



Among the China’s Agenda 21 (CA21) priority projects was Project 6-8—“Pilot
Project on Prevention and Control of Oil Spillage at Sea” in Yantai, Shandong
Province (hereafter called the Yantai project). The original project objective was
to “introduce technology and facilities for establishing an emergency demonstration
centre in the port of Yantai to recover small scale [oil] spills and control larger
spills.” The Chinese implementing agencies were the Ministry of Communications
(MOC), the Yantai Maritime Safety Superintendence Bureau (YMSSB), and
“relevant research and design agencies.”

After the first of the two CA21 international donor roundtable conferences, in
1994, it was decided that Norway was well positioned to assist China in
implementing the Yantai project. Norwegian consulting firms and companies
could provide both the necessary equipment to prevent and control oil spills, and
the knowledge and organizational framework needed to make proper use of the
equipment.

Both the Chinese and the Norwegians seemingly had a strong interest in
implementing the project. For the Chinese implementing agencies, the project
was not only a way of coming to grips with steadily worsening problems related
to oil spillage from ships. As it was an internationally funded project, it was also
a potential source of both current and future revenue and prestige, as well as new
technology. The Norwegian government as well as the business community saw
the Yantai project as a possible exhibition window to a potentially enormous
market for oil spill contingency technology in China. The Norwegian state-owned
oil company Statoil was about to become operator for the Lufeng 22-1 oil field in
the Bohai Sea at that time.2 Thus, it would be politically favourable if Norwegians
were involved in a project for prevention and control of oil spills in the same sea
area. Therefore, contrary to what is often the case, this project seemed to stand a
good chance of yielding concrete results in terms of technology co-operation.

A Norwegian industry consortium negotiated on the central and local
specification of the project with the local end user and the central institutional
partner, Ministry of Communications (MOC).3 Preliminary meetings between the
Norwegians and the Administrative Centre for China’s Agenda 21 (ACCA21)
were held in November 1994. A site visit to the port of Qingdao was included
(the project was originally intended to take place in Qingdao, see below). In
February 1995, a workshop was held in Beijing, hosted by ACCA21 and MOC.
Then, the Norwegian participants were informed that the project was changed



2 Statoil has now withdrawn from China.
3 Other companies—notably Det Norske Veritas, Unitor, Petcon and Sintef—have also been
actively representing Norwegian Oil Spill Control Association (NOSCA) in this project at
different stages. NOSCA, founded in 1993, is a non-profit co-operative consisting of Norwegian
pollution control authorities, business and R&D (research and development) organizations with
the aim of joining forces to develop equipment and contingency planning for oil spill prevention
and recovery and export these products worldwide.

from Qingdao to the city of Yantai, also in Shandong Province, and that the new



end user would be the Yantai Maritime Safety Superintendence Bureau.
After the Yantai project had been presented to the international community,

and preparatory talks had been started with the Norwegian project group, it
turned out that the project had not been properly approved by MOC’s own
Planning Department. The project was therefore delayed by 7 to 10 months. In
August 1995, Norwegian bilateral aid agency NORAD approved an application
from the Norwegian project group for funding to a prefeasibility study. Based on
the Norwegian draft project proposal (NOSCA 1995) and Chinese project
documents, a feasibility study was conducted by MOC (1996). The study was
presented to the Norwegians 15-20 April 1996, in Beijing, followed by a trip to
the project site in Yantai. The feasibility study was approved by MOC in August
1996. Then a joint project proposal was sent to the State Planning Commission
(SPC) for approval, which was given in September 1996.4 The project was thereafter
put on Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Co-operation’s (MOFTEC) list
of projects awaiting final financial approval (MOFTEC did not put the project on
their shortlist at first, as they claimed MOC’s feasibility study was too poor, but
did so the second time).5 Key persons on the Chinese side were invited to Norway.
After the Norwegian bilateral aid authorities had stated their interest in providing
grants for capacity-building and mixed credits for the purchase of equipment,
MOFTEC asked the Export-Import Bank of China (EIBC) to examine the repayment
capability of the implementing agencies.

In January 1997, the Norwegian project group met MOC and MOFTEC in
Beijing to discuss a possible financial model for the project. At this time, prestige
had run into the Yantai project for the Norwegian Government. Norwegian
companies and institutions had been involved in four other CA21 projects as
well. However, by the time the Sino-Norwegian negotiations on the Yantai project
started, it was clear that the four other projects would either not be implemented
or be implemented without Norwegian involvement, wasting both the time and
resources of the institutions involved and Norwegian taxpayers’ money invested
in preparing the projects. Norwegian authorities, all the way from the “street-level”
bureaucrat to the top leadership, went out of their way to get the Yantai project
going. Even the Norwegian Prime Minister herself, Mrs. Gro Harlem
Brundtland—the chairperson of the Brundtland Commission, whose work the Rio
Summit and thus A21 is based on—engaged herself in order to get the project on
track. According to one interviewee, she had made the Norwegian position—and
frustration—crystal clear for Mr Song Jian, Chairman of the State Science and
Technology Commission (SSTC), when he visited Norway in late 1996.6

On the basis of the results from the meetings in January 1997, NORAD agreed



4 SPC is now called the State Development and Reform Commission.
5 MOFTEC has recently been merged into the new Ministry of Commerce.
6 SSTC is now called the Ministry of Science and Technology.

to postpone the project by one year, but made it clear that if no solution had been



found within this time frame, the project would be terminated. MOC had stated
that it wanted to guarantee for the project, but this was not acceptable for the
EIBC. It asserted that a government organization like MOC could not guarantee
for a loan, as it could very well change or be abolished. This had to do with the
Guarantee Law, introduced in 1995. Another important reason, however, was the
fact that MOC had major troubles repaying debt at that time (accumulated because
of unfortunate dispositions on other international projects).

It is somewhat unclear how the process to obtain funding on the Chinese side
progressed after this point. What we do know is that MOC hoped to obtain 4
million USD through the 9th Five-Year Plan for the project, and that this obviously
did not work out as planned—at least not in first instance (see below).7 Indeed,
according to the summary from a meeting between NOSCA representatives and
MOFTEC’s Foreign Financing Administration in Beijing in January 1997, “[w]hat
is the big problem now is that Bank of China does not know who is the actual
borrower—MOC in Beijing or Yantai Maritime Safety Superintenden[t Bureau]”
(Sørbye 1997).8

Neither MOC nor Yantai Maritime Safety Superintendent Bureau managed to
come up with a funding solution satisfying EIBC. Another aspect of the discussions
was the relationship between equipment and other elements in the technology
co-operation package. NORAD offered a combined package of capacity building
and equipment; however, the Chinese were not interested.

Consequently, neither NORAD nor MOFTEC could approve the project.
According to internal NORAD documents, MOFTEC suggested the project should
be cancelled (NORAD 1998, Norwegian Embassy in China 1998) Therefore, 26
February 1998, the Sino-Norwegian co-operation was officially ended. Later that
year, the Chinese government decided to finance the project from its own funds,
without foreign loans. In August 1998, the hardware elements of the project were
put out for international bidding. Norwegian companies took part, but lost out to
British competitors.

The Yantai project was completed in late 2000, five years after the Sino-
Norwegian negotiations started. However, the original idea of a total package
consisting of knowledge, organization and equipment has largely been abandoned,
and the Norwegians did no longer take part in project implementation. Furthermore,
the focus was narrowed down towards the transfer of equipment rather than



7 According to Høst (1994): “MOC has confirmed that they have allocated 4 million USD to
the project. They also said that the project must be integrated in the 9th Five-Year Plan. The
interpretation of this must be that the project now is included in MOC’s budgets, but whether it
actually gets money depends on the next Five-Year Plan (…) MOC’s said they must send their
input to the 9th Five-Year Plan in March 1995.”
8 The quote also underlines another aspect of the confusion with regard to funding; it is
referred to “the Bank of China,” while most sources confirm that the Export-Import Bank of
China was conducting the examination of the implementing agencies’ repayment capabilities.

technology co-operation.



The context of co-operation: Possible contributions from the Social Construction
of Technology (SCOT) model
Technical arrangements may (partly) determine the use of technologies, and the
way these technologies are used may enhance the power of some political actors
over others (Winner 1986: 25). Akrich (1992) equates the process of familiarising
with—interacting with—a new technology with a translation process. However,
as is the case with traditional forms of translation, the translator is not only a
passive intermediary, but may actively influence communication.

The Social Construction of Technology (SCOT) model (see e.g., Bijker 1995)
may offer many insights as regards, for example, the manipulation of the contents
of transferred technology to serve organizational interests (cf. Ch.7). First, it aims
to explain the development of a technological artefact—or technological
change—rather than interaction between users and readily designed technology
(Tjora 1997: 15). Latour (1987: 258) also exemplifies this dynamic approach
when he states, “[w]e study science in action and not ready made science or
technology; (…) we either arrive before the facts and machines are blackboxed
or we follow the controversies that reopen them.”

Secondly, in the SCOT approach, explanations are found—and tested—through
case studies. These concentrate on controversies occurring in the development of
technologies, involving “different actors (individuals or groups that are capable
of acting) or relevant social groups, which are groups of actors that share a
common conceptual framework and common interests” (Brey 1999: 2). These
actors or groups try to shape technology according to their own preferences.
According to the SCOT model, new technological artefacts have interpretative
flexibility, inasmuch as different relevant actors understand them in different
ways. These understandings may converge into one through processes of closure,
and—subsequently—stabilization.

The perspectives of the actors involved in technology development each
constitute a technological frame. Therefore, a third point, closely linked to the
argument above, is that the perspectives of different actors—not only in each of
the two or more countries involved in an international environmental technology
co-operation project but also within each of these countries—could be analysed
as technological frames. A technological frame can be described as a social
structure comprising the elements influencing interactions within relevant social
groups and lead to the attribution of meanings to technical artefacts. This structure
is at the same time constituted by the actions and interactions of relevant actors,
and acting back on these actions and interactions, thus disciplining the actors.

A technological frame enables its members by providing tools needed for
action: goals, ideas, key problem-solving strategies, current theories, tacit
knowledge, testing procedures, design methods and criteria, exemplary artefacts,
etc. However, simultaneously, a technological frame constrains the actions of its



members through creating a structure by actions and interactions, which in turn



will constrain further thinking, actions and interactions (Bijker 1995: 194-95).9

Fourth, by contending that social processes can affect the success of a particular
technology, and that the degree of success therefore may vary from one socio-
cultural context to another, the SCOT model also seeks to counter asymmetrical
analysis of technological change.10 Bijker (1995) contends that too many
technological success stories are told, and too little effort has been put in to learn
from the experience of the less successful technologies. Within this perspective,
the fact that the implementation process of the Yantai project has been fraught
with problems—while still being implemented—makes it analytically interesting.
Just as much can be learned from unsuccessful or partly successful attempts to
make use of new technology as from technological success stories. To understand
technology development and change, Bijker argues, it is not sufficient to treat
“successful technology” as an independent variable in identifying mechanisms
behind technological success stories. Technology, says Bijker, should also take
role of the dependent variable, and its development should be explained by
employing exactly those variables that are employed in explaining unsuccessful
technologies. The SCOT approach does not consider the fact that a technology
“works” as an explanation in itself; rather, the functioning of an artefact is regarded
as being a result of socio-technological development. Machines work because
relevant social groups accept them (Bijker 1995: 270), under certain social
conditions.

The fifth reason why the SCOT model is deemed a useful tool for understanding
relevant actors’ tactical translation of technology, is that it gives room for an
actor-oriented approach, as well as structures that empower or constrain relevant
actors. Proponents of the SCOT model emphasize the need to link micro-level
case studies of technological development to the understanding of macro-level
socio-political conditions for this development. They have nevertheless been
criticized of producing a large number of case studies without being able to
generalize from these studies, or, in the words of Winner (1992), “going into the



9 The technology historian Thomas Hughes (1993) claims technology develops differently in
different geographic areas because of differences in technological style, formed by differences
in geography, historical experiences and political values. However, the influence of politics and
power on technological style is absent in Hughes’ description.
10 It should be noted here that there are many facets of social constructivism. Actor-network
theory (mentioned above) studies stabilization processes of technical objects as resulting from
the building of networks of human actors and natural and technical phenomena. It regards
technology as developing within actor-networks, whereas SCOT regards society as the context
where technology develops (Winner 1991). Actor-network theorists employ a principle of
generalized symmetry, meaning that any element (social, natural, or technical) plays a similar
role in explaining in the stabilization of a technology (see e.g., Brey 1999, Callon and Latour
1992).
11 The black box is commonly used in engineering textbooks as a way of simplifying complex
technical processes so that further design work can proceed (Winner 1991: 23, note 2).

black box and not coming out again.”11 Because of this, it has been argued that



the SCOT approach still is most suitable for analysing particular technology
development processes (Olsen 1995: 125). However, attempts for generalization
outside this realm have been made, most prominently by Bijker (1995).

Sixth, the implementation of projects to disseminate environmental technology
invented and developed in one social, cultural and organizational context into
another, could be regarded as a re-innovation or re-construction process. The
SCOT approach has so far largely been employed in—and is based on case
studies from—the North and has focused on the development of new technologies
and/or technological change, rather than aspects related to technology co-operation
(Leseth 1996). One should therefore not believe that such a model is well to
analyse the implementation, in a country in the South, namely China, of
environmental technology co-operation projects based on technology that has
already been developed in the North. However, this does not necessarily constitute
a problem. The reason is that international technology co-operation in fact may
be regarded as part of technology development (and thus within the scope of the
SCOT model), as technology in a sense must be re-innovated (Olsen 1995: 45ff,
125) to be implemented and used in totally different framework conditions. Thus,
what at the outset seemed to be an argument against employing the SCOT approach
could instead be regarded as a means of testing its scope in a new setting.12

In her attempt to apply the SCOT model to the study of the transfer of Norwegian
environmental technology to China, Leseth (1996) finds that it makes a valuable,
but not satisfactory contribution to the understanding of the technology co-operation
process. She argues that the model “show[s] signs of having a Euro-American
bias,” and that it therefore “should not be applied to technology transfer projects
in China without being adapted to the local context” (Leseth 1996: 55). An
interesting possibility, therefore, is to integrate the SCOT model with theories of
Chinese views on science and technology, of which an attempt has been made
below.

The current Chinese paradigm of technological optimism—or
“scientism”—regards science and technology as core values (Furth 1970, Hua
1995, Bøckman 1998). It is often assumed that there is a single best technological
solution—a technological fix—to a problem, and that this solution will work out
fine regardless of the context. Tangible technological solutions are less controversial
than management or behavioural changes, and may therefore be resorted to in
order to avoid conflict.

“Scientistic” thinking has been a central line of thought in the debate as to how
China is to be a modernized society (Bøckman 1998). In its extreme form,
scientism is founded on the beliefs that science is unified, that there are no limits
to science, and that science is successful in prediction, explanation and control



12 Nevertheless, comparative case studies of different phases of the technology development
process can and should be conducted in order to ameliorate the SCOT model’s bias towards the
industrialized North.

(Hua 1995: 15). It is also characterized by the application of scientific concepts



to areas outside their own sphere of relevance (Furth 1970: 14).
Orthodox Marxism and utopianism have influenced scientism. However, its

roots can be traced in two other directions as well: to Chinese political culture,
and to the relationship to and influence from the Soviet Union. In treating all
aspects of social relations as an inseparable whole where there is only one legitimate
source of truth, scientism bears elements of China’s holistic Confucian tradition
and its monistic political tradition (Hua 1995: 33, 142-143).

Another ideological forerunner for scientism was the movement to strengthen
China from its backward position and free it from further colonization attempts
in the latter part of the 19th century. This movement coincided with the growing
influence of social Darwinism. Darwinism provided a justification for the
hierarchical social structure in Chinese society, as well as an international
framework within which to understand China’s position and potential (Furth
1970: 227). Thus, the growth of science and technology was seen as a precondition
not to loose out completely in what has been—and partly is—perceived as the
zero-sum game of international politics.

Hua (1995: 7) identifies technological determinism as a separate strand of
scientism, and claims that it has been strengthened in the Post-Mao period. In
1978, when Deng Xiaoping took power in China, the position of science and
technology in official Marxist ideology was soon moved from superstructure to
economic base. This not only de-politicized the role of science and technology,
but also legitimized that the modernization of science and technology had to take
precedence over the three other modernizations initiated by Deng Xiaoping (of
agriculture, industry, and national defence, respectively) (Hua 1995: 1).

The large number of technocrats in the Chinese bureaucracy has also prepared
the ground for an emphasis on technological fix.13 The Chinese leadership has
also been—and is—influenced by the former Soviet technocratic model of
development, characterized by a focus on heavy industry, infrastructure and
electrification. This influence came about both because cadres having their
education from Soviet universities gradually have replaced professional
revolutionaries in the top leadership, and through Sino-Soviet technology co-
operation projects.14

As China had difficulties absorbing new technology during the early 1980s,
Ho (1997: 102-103) writes, Chinese policy makers gradually started to define
technology more broadly to encompass organizational and management skills
and know-how rather than just engineering in a narrow sense. However, he
continues, “Chinese managers and bureaucrats continued to place a higher value
on ‘hardware’ (equipment and machinery) than ‘software’ (codified and tacit



13 This expression connotes a narrow understanding of technology, not the broad definition
employed in this study.
14 Personal communication with Professor Harald Bøckman, University of Oslo, March 19,
1999.

knowledge).” Incremental technological improvements are regarded as



uneconomical. This is rooted in a desire to minimize the technological gap to the
North within as short a period as possible.

As bureaucratic authority is fragmented in China, many agencies may potentially
obtain the responsibility for implementing a particular project, and all seek to
position themselves in order to acquire this responsibility. In China, where
competition for public funds is fierce, projects require the commitment of large
public funds and a considerable number of public and private actors, an objective
means of comparing possible solutions is in demand. Technology is often given
this role. Thus, a reasonable hypothesis could have been that, the less successful
agencies implementing an environmental technology project are in tactically
interpreting the technology to be used in a project in ways that suit their own
organizational interests, the less likely it is that the implementation status of the
project will be positive.

In measuring how successful implementing agencies are in tactically translating
technology, a starting point could be to focus upon whether or not the dominating
interpretation of the following has moved in a direction that will increase their
organizational strength:15

• What kind of technology is to be implemented in the project?
• Who is the intended user of the technology?
• In which context is the technology is to be used, and how?

The translation process
The preceding chapter has described how technology co-operation projects could
successfully be analysed using the social construction of technology (SCOT)
model, as implementing technology in a new socio-technical context in effect
means reinventing the technology. This was followed by an analysis of the
“scientistic” technological frame—which plays a certain role in China—placing
much confidence in quick and effective technological fix to a broad range of
problems.

It is widely acknowledged that part of the reason why many environmental
technology co-operation projects fail is that participating actors perceive differently
the characteristics of the technology at the core of the co-operation. What is less
well understood within technology co-operation research, however, is that
differences in technology perceptions do not necessarily follow national borders.
To use the terms of the SCOT model: technological frames may diverge not only
between actors from each of the co-operating countries (or socio-technical systems),
but also within each of these countries. Consequently, both domestic and
international actor alliances may emerge, although actors taking part in such



15 In terms of personnel, jurisdiction, and national and international organizational linkages,
respectively.

alliances may have entirely different motives for doing so.



Subsequently, a criterion for successful international environmental technology
co-operation projects according to the SCOT model can be established: processes
of closure and stabilization should have taken place both among actors within
each of the socio-technological systems taking part, and—subsequently—between
representatives from both systems. Such closure and stabilization never took
place in the Sino-Norwegian co-operation phase of the Yantai project. Rather, the
implementation parties polarized in two technological frames: one favouring a
hardware, technological fix-oriented approach to technology development through
the project (YMSSB, and Norwegian equipment vendors), while the other (mainly
represented by the NORAD administration, Norwegian engineering consultants
and the Ministry of Communications) emphasized sociotechnical change and
included other dimensions of technology than merely hardware.

At the outset, it would seem that the faultlines between the two technological
frames in the Yantai project negotiations followed national borders. The project
seemed to be a clash between two different technological frames—one directed
towards sociotechnical solutions (involving capacity building), the other focusing
more on “scientism” and technological fix. The Norwegians signalled that the
capacity building component of the Yantai project was crucial. NOSCA offered a
total package including organizational aspects, environmental impact assessment,
recommendations on the selection of countermeasures based on risk analyses,
and a training and R&D programme.

NOSCA’s aim was to provide the Chinese with equipment; knowledge about
how this equipment should be used; and an organizational framework within
which to operate the equipment efficiently. In the words of one representative,
“[e]xperience from Norwegian work in this field is that planning, education and
organization of oil spill contingency is essential. This should not be decoupled
from equipment, as capacity building forms the basis for selecting correct
countermeasures in an emergency situation. […] What makes the Norwegian
concept unique is the linkage between planning and all the other areas.”

The Norwegian project group wanted to gather more experience before hardware
was transferred to the Chinese counterpart. However, the project end user, YMSSB,
claimed they had the necessary background to start using the equipment in question,
as they could base their conclusions on an American study as well as the Norwegian
prefeasibility study. They said that if they received more concessionary aid, they
would buy Norwegian hardware for the money. Importantly, the Chinese were
backed by Norwegian oil spill technology vendors, who naturally wanted to sell
their products, and shared the scepticism of the Chinese towards consultants and
the “software” aspects of technology.

NORAD replied that a combination of concessionary aid and soft loan would
be provided if the studies could continue. The concessionary aid would be used
for capacity building and the mixed credit for purchase of technology. This



signalled that NORAD was willing to stretch very far to secure that both competence



and technology was included in the project. Indeed, according to knowledgeable
interviewees, this was the first time NORAD’s Industry and Energy Department
and Asia and Latin America Regional Department had co-operated this close on
a project basis.

Thus, the difference in the emphasis put on capacity building versus equipment
does not seem to have followed national borders; the central bureaucracy of
MOC was far more geared towards NOSCA’s (and NORAD’s) ideas on capacity
building than YMSSB, which lobbied to channel the foreign funding towards
equipment. Norwegian oil spill equipment vendors teamed up with the local
authorities in Yantai.

In a policy area with vague and changing “bureaucratic borderlines,” bureaucratic
borders may be defined by the precedence of projects and programmes
implemented, rather than rules and regulations. The Yantai project might therefore
have been part of a strategy on the part of MOC to move bureaucratic boundaries
in the field of marine oil pollution, or at least to reinforce existing bureaucratic
borderlines. Revisions of the project underway made it even more so. While the
Yantai project originally was to focus on oil spillage in the port of Qingdao, it
soon turned out that the focus of the project would be oil spillage at sea, in
Yantai.

CA21 is a prestigious undertaking. Therefore, in a struggle between two or
more bureaucracies for funding, prestige or about bureaucratic borderlines, getting
a project description accepted in the China’ Agenda 21 Priority Programmes
might be a confirmation of territory. The Yantai project does not fit well into the
overall objectives of those parts of China’s Agenda 21 of which it was supposed
to be based on and thus should be implemented in accordance with. This signals
that the Ministry of Communications has been able to define which technology to
be given priority in the formulation of priority projects, after the formulation of
the CA21 White Paper.

Conclusion
This paper has examined why a Chinese marine oil pollution prevention project
having had both donor and recipient commitment and (potential) funding, still
may fail. What can we learn from this? First, there is no such thing as an
objective “core” of a technology co-operation project. Technology—and thereby
project implementation success—has more dimensions to it than merely the
technical, and these dimensions may take on different forms in different contexts.
Second, the conventional view of technology transfer (as opposed to technology
co-operation) should be nuanced. This view depicts two parties from different
countries having difficulties communicating with each other and understanding
each other’s culture. Instead, the framework for analysing technology co-operation
should acknowledge the possibility of actor linkages based on common interests



across the national boundaries, and conflicts within them.



Technology co-operation in contested bureaucratic territories risks being
changed or not being implemented. A perhaps not very surprising, but very often
overlooked point is that consensus on what technology should be implemented
through the project, where, and by which bureaucracy, is an important condition
for successful technology co-operation. Just as importantly, this consensus needs
to be “refreshed” several times during the implementation process in order to
decrease the scope for tactical redefinitions of technology in the interest of particular
bureaucracies. This also highlights the necessity of bringing local stakeholders
into project planning in an early phase.

Implications for further research: “Globalising” the SCOT model
While this paper has given an example of shared technological frames across
socio-technical systems, the discontinued Sino-Norwegian co-operation
nevertheless exemplifies how representatives from different socio-cultural settings
might interpret a particular technology in different ways. In the terminology used
by the social construction of technology (SCOT) model, this implies that a
technology transferred to a new socio-political context is destabilized; the
technological “black box” is reopened for interpretation.

In other words, there is a considerable scope for interpretative flexibility in
technology co-operation projects. While this renewed interpretative flexibility
may be utilized strategically by different actors to position themselves in
bureaucratic struggles, it also opens a window of opportunity. As Bijker (1995)
notes, actors belonging to more than one relevant social group might see an
artefact in new and unconventional ways, because more than one technological
frame is integrated. This signals that more pathbreaking environmental technology
ideas and technologies in the future might originate from the re-innovation processes
emerging from North-South environmental technology co-operation.

As discussed above, the SCOT model has been developed almost exclusively
on the basis of case studies of technology development and change in the Western
Hemisphere. Therefore, in order to be a fruitful theoretical tool for analysing
North-South technology co-operation, the model needs to be adapted to framework
conditions and strategies prevalent in countries in the South, one of them being
China, through more case studies like the one conducted in this paper. These case
studies need to take into account two factors. Technology development and change
is 1) not necessarily a once-and-for-all linear process towards stabilization, and
2) might just as well happen elsewhere than in the industrialized North. In fact, it
is perhaps more probable that such change happens there.
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Introduction
The “Tibet Question” has become one of the focal points of disagreements between
China and the international community, and the survival of Tibetan culture and
language is one of the key topics of the debate. An important question brought up
by critics of the PRC policies on Tibet is to which extent Tibetan children are
given the opportunity to learn the Tibetan language in school. Western critics
have also argued that Tibetans have become “second-class” citizens in Tibet, due
largely to the poor quality of educational facilities in areas traditionally inhabited
by Tibetans, as well as in-migration to these areas by Han Chinese in search of
work. Some critics further claim that the Chinese education system contributes to
the assimilation of Tibetans into the Chinese mainstream.

Policies to “Develop the Western Regions” (xibu da kaifa) are now being
promoted by Chinese authorities. Policy-makers acknowledge the importance of
educating ethnic minorities as a means to speed up the economic development of
minority areas in western China. Economic development is further regarded as a
means to strengthen “ethnic solidarity” and improve political stability. Within
this new political context, the improvement of educational facilities is becoming
even more critical for Tibetans and other minorities if they want to participate in
the economic development of their regions. However, educators in Tibetan areas
currently face serious challenges. Some of these problems will be discussed in
the following pages, focussing on issues related to the teaching of Tibetan in
schools in the “Tibetan Autonomous” prefectures (TAPs) outside the Tibet
Autonomous Region.

A core problem for Tibetan educators concerns the balance between Tibetan



* This paper is based on a chapter from the forthcoming book On the Margins of Tibet:
Cultural Survival on the Sino-Tibetan Frontier.
1 The PRIO Research Project on Tibetan Culture in China, funded by the Norwegian Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, investigates the present conditions of Tibetan cultural life and cultural
expression in Tibetan areas of China, focussing particularly on the current teaching of Tibetan
language in schools and the revival of monastic life. The present study includes all “Tibetan
Autonomous” Prefectures (TAPs) outside the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR), and was
conducted by the authors.

and Chinese in bilingual schools, and the question of which language to use as



the medium of teaching. Several of the educators we interviewed argued that
Tibetan students who receive their education in Tibetan achieve far better results
than those who are taught in Chinese. On the other hand, some emphasized the
problems these students face when continuing their studies in Chinese, and in
exams where they compete with native speakers of Mandarin Chinese. In many
Tibetan areas primary schools may be taught in Tibetan whereas middle schools
are all Chinese medium. This shift in the medium of instruction creates difficulties
for Tibetan students that native Chinese-speaking students do not experience.

During the 1980s and 1990s a number of trial projects were carried out to test
the benefits of Tibetan medium teaching in schools for Tibetans (Bass 1998:
235-237). These projects have generally received glowing reports, and as a result
many educators have acknowledged that Tibetan students are better off being
taught in their native language, at least during their first years of schooling.
Among those who favour Tibetan medium education, some have argued for
extending Tibetan medium teaching to higher levels of education and expanding
the use of Tibetan to a greater variety of subjects and fields of study. However,
since most higher education is currently offered in Chinese only, minority students
must sooner or later learn Chinese. Tibetan students in bilingual schools are thus
required to learn two very different languages, using two different scripts, where
in addition to this, the written Tibetan taught in school may vary a good deal
from their native spoken dialect.2

The language question also has a political dimension. On the one hand, the
teaching of Tibetan in schools is important for the expression of a common
Tibetan identity. On the other hand, one of the primary goals of education in
Tibetan and other minority areas is to “strengthen the unity of the nationalities”
and make minority children patriotic members of the Chinese “Motherland”
(Hansen 1999: 139-142; 159). Education is directed towards disseminating the
ideology of the Chinese Communist Party, and the goal of “nationality education”
is still described by education officials in Tibetan areas as “keeping up socialism.”
More importantly, the education system is aimed at subordinating local ethnic
identities to sentiments of national unity, while at the same time conveying the
message that the minorities are “backward” compared to the Han. In view of
these paradoxes, two inferences can be drawn on the role of education in a
cultural perspective. One is that Tibetan language education plays an important
role in the reconstruction of Tibetan culture, the other that the main result of the
Chinese education system is to assimilate Tibetans into the Chinese mainstream
and erase a separate Tibetan identity. Both these views are credible.

The standard curriculum in Chinese schools emphasizes lessons in patriotism
and nationalistic sentiments. Chinese authorities have even promulgated a guideline



2 Some of these dialects are so mutually unintelligible that scholars argue about how to
classify them—as dialects of Tibetan or as different languages.

for the implementation of “patriotic education,” directed particularly at young



people, issued in September 1994. The guideline explicitly calls for highlighting
patriotic education at various historical and scenic sites and creating an atmosphere
of patriotism in different social sectors by raising the awareness of respecting the
national flag, anthem and emblem to show patriotism. Chinese schools thus start
the week with a flag-raising ceremony, and patriotic education in one form or
another constitutes a significant part of the curriculum in Chinese as well as
Politics, Morals and other subjects. While actively promoting patriotism, textbooks
also disseminate the notion that minorities are inferior and “backward” compared
to the Han Chinese. Moreover, non-Han students frequently experience that their
language, history, religion and customs are considered useless or insignificant in
the Chinese school system (Hansen 1999: 159).

While these problems should be recognized, there is another side to the story.
Firstly, the education system may not have the ability to make minorities identify
with the state and assimilate them into Chinese society. The way this policy is
implemented today may in fact produce the opposite effect, that is an increased
emphasis on ethnic identity and cultural differences (Hansen 1999: 169). Secondly,
the Tibetan curriculum teaches Tibetan students to value their own traditions and
opens up an opportunity for Tibetans to create their own version of Tibetan-ness.
This is one of the reasons why Tibetan language education is regarded by many
officials as a potential cause of “local nationalism” and a threat to “stability.”3 As
noted by Upton (forthcoming), the trans-provincial scope of the new Tibetan
curriculum and its emphasis on the unity of “plateau culture” also provide ways
to breach the provincial political boundaries that currently separate the Tibetan
population into different administrative units. The curriculum thus creates a space
for the construction of a Tibetan identity that encompasses all Tibetan areas.
Finally, it is clear that for Tibetan written language to survive today, it needs to
be taught in schools, as well as being used in official and day-to-day communication.
The role of education in promoting or undermining a Tibetan identity thus depends
largely on whether or not students are given the opportunity to learn Tibetan in
school. This is the main focus of the following paper, which also explores some
of the problems and dilemmas Tibetan children face in the Chinese education
system.

Access to education in Tibetan areas
China has adopted a nation-wide policy of compulsory nine-year education, but
local governments in Tibetan areas have serious problems implementing this
policy. In some of the Tibetan areas we visited, local education authorities were
struggling to make even a basic three-year education available to all children.
Throughout the Tibetan areas education is poorly developed, and this is especially
the case in rural areas. Some areas lack schools altogether, while in others resources



3 Unpublished paper (1999) on “Problems related to bilingual education in Tibet.”

are scarce and teachers themselves are more or less uneducated. In herding areas



in particular, many schools are described merely as “teaching stations” or “point
schools” (dianxiao). These “point schools” often have only one teacher who may
not be qualified for teaching, and usually offer only a very basic level of primary
education with an extremely low standard of teaching, equipment and books.
Facilities are poor, often lacking desks, benches, and sometimes even a schoolhouse.
Often the pupils at all levels are taught together in one class, and in addition very
many of these schools offer only three to four years of basic education. Under
such conditions many parents prefer to keep their children at home, or let them
receive an alternative education in a monastery. Others send their children to
India to join schools for Tibetan refugees set up by the Tibetan exile government
in Dharamsala. Every year an average of 3,000 Tibetans trek for weeks crossing
the borders to Nepal and India, risking their lives on the high passes of the
Himalayas. Nearly one third of these are children.4

The cost of education has increased dramatically during the past years, and
widespread poverty in rural areas makes it difficult for parents to afford to send
their children to school. Although tuition fees can be levied in middle schools
and above, primary schools are supposed to be free. Despite this, in many places
primary schools charge the parents for textbooks and miscellaneous fees (zafei).
The rising cost of education is becoming a particular problem for boarding students
and those above primary level, where high tuition fees are common. In Aba
Prefecture, Sichuan, for instance, miscellaneous fees amounted to about 100
RMB per year in primary schools in towns, boarding not included. In middle
schools we found the cost of tuition as high as 1,300 RMB per year, with an
additional 400 RMB per year for boarding. Commonly tuition fees alone were
about 400-750 RMB per year, and boarding expenses as much as 90 RMB per
month. In comparison, the annual average income of herders and farmers in Aba
was 882 RMB as of 1996 (Aba Prefecture Yearbook 1991-1996).

In Ganzi TAP, Sichuan, we also found evidence of a three-price system where
the children of farmers and herders were exempted from paying tuition fees in
primary school, but cadre children must pay a fee of 60-80 RMB per year and the
children of migrant labourers (presumably those without residency registration)
must pay a fee of 460 RMB per year. In addition, miscellaneous fees were twice
as high for the children of cadres as for the children of farmers and herders,
whereas migrant children had to pay six times as much. Total annual school
expenses for one migrant child in primary school amounted to 760 RMB. This
constitutes at least half an average annual income in the area, and would in
practice bar most children without residency from attending school.

Primary schools in herding areas (“point schools”) and in farming villages
were reported to be free of charge, and local governments claimed they sometimes



4 The Oregonian, May 10, 2001, “Leaving Tibet: A long trek to freedom,” citing information
from the International Committee of Lawyers for Tibet.

even provided grants for the pupils to cover the expenses of clothes and food.



However, in schools we visited along the highways, in agricultural areas and in
towns, even primary school pupils had to pay for textbooks and miscellaneous
fees. In addition, the general standard of “point schools” and the quality of
teaching were described by many as substandard.

School enrolment
Primary school enrolment rates reported by the local education departments indicate
a low level of school attendance in rural areas, especially in herding areas. In
Ganzi TAP the entrance rates reported to us were 84.32 % in town areas and only
about 50 % in herding areas. In Aba the school enrolment rate for the prefecture
as a whole was reported to be 90 %, but in counties where herding is predominant,
such as Hongyuan and Aba, enrolment rates were considerably lower. In Hongyuan
County the enrolment rate in 1999 was only 69.4 % as reported by local officials.

Statistics also reveal that as of 1982, less than 27 % of Tibetan school-aged
children (primary and middle school level) in Qinghai Province were enrolled in
schools and about 73 % were illiterate (cited in Zhongguo shaoshu minzu yuyan
shiyong qingkuang [Conditions and Use of China’s Minority Nationality
Languages] 1994: 284). According to our own information from 1999, in Yushu
TAP, Qinghai, enrolment rates in primary schools were still as low as 28.3 % in
two counties. The primary school enrolment rate for Yushu TAP as a whole was
reported by local officials to be 41.2 %, with 81.6 % in Yushu County. In
Huangnan TAP, also in Qinghai, the primary school enrolment rate for 1998 was
reported to be 73.8 %. Unpublished government documents from 1998 give the
following enrolment rates by county: Tongren: 90.4 %, Jianza: 95.6 %, Zeku:
43.4 %, Henan: 48 %. The latter two counties are dominated by herding. In
Guoluo TAP, Qinghai, we visited two counties where nomadic herding is
predominant, Dari and Maduo, and interviewed the local education departments.
In Dari County we were told that only 40 % of the nomadic children entered
school, while the county average entrance rate was 48.7 %. In Maduo County the
situation was similar, although the entrance rate supposedly higher, at 64.1 %.

A major problem in most Tibetan areas is that children drop out of school. For
instance, according to official sources from Diqing TAP, Yunnan, the yearly
drop-out rate in 1995 was 13.3 % of primary school pupils and 12.2 % of junior
middle school students. In 1997, the yearly drop-out rate was 9.5 % of primary
school pupils and 7.6 % of junior middle school students. While 92 % of school-aged
children entered school, only 54.8 % of these completed sixth grade. Of those
who finished primary school, 73.6 % continued to junior middle school, but only
56.4 % of these completed junior middle school. Extrapolating from these figures
about half of all school-aged children in Diqing did not attend school, and only
about 20 % completed nine years of education. The situation was similar in
Tibetan areas of Qinghai. According to a source working in the Qinghai Province



Government, during the late 1990s an approximate 30-50 % of the pupils in



Qinghai’s bilingual schools failed to complete a six-year education. Our source
noted that this was evidenced by a similar drop in the circulation of textbooks
between the first and sixth grades of primary school in the Tibetan subject. There
are two likely causes for such a decrease in pupils. Some pupils drop out of
school while others are unable to continue because the school they attended only
offers three or four years of education.

In some areas people live far apart in tiny settlements, or they still lead a
nomadic life. The children have to walk for many hours to get to a school, and
roads may not be considered safe for small children. As a solution to this, the
current trend seems to be to establish more boarding schools, especially in herding
areas. However, the cost of boarding makes education particularly expensive for
herding families, who are the main users of the boarding schools. In herding
areas we visited in Gannan TAP, Gansu, boarding and textbooks in a county-level
boarding school cost around 500 RMB per year. In comparison, the annual average
income of farmers and herders in Gannan was 901 RMB in 1997 (Gansu Yearbook
1998: 416). In these circumstances it would be very difficult for most Tibetans to
afford sending their children to boarding school.

Boarding school students usually spend most of the year away from their
families. In order to let the children spend more time with their families some
boarding schools have their own schedule and organize the school year differently
than ordinary schools. For instance, we visited one boarding school for nomadic
children in Maduo County, Guoluo TAP, where the children stayed at the school
from March through December (including the summer holidays), whereas from
December to March they moved home to stay with their families. The headmaster
was himself raised in a local family of nomadic herders, and told us that this
particular school paid much attention to “keeping up the traditional lifestyle in
this area.” He therefore appreciated that several families passed the school at
least twice a year, and welcomed them to put up their tents on the wide grasslands
near the school. In this way the children could attend school while they participated
in shearing the animals during the summer. In autumn the families came once
more to pay a “nomad tax” to a local office near the school.

Even if holidays in some schools are scheduled differently than in ordinary
schools to accommodate the seasonal migration patterns of nomadic herders, the
children still have to spend long periods away from home. Many parents are
reluctant to send their children away to boarding school until they are old enough
to take care of themselves, which is understandable in view of the poor living
conditions in many boarding schools. Furthermore, the educational content in
schools is largely irrelevant for life in the Tibetan countryside. Nomadic families
we talked to identified this as an important reason for keeping their children
away from school. A family of nomads in Guoluo, for instance, explained that
the school does not teach the children anything they need to know. In addition,



since the boarding system separates the children from their families it becomes



difficult for the parents to pass on important knowledge and teach their children
the necessary skills to continue a life of farming and herding.

Many parents in rural areas simply fail to see the need for education. One
reason for this is that education is unnecessary for making a living in rural areas
where there are very few local jobs available that require schooling. Educators
have also argued that the cultural bias in the curriculum creates problems. According
to one Tibetan education specialist, since the contents of the curriculum are based
on the conditions in central China, there is no relationship between the contents
of the courses and “the real experience or knowledge of Tibetan students.” This
was confirmed by those interviewed. One commented that, as a child in school,
he had been perplexed when reading in his textbook about traffic lights, since he
had never seen such a thing. Not only does such a curriculum create difficulties
for learning, but the knowledge learned in school is also largely irrelevant to life
in the local community. In primary and middle schools students spend a large
part of school hours learning Chinese language, history, political thinking and
morality. The curriculum includes lessons in Marxist-Leninist ideology, patriotism,
the thoughts of Mao, respect for the Revolutionary Heroes, and love of the
Chinese Communist Party. For rural Tibetan children this type of education has
very little to offer. It also seems that many parents in rural areas find what is
being taught in schools to be irrelevant.

The language barrier in minority education
It has been recognized by the authorities that language represents one of the main
problems for minority education, and that minority children have difficulties
competing for admission to higher education with Han Chinese children who can
use their native language. The national entrance exam for universities has thus
been made available in several minority languages, including Tibetan. A number
of vocational schools, colleges and universities also offer one or two-year
preparatory courses for minority students. Preferential policies have been
introduced to give minority students easier access to higher education through a
system of quotas and differences in the scores required to be admitted. What
these policies fail to address is the problems experienced by minority children in
primary and middle school, when they are introduced to new subjects in an
unfamiliar language. Students who have the chance to receive a bilingual education
have difficulties as well. Their curriculum and textbooks have the same contents
as an ordinary school, and they follow the same schedule. Since exams are
standardized, the curriculum must also be standardized. However, without adding
to the school hours a second language is added to the list of main subjects. This
puts an additional workload on Tibetan students and makes it more difficult for
them to compete in the education system, whether they receive bilingual teaching
or not. Among those who continue their education despite difficulties, many fail



their exams altogether and are unable to continue to senior middle school, college



or university. These problems are reflected in statistics on the ethnicity of middle
school students, which show large differences between Han Chinese and Tibetan
students. For instance, as of 1990 less than half of the middle school students in
Ganzi TAP were minority students (Ganze Prefecture History 1997: 1659).5 In
comparison, according to the 1990 census about 78 % of the registered population
belonged to minorities, and 75 % of these were Tibetans. These figures confirm
that Han Chinese students tended to continue their education above primary
school more frequently than Tibetan students.

According to Chinese sources, before 1954 about 90-95 % of the Tibetan
population were illiterate. The small literate population consisted of monks educated
in the monasteries or people who belonged to the “upper classes", many of whom
had received their education in private schools. Although it is difficult to check
the accuracy of such claims about the “old” Tibetan society, if we make a comparison
with the situation today we find that in some Tibetan areas the current situation is
not much better than before the PRC was established. When we visited Hainan
TAP in Qinghai in 1999, the prefecture government was involved in a “combat
the illiteracy” project. Documents about illiteracy in the prefecture attested that
70 % of young and middle-aged Tibetans were illiterate.6 The educational
attainment of Tibetans is still among the lowest in China. According to the 1990
national census, 19.4 % of all Tibetans had completed primary school, while 4.6
% had graduated from junior middle school, 2.1 % had graduated from senior
middle school and only 0.4 % had graduated from colleges and universities. In
comparison, 19.9 % of Han Chinese living in the TAR had completed primary
school, whereas 38.8 % had graduated from junior middle school, 24.6 % from
senior middle school and 7.6 % from colleges and universities. Less than ten per
cent of Han Chinese living in the TAR had thus failed to complete primary
school, while the equivalent figure for Tibetans (in all of China) was 73.5 %. The
illiteracy rate for the TAR in 1990 was 73.8 %, the highest of all of China’s
provinces (Zhang 1997: 105).

The funding of education
The Chinese state has allocated special funds for the education of minority students
and encourages both national NGOs and local governments in the rich coastal



5 The number of students entering middle school that year was 5,628, of which 2,822 were
“minority students.”
6 Hainan TAP Tibetan Language Working Committee (eds.) Hainan zangzu zizhizhou zangyu
wengongzuo weiyuanhui [Request for Assistance to Establish a Project for Promoting the
Elimination of Tibetan Illiteracy], dated February 25, 1997.
7 Special funds for minority education are the Ethnic Minorities Education Aid Special Fund
(Shaoshu minzu jiaoyu buzhu zhuankuan) and the Border Areas Construction Aid Fund (Bianjing
diqu jianshe buzhu fei). Project Hope (Xiwang gongcheng) is one of the major Chinese NGO
sources.

areas to contribute to the funding of education in minority areas.7 However,



education policies introduced in 1985 have given local governments the final
responsibility for funding their own primary and secondary education. Since the
poorer counties are unable to provide adequate funds for education, these policies
have created a disparity between poor and wealthy regions in the quality of
education. Many minority areas are among the poorest in China, and these areas
now experience serious problems in providing adequate schooling, such as the
shortage of funds to cover the salaries of teachers, the need for more and better
qualified teachers, and difficulties in providing education to all school-aged children
(Wang 2000)8.

A county government in the Tibetan areas under study typically spends at least
30 % of their income on education. In addition the counties rely on financial
support from the prefecture, province and central government to cover education
expenditure. As an example, in Lixian County in Aba about half the county’s
income, 4.8 million RMB in 1998, was spent on education, mainly on salaries for
the 700 teachers in the county. The county had a total expenditure of 18 million
RMB, and an income of only 10 million RMB. The balance was covered by
funds from the higher-level governments. In Haidong Prefecture, Qinghai, officials
in Hualong County reported that the county had more than 1,500 teachers and
spent a total of 20 million RMB on education annually, while the county income
was only 15 million RMB. Education expenditure accounted for 30-40 % of
county expenditure, i.e., about 5 million RMB, while outside support was needed
to cover the remaining 15 million RMB. Special funds from the Central Government
are available for the construction of new schools in minority regions and poor
areas. However, sources such as the Central Government Poor Areas Fund normally
require the local government to provide 50 % of the funding. Thus, it is difficult
for the poorest local governments to utilize such funding.

During our latest visit to Sichuan in the spring of 2000 the new policy on the
“Development of the Western Regions,” officially launched during the National
People’s Congress in February 2000, had stirred a new optimism among some
officials in the education sector. Although infrastructure and telecommunications
were among the primary targets of the development plan, these officials hoped
that funds would also be allocated to education. In Daofu County in Ganzi TAP
we received a copy of a document produced by the education department, stating
their strategy of how to take advantage of the new policies on development.9 The
plan lists eight steps for development, and emphasizes strongly that education



8 This book is a compilation of articles written by 52 county leaders from minority areas in
the western regions of the PRC. Several of the county leaders give detailed accounts about the
underdevelopment of educational facilities in their areas.
9 “Xibu da kaifa, Daofu jiaoyu zenmaban? Zhuazhu jiyu, cujin fazhan, peiyang gao suzhi
rencai” [The Great Opening of the Western Region. What will happen to Daofu? Seize the
opportunity, promote the development and foster good quality talents], unsigned article received
by the Daofu County Education Department, May 2000.

must be the first issue to be addressed. The plan suggests importing more qualified



teachers from “developed areas,” and establishing special classes in “developed
areas” of China as ways of improving the standard of education.10 The document
argues that development can not be successful without a well-educated and talented
population. Minority language education however, is not listed among these eight
steps, but only mentioned briefly under the last point saying that a general
strengthening of “minority education” is needed. This statement may be interpreted
as a will to educate more students of minority background rather than focusing
on education in Tibetan language and culture. The educational authorities also
emphasized that investments from the “rich” coastal areas of China are not
“development aid,” but rather business, and that the investors expect to get a
return from their investments.

Bilingual education is in several areas partly or fully sponsored by national, or
in some cases international, NGOs. In some areas local governments seem to rely
almost entirely on NGO funding to give Tibetan students the opportunity to learn
Tibetan. In Diqing TAP, for instance, we found that NGO funding played a very
important role for the teaching of Tibetan language in schools, while Tibetan-
medium education was only available due to private initiative. During our stay in
the prefecture in 1998 we visited three bilingual schools that received funding
from NGOs. Two of them were sponsored by the Rokpa Foundation, a charitable
organization based in Britain, run by the Tibetan “tulku” (reincarnate lama) Akong
Rinpoche. NGOs such as the Rokpa Foundation also help fund a number of
“Tibetan schools,” such as the Tibetan Middle School in Zhongdian County
(Diqing TAP) and Hongyuan County (Aba Prefecture), and the Kangding Tibetan
Middle School (Kangding zangwen zhongxue) in Xinduqiao village (Ganzi TAP)
among others.

Private schools have in many cases been particularly successful in managing
to obtain funding from foreign NGOs. Hainan TAP, Qinghai, has a few private
schools, opened during the 1990s. Some of these schools have attracted foreign
teachers to teach English, and a few also receive financial support from abroad.
An educator in one of these private schools explained that currently, the attitude
was that “Tibetan culture is worth protecting.” Despite this, the curriculum of
this school was the same as in other schools, and the medium of instruction was
Chinese, using Chinese textbooks, except in the additional Tibetan language
class where textbooks were in Tibetan. Even when a private school has received
funding from abroad, the curriculum is still controlled by the local education
department at the prefecture, county and village district level.

Monasteries often play an important role as sponsors of private schools, and
Tibetan medium schools in particular. The classes in these schools are often



10 Special schools for Tibetans were established in Beijing and other cities in eastern China as
early as the 1950s, and critics have argued that these schools are a drain on TAR education
expenditures. Some also criticize these schools for contributing to the “sinification” of Tibetan
students.

taught in Tibetan medium, focusing more on cultural education, including Tibetan



language. Some schools also offer classes in Tibetan art and medicine. It appears
as if the educational authorities not only approve of the establishment of private
Tibetan schools, but actually rely on these private initiatives for the provision of
Tibetan language education. However, this does not mean that the establishment
of private schools is unregulated. The opening of private schools in Ganzi, for
instance, is subject to the following conditions:11

1) Private schools must not be placed inside a monastery.
2) They may only use recent and approved study materials.
3) The local education department must take care of the administration of private

schools.
4) Their teachers must be assigned through the local education department.
5) The teachers’ wages must be on national level (not higher).

Despite the regulation on the use of “approved” study materials, we visited one
private school where traditional Buddhist texts were used as textbooks. These
books were used to teach the Tibetan alphabet, reading and writing, and Tibetan
grammar, and were printed in the printing house of the monastery in charge of
the school. The age of the students was from six to 30 years old, and they were
divided into four classes according to their knowledge rather than age. According
to the elderly monk who was their teacher, the pupils at this school did not learn
Buddhism, because they were “too young for that.” The primary schools run by
monasteries were usually considered to be “regular” primary schools. However,
one source claimed that the majority of children sent to monasteries for basic
education stayed on and became ordained monks later, when they passed the age
limit of 18 years. Schools run by monasteries were referred to in several situations
as “without any tuition fees,” providing free education for the poor.

Bilingual education
Soon after the founding of Communist China in 1949, public schools were
introduced in “minority” areas. Education was originally connected with the
Communist plan to consolidate their control of the border areas and “civilize” the
people who inhabited the “frontiers” of China. In the mid-1950s, newly established
education departments in Tibetan areas issued their first guidelines on “bilingual
education,” a strategy that was completely necessary in a region where few could
understand the Chinese language. A number of primary school classes were set
up as “bilingual classes” during the period 1956-1958. In 1958 this process was
interrupted by the “democratic reforms” campaign. Bilingual education and
Tibetan-language teaching was not practised for the next twenty years, due to
continuous political campaigns including the devastating Cultural Revolution
(1966-76). It was not until 1978 that the development of “nationality education”



11 Regulations of the Ganzi Prefecture Education Bureau.

was again promoted.



According to China’s Law on Regional Autonomy, passed in 1984, “organs of
self-government of autonomous areas” now have the right to “train and employ
cadres belonging to ethnic minorities, develop education and ethnic culture, and
develop and employ the local spoken and written languages’. Regarding education
in particular, “organs of self-government” may decide their own local education
programmes, including the establishment of schools, the length of study, the
course contents, language of instruction and procedures of enrolment. Within the
state education policies and relevant laws they have the right to develop their
own type of education based on their “ethnic minority characteristics.” Local
government departments in “autonomous” areas thus have the right to work out
their own educational programmes and decide on the medium of instruction to be
used in local schools.

During the 1980s officials in the education departments and nationality affairs
departments were again emphasising the importance of developing educational
programmes that were suited to the special characteristics of the nationalities,
and discussing the best teaching methods in nationalities primary and middle
schools. Minority language education became the main focus of these discussions,
and the initial trend was to promote the use of minority languages in schools in
order to educate the pupils in their native language. This was also the case in the
Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR). In 1987 the TAR Congress passed a resolution
stipulating that by 1993, all junior middle schools were to teach in Tibetan
medium, and by 1997, most subjects in senior middle schools were also to be
taught in Tibetan. However, this policy was never implemented, and during the
1990s bilingual education seems to have met with increasing disapproval within
the TAR. In 1997 an announcement on bilingual education was made by one of
the deputy secretaries of the TAR Communist Party reversing the 1987 resolution
of the TAR Congress, whereas new policies were drawn up to increase the
teaching of Chinese to Tibetan children from the first grade of primary school
(Bass 1998: 237).

Statistics on education
Despite the obvious uncertainties concerning the use of statistics from Chinese
governmental sources, in interviews with local government officials we collected
figures on education which were later compared with available published sources.
During fieldwork we particularly collected statistics on the teaching of Tibetan in
schools from all the Tibetan-designated prefectures. If we compare the national
census figures on the share of Tibetans in the population with our information on
the share of students in bilingual schools we may get a very rough impression of
the extent of Tibetan language teaching in the four provinces under study, as it
was reported to us by the local governments. The following table presents the
available figures from all Tibetan-designated prefectures by province:





Sichuan

Qinghai

Gansu

Yunnan

Tibetans in % 
of population 
(1990 census)

Students in 
primary and 
middle 
schools

Students in 
bilingual 
primary and 
middle 
schools

Students in 
bilingual 
schools in % 
of total

In % of the 
share of 
Tibetans in the
population 
(1990 census)

Tibetan-
designated 
prefectures 
by province

62.6 % 237,492 75,698 31.9 % 51.0 %

50.3 % 201,104 82,599 41 % 90.7 %

47.8 % 80,886 20,782 25.7 % 53.8 %

33.1 % 47,569 1,100 2.3 % 7.3 %

As the table shows, there are great variations between the provinces, and there
seems to be very little correspondence between the share of Tibetans in the
population and the share of students in bilingual schools. However, the case of
Yunnan does seem to indicate that where Tibetans constitute a relatively smaller
minority, bilingual education may be given even less priority than one would
expect considering demography alone.

Six of seven prefectures in Qinghai are “Tibetan Autonomous” prefectures,
covering approximately 97 % of the total area of the province. In comparison,
Tibetan-designated areas cover only 44 % of the total area of Sichuan, and even
less in Gansu and Yunnan. Qinghai thus has the largest Tibetan-designated area
of the four provinces covered in this study, as well as the largest share of Tibetans
in the population.12 We also found that within the “Tibetan Autonomous”
prefectures of the four provinces, Qinghai had the highest rate of students in
bilingual schools. However, within the province there were substantial differences
in the availability of bilingual education in prefectures where Tibetans were in
minority as compared to those where Tibetans constituted a registered majority.
In addition, Tibetan medium education appears to be less comprehensively
developed here than we have seen in Tibetan areas in the neighbouring Sichuan
and Gansu provinces. For example, the system of parallel Chinese and Tibetan
medium classes which has been implemented in Sichuan and Gansu is not practised
in Qinghai, according to our information, and some parts of Qinghai lack Tibetan
medium education altogether. In most areas Tibetan is only used as the medium
of instruction in primary schools, whereas the great majority of bilingual middle
schools use Chinese medium of instruction. At the middle school level and above,
Tibetan is usually just an extra subject in nationalities schools. Tibetan medium
middle schools are only regularly available in Guoluo TAP, where every county
was reported to have one Tibetan medium “Tibetan” middle school and one



12 According to the 1990 census Tibetans comprised 20 % of the registered population of
Qinghai province (Xining Municipality and Haidong Prefecture included).

Chinese medium “nationalities” middle school with Tibetan language classes



available. In all other areas we found that Tibetan medium middle schools were
exceptional.

Problems concerning bilingual education in Tibetan areas
Tibetan medium schools are mainly located in rural areas where there are no
Chinese-speaking inhabitants. Tibetan medium teaching under such conditions is
not necessarily an explicit educational strategy, but may rather be a consequence
of the incompetence of the local teachers in Chinese, lack of resources, and a
general lack of attention to education. Although Chinese is one of the main
subjects in the primary school curriculum, in many of the “point schools” in
Tibetan areas Tibetan children may not be able to learn Chinese at all. When this
is the case, Tibetan children will inevitably be seriously disadvantaged and will
in most cases be unable to continue to middle school. The lack of Tibetan medium
middle schools may thus be one of the factors discouraging Tibetans from
continuing their education after primary school.

While most Tibetan children have no opportunity to choose the medium of
instruction in school, in some areas a system of two parallel streams has been
introduced; one Chinese medium and the other Tibetan medium. This system is
currently practised in Sichuan, Gansu and a few places in Qinghai, in bilingual
primary and middle schools at the county level and above. In schools with both
Tibetan and Chinese streams, students can join the stream they prefer, but they
are not allowed to change streams after junior middle school. However, for
students from village schools who have previously had only Tibetan medium
instruction, it might be difficult to change streams. The same applies to students
who have previously had only Chinese medium instruction. Despite its deficiencies,
the two-stream system enables students to continue their education in Tibetan
medium from the primary level and all the way up to university level. Senior
middle school graduates from the Tibetan stream can continue their education at
the Tibetan Department of the Southwest Nationalities Institute in Chengdu,
Sichuan, the Northwest Nationalities Institute in Lanzhou, Gansu, or the Central
University of Nationalities in Beijing. These institutes also have departments for
Chinese stream students.

A major disadvantage for Tibetan stream students is the limited options available
for them after graduating from middle school. In the Chinese stream of the
Nationalities Institute or University, the students can study a range of subjects,
including Management, Computer Science and Law, whereas the Tibetan stream
generally teaches only languages and maths.13 Not only is there a limited number
of courses to choose from in the Tibetan stream, but there are also indications
that the number of students admitted to these courses is decreasing, making



13 As an exception, however, in the Northwest Nationalities Institute courses in Chemistry,
Management and Computer Science have been taught in Tibetan since 1995.

higher-level education available to fewer students from the Tibetan stream.14



Another problem is that the choice of Tibetan as a second language excludes
Tibetan stream students from taking English classes where these are available.
English is increasingly important for university studies and in the tourism sector,
as well as being critical for contact with foreign countries. Entrance exams to
universities also demand a basic knowledge of English. While many Chinese
medium middle schools now include English language on the curriculum, the
Tibetan medium students must often choose between Tibetan and English classes.
We were told that the entrance exams take this into account, but even so the lack
of English skills impedes future career opportunities for graduates from the Tibetan
stream.

Until new regulations were introduced in 1998, middle school graduates were
granted a stable job, income and work-unit, which secured basic needs, the so-called
job assignment or fenpei system. During our visit to Sichuan in 2000 we were
told that immediately after this system ended an increase in drop-out rates could
be seen in schools at all levels in the Tibetan areas of Sichuan. When basic
education is no longer inexpensive or free of charge, and graduates increasingly
experience unemployment, education is no longer considered to be a wise
investment. It also seems that for Tibetan stream graduates job opportunities are
especially limited. Tibetans compete with Han Chinese for jobs, and the steady
jobs often require a good command of Chinese language, while the need for
people qualified in Tibetan is limited. As one educational expert in Ganzi TAP
said in one of our interviews: “there is a limit to how many Tibetan translators
are needed.”

During fieldwork we collected several articles and papers, written by Tibetan
educators, with titles such as “Why Tibetans don’t speak Tibetan well,” “A
worry why Tibetans don’t understand written Tibetan,” and “A brief discussion
of the “uselessness” of Tibetan language.” What these publications reflect is a
grave concern among Tibetan educators about the future role of the Tibetan
language, in schools as well as in society at large. They note that an alarming
number of Tibetans are incapable of reading, and even speaking, their own language.
The teaching of Tibetan was completely discontinued during the Cultural
Revolution, and because of this an entire generation of Tibetans failed to learn
their native language in school. This has added to the difficulties by creating a
serious shortage of teachers who could teach Tibetan in bilingual schools. As a
consequence, young Tibetan students now feel that it is highly valuable to become
a teacher, and for many of them, much of their motivation for becoming a teacher
is to “keep the Tibetan language alive.” These young students are well aware of
the desperate need for qualified teachers, and their ambition is to return to their
home villages to teach in Tibetan in the local schools. There are also a large



14 One example is that 50 students instead of formerly 60 students annually were accepted to
the Tibetan language courses at the Southwest Nationalities Institute, starting from autumn
2000.

number of enthusiastic teachers in Tibetan areas who are willing to receive a low



salary in order to “help preserve Tibetan language and culture,” and see it as a
self-imposed duty to teach in Tibetan.

Concluding remarks
Since the beginning of market reforms in the 1980s knowledge of Chinese has
become increasingly necessary for people in minority areas, for doing business
and to obtain government employment. In addition, a wide range of college and
university courses are taught only in Chinese, including subjects such as forestry,
engineering, agricultural and veterinary studies. Despite the positive effects of
new policies on the use of minority languages introduced in the 1980s, during the
1990s the development of bilingual education has met with growing difficulties.
When it is necessary to choose between a standard Chinese system and a bilingual
method of education, the standard Chinese system is increasingly favoured. There
are simply not enough funds to provide for extra teachers and subsidize more
expensive textbooks. With the cancellation of the job assignment system, market
forces have an even greater influence, and are now affecting people’s choice of
education. Many Tibetans feel that the advantages of a Tibetan medium education
are few, while a good knowledge of Chinese is becoming increasingly necessary
for finding a job. They argue that Tibetan is becoming a “useless” language.
Economic reforms and marketization have thus weakened the role of Tibetan-
language education. Even in bilingual schools the importance of learning Chinese
is emphasized, while the use of Tibetan is seen more as a necessary method for
Tibetan students to eventually gain an adequate command of Chinese. In addition,
due to the politicization of the language issue local officials may be reluctant to
demand more Tibetan language teaching for fear that they will be accused of
“local nationalism.” Some may also be concerned that the teaching of Tibetan
enhances notions of ethnic identity that might lead to an increase in Tibetan
separatism.

Education is only one of many factors influencing current policies to “develop”
Tibetan areas, and it is difficult to judge exactly how the current problems in the
education sector will affect economic progress for Tibetans in the areas we have
studied. However, one thing is clear: the education system has important
consequences for ethnic solidarity and feelings of ethnic belonging. While it is
true that the Tibetan curriculum may enhance notions of a common Tibetan
identity among young Tibetans, it is also true that in order to avoid being
marginalized in the economic sphere, Tibetans currently have no other option
than to gain a good command of Chinese language. This is a situation that quite a
few educated Tibetans resent.
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Introduction: Taiwan—a unique case?
Taiwanese identity in itself is not a new phenomenon. There has probably for a
very long time existed persons who identified themselves with Taiwan. The
importance and the meaning of Taiwanese identity have, however, changed severely
within the last few decades.

A Taiwanese web-add in February 2001 showed some cartoon-like Mainland
soldiers in their green uniforms saluting the People’s Republic’s flag while they
sang: “I love China, I love China.” The second banner showed an ordinary
Taiwanese man wearing glasses and dressed in a suit who said: “I love China, but
I love Taiwan even more …” “because,” continued the third banner, “Taiwan has
Taiwan Telecommunication’s ADSL.”

The add is a good example of the complex relationship between the not very
well defined Chinese identity and the likewise unclear Taiwanese identity.

The development of Taiwanese identity is interesting not only in an East Asian
context, but also from a global point of view. Within the Chinese cultural sphere
Taiwan is remarkable because it is the only democracy where the majority speak
a Chinese language. The island is also interesting because it is the only political
entity, besides the People’s Republic, that has not either always been controlled
by places very far away (i.e., Hong Kong and Macao) or consists of an extremely
multiethnic population (i.e., Singapore).

From a global point of view Taiwan is interesting for a number of reasons.
Taiwan has de facto been a politically, economically and military sovereign state
since 1949, but until at least the mid-eighties it was the official policy of both
Taibei and Beijing that there ought to be only one China. In itself this is not very
different from what has been the case in the relationship between the two parts of
other divided countries like Germany and Korea. However, unlike what has been
or is the case in these other divided countries, the economic situation in the
weaker part is better than in the stronger, and the political system of the weaker
part is globally more accepted than that of the stronger.

Taiwan is in many ways a unique case, and it seems fruitful to test Western
theories of processes affecting the relationship between nation, state and identity



on the Taiwanese experience.



Nation and identity in a global perspective
In recent academic literature there seems to be an agreement that nations are to
be viewed as almost exclusively modern phenomenon. The emergence of nations
is closely linked to industrialization where the social structure undergoes severe
changes and the mass and elite cultures need to match each other better.

There are very different ways of defining what a nation is. One might get an
impression of the different viewpoints one meets among scholars on changes in
the relationship between nation, state and identity by examining theories of two
of the most well known scholars of the field: Benedict Anderson and Anthony D.
Smith.

Benedict Anderson believes that the nation is a level of identification very
close to a pre-modern religious identity. A nation is an imagined community i.e.,
a community that is so big that not all members of the community are likely to
meet each other in their lives. The kind of imagined community formed by a
nation is different from an imagined community formed by for instance a political
party or a union, because one is thought of as being born into a nation. Belonging
to a nation is not in general something you choose, it is rather thought of as one’s
faith, and it is the only community of faith modern people belong to.

Anderson’s individually based view of a nation is different from the view
stated by Anthony D. Smith. Smith considers the problem from a more historical
point of view. He defines a nation:

As a named human population sharing a historic territory, common myths and historical memories,
a mass, public culture, a common economy and common legal rights and duties for all members
(Smith 1991: 43).

This definition in itself does not necessarily contradict that of Anderson. The two
scholars just look at the process from very different angles. The major difference
is that Smith tends to see the identity in a nation as being ideological rather than
religious. He thus defines nationalism as:

[A]n ideological movement for attaining and maintaining autonomy, unity and identity on
behalf of a population deemed by some of its members to constitute an actual or potential nation
(Smith 1991: 73).

Smith thinks that there is a core ethnic group in every nation that plays a more
important role in forming the national identity than other ethnic groups within the
nation. It is implicit in theories of nationalism that each individual only belongs
to one nation.

The origins of contesting ethnic identities in Taiwan
The first inhabitants of Taiwan were the ancestors of those people who are today
called “the aboriginal population” (yuanzhumin) or sometimes “the aboriginal



peoples” (yuanzhu minzu). The origins of these groups are a question under



dispute, but it is known that they belonged to different tribes, spoke different
languages, and did not have any written languages.

The first written reports of Han-Chinese communication with Taiwan are from
the 15th century, when people from Fujian on the opposite side of the Taiwan
Strait traded with the aboriginal population. However, Han immigration on a
larger scale did not start before the 17th century, when it was partly facilitated by
Dutch colonisers.

Part of the aboriginal population became married to Han Chinese and adopted
their culture. Other groups became marginalized and had to move to increasingly
unattractive parts of the island. Thus, until the mid-nineteen nineties the aboriginal
population was even in official contexts called mountain people (shandiren or
shanbao), even though all Aborigines adopted parts of the Han-Chinese culture.

The Dutch colonization of Taiwan only lasted for a short period of time. The
Chinese-Japanese pirate and Ming-loyalist Koxinga took power in 1662. His clan
was defeated by the Qing about 20 years later. Taiwan was part of the Fujian
province until 1885, when the island became an independent province under the
Qing. The Qing lost Taiwan to Japan after the Sino-Japanese war 1894-1895.

The first census in Taiwan was carried out in 1905 by the Japanese rulers. Of
the three million inhabitants of the island almost all three million were categorized
as Han Chinese and only around 80,000 as Aborigines.

The Han-Chinese population was composed in a way similar to the one on the
opposite side of the Strait. The largest group clearly was the Minnans, but there
was also a large number of Hakkas. Both groups spoke Chinese dialects that like
most South Eastern Chinese dialects are very different from Mandarin. However,
the Minnan and the Hakka dialects are not mutually understandable. During the
Japanese rule Japanese became the only language used in education. This meant
that unlike the situation in other parts of South Eastern China not even the elite
spoke any Mandarin by 1945.

The linguistic situation and the fact that many Taiwanese had fought for Japan
from 1937 to 1945 implied that the Kuomintang (KMT), when it took power on
the island after Japan’s defeat in 1945, looked upon the Taiwanese (i.e., the
people who were in Taiwan before 1945) as traitors. The suspicion of the KMT
was one of the factors that led to a tense relationship between the new rulers and
the Taiwanese. It did not better the situation that the island was more industrialized
than most parts of the mainland, and many of the island’s resources were shipped
to the Mainland.

The tense relationship between the Taiwanese and the KMT-leadership led to
the so-called February 28 Incident (Er-er-ba-shijian) in 1947, where a large
number of people were killed in a few months. Estimates vary but most sources
seem to believe that between 5,000 and 20,000 people were killed, of whom by



far the most were Taiwanese.



The Incident resulted in a heavier control of media, etc. Deaths of many
leading Taiwanese also resulted in a severe setback for the KMT opposition in
itself. However the incident eventually became one of the reasons for the KMT
to give more power to Taiwanese in local politics. The Taiwanese were still
clearly the majority despite the many refugees from the Mainland. The heavy
economic growth, which, after the KMT’s retreat to Taiwan in 1949, replaced the
flow of resources away from the island, meant that Taiwan in many ways became
a well functioning society, although it was a dictatorship. This happened in spite
of the wounds in the relationship between Mainlanders and Taiwanese caused by
the February 28th Incident.

Claims for independence under Chiang Kai-shek’s dictatorship
During the first years of KMT-rule there had been some movements calling for
Taiwanese independence, and there were even reports of people opposing the
KMT in the Japanese uniforms they had used in the war against China a few
years earlier. Among well-educated Taiwanese, however, the most common way
of resisting was by severely criticising the KMT for regarding the Taiwanese as
second-rate Chinese. They thought that since the island’s population was much
more used to modernity than the average Chinese, the Taiwanese had a lot to
offer the rest of China.

The first major call for independence in Taiwan since the early 1950s was in
1964, when the head of the political department at National Taiwan University,
Professor Peng Ming-min, and some of his students—all born in Taiwan—wrote
the pamphlet Self-help Declaration of the Taiwanese People (Taiwan renmin
zijiu xuanyan). They advocated for a revolution to overthrow Chiang Kai-shek
and the few people with whom he exercised power. They believed that Chiang
Kai-shek’s real reasons for wanting to keep power were merely for personal gain,
and that the only way he might have a chance of not loosing it was by maintaining
his claims over the mainland. In that way he could play off the People’s Republic
and the US against each other. The cost of this game was a huge risk of extermination
of the Taiwanese people in a war. He and the other few persons in power within
the KMT had kept a back door open for escape to South America.

Instead, Peng and his students wanted a democratic Taiwanese republic for
both Taiwanese and Mainlanders that did not gamble with the survival of the
Taiwanese people (i.e., Taiwan’s entire population) by claiming the Mainland. In
his autobiography, A Taste of Freedom, which was first issued in 1972, Peng
compared the situation to the relationship between England and Australia. He
saw both Australia and Taiwan as examples of communities where almost
everybody descended from the same areas, but still felt a need to form their own
nations (Peng 1992).





Liberalization and a stronger opposition
The Peng Ming-min group was arrested and the participants were given severe
punishments. Following the worsening situation of Taibei’s diplomatic relations
in the early 1970s, where Taibei both lost China’s seat in the United Nations and
Japan’s recognition, Chiang Kai-shek made a few moves towards liberalization
of the political system. For instance, direct elections were held to a few of the
national seats in the legislative assemblies.

However, it was not until after the death of Chiang Kai-shek in 1975 and the
following shift of power to his son Chiang Ching-kuo that new claims for Taiwanese
independence were made on a larger scale. The number of activities opposing the
KMT-leadership began to increase in 1976. The level of activity reached new
heights in December 1978 when it became publicly known that the US were to
withdraw their diplomatic recognition from Taibei the following January and the
planned elections for an increased number of national seats were cancelled. The
climax came around one year later, in December 1979, when the Formosa Incident
(Meilidao shijian) took place in Kaohsiung.

The Formosa Incident was a result of clashes with the police at a demonstration
arranged by some of the editors of The Formosa Magazine (Meilidao Zazhi).
This monthly opposition magazine had been published since August 1979 and
had reached a circulation of around 100,000. The planners had hoped that the
demonstration would be peaceful, but violence was used on both sides. Though
the casualties were limited the incident stands as an important benchmark for the
Taiwanese opposition.

The group behind the Formosa Magazine largely consisted of Taiwanese, but
also included some Mainlanders. The leader of the Formosa group, Huang Hsin-
chieh, was also leader of the “non-party” Dang-wai (”outside the party”)—an
organization of individuals running for elections outside the KMT. It was not
possible to form an ordinary opposition party. In the first article of the first issue
of the Formosa Magazine Huang captured the uniting ideas of the magazine very
well: “This beautiful island [Meili zhi dao, like in the title of the magazine] is the
homeland where we have grown up.” Later on in the article he continued:
“Democracy in Taiwan is the biggest favour the 18 million people in Taiwan
could do for the Chinese people” (Formosa Vol. 1, 1979: 2).

The focus of the magazine was democracy and most of the contributors seemed
to find this easy to combine with a Chinese identity. It was also a common claim
that by combining democracy with Chinese culture it might be possible to create
a society that was much closer to a perfect society than for instance the US (for
examples see Formosa Vol. 1, 1979: 9).

However, among those writing for Formosa there was also a small group that
saw Taiwanese identity as an identity that was probably better fit for democracy
than the Chinese was. They regarded the fact that all people in Taiwan had at one



point immigrated to the island as an evidence of a common striving towards



freedom and happiness. This was especially so for the Minnans, Hakkas and
Aborigines. The Mainlanders had, much like earlier the Japanese and the Dutchmen
before them, only seen Taiwan as a means for achieving another goal. The
Mainlanders could become good Taiwanese citizens, but they might have to
work hard to become good Taiwanese citizens (see Formosa, Vol. 1, 1979: 48
and 76, and Vol. 3, 1979: 69-76).

Ethnic orientation of the opposition
Most of the leading persons in the Formosa group were imprisoned after the
Formosa Incident. This entailed a setback for those who directly opposed the
KMT. Approaches on both sides changed following the incident. The number of
activities arranged by various interest groups to oppose concrete policies increased.

Since around 1970 more and more Taiwanese had been accepted into powerful
parts of the KMT. This tendency continued, and in 1984 Taiwanese-born Lee
Teng-hui became vice-president. At the same time more and more of the national
seats in the legislative assemblies were opened for elections.

Not until the mid-eighties was the Dang-wai again able to organize an opposition
with a somewhat common policy. In 1984 and 1985 there was a high number of
opposition magazines. One of these magazines had the English title The Movement
(Xin Chaoliu). The magazine did not have a circulation of a size close to that of
the Formosa Magazine, but the board of editors included many important opposition
politicians. When the Dang-wai in 1986 organized the DPP (Democratic Progressive
Party, Minzhu Jinbu Dang) one of the two factions within the party was named
after The Movement while the other was named after Formosa.

The Movement introduced a new view on the status of Taiwanese identity.
Taiwan was now to a much higher degree seen as part of the world than as part of
the Chinese cultural sphere. Democracy was still a very important issue, but
Taiwanese independence and the role of the Taiwanese as victims of the arbitrariness
of the Mainlanders had become far more prominent.

Peng and the Formosa Magazine had also been dealing with the February 28th
Incident, but in The Movement Taiwan’s history was referred to much more than
in the other magazines. One of the volumes of the magazine (Vol. 9, 1984) thus
had a Japanese flag and the KMT sun on a blue background in front of a map of
Taiwan on its front page. The headline said: “From One Sun to Another.”

The main point of the article series “From One Sun to Another” was to explain
how the leading clans that had been co-operating with the Japanese were the
same clans that the KMT preferred working with, while those clans which liked
Taiwan and often thought highly of China were neglected. Clan-leaders who had
first co-operated with one political power from far away and then with another,
were called “traitors of Taiwan” (Taijian), because they normally co-operated
with the strangers for their own benefit and not for the benefit of the broader



Taiwanese public.



In The Movement many authors saw Taiwanese as opposed to the Chinese.
When Peng and the contributors to the Formosa Magazine wrote about the
Taiwanese people they referred to it as Taiwan renmin meaning the entire population
of Taiwan. When they used the word Taiwanese (Taiwanren) it normally referred
to the Minnans and Hakkas, and also often to the aboriginal population. Despite
the fact that Peng called the solution of the Taiwan problem a “one China—one
Taiwan” solution he still thought of the cleavage between the two countries as an
exclusively political one. The wording of his claim for a Taiwanese republic for
the island’s entire population was thus: “[t]hat the force of twelve million people
[the population of Taiwan in 1964] should irrespective of provincial descent
co-operate to create a new state and establish a new government” (Peng et al.
1964).

Not until The Movement had it, in the post-1949 public political discussion,
been seriously disputed that the Taiwanese were somewhat Chinese. Now the
word used to refer to the Taiwanese People was sometimes even Taiwan minzu.
This expression clearly referred to the ethnic sense of the word “people,” and the
conflict between Mainlanders and Taiwanese was now sometimes, especially in
the historical articles, referred to as a conflict between Chinese and Taiwanese.

The ideas in the Movement gave a hint of what was going to happen the
following years. The Dang-wai quickly got itself better organized in the mid-eighties
and set up the DPP before the national elections in 1986. President Chiang
Ching-kuo did not try to stop the new party and was even very quick to make the
party legal. The DPP continued along the same line as that The Movement had
followed. Minnanese (or, as the dialect is normally called in Taiwan, Taiwanese,
Taiyu) was widely used at election campaigns, and it was clear that the party
wanted Taiwanese independence even though there were limits for what could
legally be said in public.

Compromising on the ethnic question
When Chiang Ching-kuo died in January 1988 and vice president Lee Teng-hui
took over his presidency a trump was taken away from the DPP. Lee Teng-hui
very often chose to speak Minnanese in public, and he tried to explain to the
public how the Taiwanese had benefited from co-operation with the Mainlanders
since 1949 and vice-versa. Under his rule the process of democratization accelerated
so much that Taiwan today probably is one of the best working democracies of
East Asia. He did not claim that he wanted an independent Taiwan, but neither
would he under any conditions let Taiwan unify with the People’s Republic from
one day to another.

The DPP was having trouble getting the two factions co-ordinated after most
of those imprisoned after the Formosa Incident had been released. The Formosa
faction wanted a less aggressive policy on the question of Taiwanese independence.



The result was a policy that changed many times during the first half of the



1990s. However, it was becoming a still less important issue exactly when Taiwan
ought to declare itself an independent republic, and whether the name was really
formally changed from the Republic of China to the Republic of Taiwan or not.
The threat from the Mainland in the case of a Taiwanese independence declaration
meant that those DPP-leaders belonging to the Formosa faction thought that a
declaration could wait as long as Taiwan was de facto independent. The Formosa
faction dominated for most of the 1990s, but at the first direct and free presidential
elections in Taiwan in 1996 the extremely open system, which the DPP used for
nominating their presidential candidate, meant that Peng Ming-min, who had
returned from his exile in the US a few years earlier, became the DPP presidential
candidate. Just as it had been in 1964 his line was very uncompromising on the
question of unification and towards the KMT.

At the same time, president Lee Teng-hui showed much more willingness to
co-operate than he had ever shown before. Lee Teng-hui had already been
compromising so much with the one-China policy that a new party named the
(Chinese) New Party ((Zhonghua) Xin Dang) had been created a few years earlier.
Now a conservative leading member of the KMT, who had not yet left the KMT,
ran for president against Lee Teng-hui.

One of Lee Teng-hui’s first acts in his electoral campaign was to excuse the
way the KMT had been acting during the February 28th Incident. This occurred
during an opening ceremony for a monument of the Incident in early 1995. When
Lee Teng-hui was nominated as KMT presidential candidate later that same year
he gave a speech thanking the party for his nomination. In this speech he introduced
the concept “New Taiwanese,” (Xin Taiwanren) which was supposed to include
the entire population of the island.

The myth of immigration that had also been used in some of the Formosa
Magazine articles played a central role in his speech:

Everybody knows that Taiwan is an immigrant society. Apart from the aboriginal county-men
who came here first almost everybody has arrived from the Chinese Mainland during the last
dynasties. And even if the time at which they have arrived differs, they are all born and raised
here. This piece of land has been watered by the sweat and lifeblood of generations, before the
present wealth and prosperity was achieved in a brotherly community for survival. Using the
time of immigration to determine who is Taiwanese and who is not is neither necessary nor
meaningful. If one recognizes Taiwan and loves Taiwan one is Taiwanese. We must strengthen
this “New Taiwanese” identity. If we at the same time try to protect our sense of being a people
[minzu qinggan], maintain Chinese culture, and do not forget the ideal of unifying China we are
at the same time Chinese (Lee 1999a: 77).

Later on in his speech Lee seems to concur with Huang Hsin-chieh from the
Formosa Magazine when he writes that Taiwan, being as advanced as it is both
materially and politically, may serve as “The New Central Plains” (Xin Zhongyuan,
The Central Plains (Zhongyuan) is the place where Chinese culture supposedly
started). One of the most important reasons for Taiwan’s success in becoming so



advanced was the many types of input to which the island had been exposed.



They had created a “pluralistic culture” (duoyuan wenhua) (Lee 1999a: 78).
The result of the presidential elections was a landslide victory for Lee Teng-hui.

The DPP almost immediately returned to its more compromise-seeking line,
while Peng Ming-min and a few other people with radical views on the question
of Taiwanese independence created the Taiwanese Independence Party
(Jianguodang).

Pluralism as an ideal
The moderate DPP-line continued after Chen Shui-bian (Formosa faction) won
the party’s candidacy for the presidential elections in 2000. He made it even
more clear than the DPP-leadership had earlier (after Peng’s defeat in 1996) that
the party did not wish a formally independent Taiwan if it would endanger the
people on the island. He became unpopular in part of his hinterland by comparing
the situation of Taiwan with that of Germany and Korea, because in doing so he
implied that the population of Taiwan and of the Mainland were essentially one
people. However, according to Chen, this did not mean that there ought to be
only one state.

The independence movements have begun to use the same sort of discourse as
Lee Teng-hui and Formosa. They too see the advantages of presenting Taiwan as
a pluralistic society of immigrants, but they generally seize any chance they get
to look upon the population of Taiwan as non-Chinese. The aboriginal population
plays an important role in that connection.

An article on the question of why Taiwanese should not be thought of as part
of China’s Minnanese dialect shows this tendency very clearly. The relationship
between Minnanese and Taiwanese is compared to the relationship between German
and Dutch, which is based on Noam Chomsky’s claim that Dutch has so many
linguistic characteristics similar to German that the only reason for both Germans
and Dutchmen to consider the languages as two different languages is political.
In the same way Taiwanese has developed separately. Taiwanese and Hakka in
Taiwan have incorporated aspects of aboriginal languages and Japanese that the
Mainland’s Minnanese and Hakka dialects do not have. It may still be possible to
understand Mainland speakers of the two dialects, but there are differences. Even
the Taiwanese version of Mandarin is different from that of the Mainland. It is
written with full-form characters and certain words, often Japanese, have been
adopted in Taiwanese Mandarin. All the languages of Taiwan are in a sense
Taiwanese because to varying extents they have experienced the same influences
(Zhang 2000).

Even in the New Party pluralism seems to be a keyword, though maybe in a
larger, Chinese context. The party tries to make it clear that its wish to unify
China does not mean that it wants in any way to harm the local culture (bentu
wenhua) (“Xu Lichen: zhuyi Mei dui Taijun shou lichang” 1998).



Spokesmen for various aboriginal organizations have regarded the concept of



pluralism as a means of getting a higher status for the group that is in many ways
marginal. In some instances this has happened in co-operation with the
independence movements, but also with other groups, and often on their own,
since the main-interest of the aboriginal population is different from that of the
independence movements. It is still clear that most of the aboriginal organizations
see the major cleavage as being the one between the Han and the rest.

The Aborigines do not, as a few radicals might want them to, regard the
cleavage between the Mainlanders and the rest as being the most important.
There does not seem to be a better connection to the Hakkas, which is historically
the Han-group with the lowest status. The aboriginal organizations also seem to
be the easiest places to find unfriendly opinions towards the around 300,000
low-paid immigrant workers from different countries all over East Asia. The
aboriginal organizations feel threatened by the prospect of the immigrant population
outnumbering the almost 400,000 Aborigines.1 This would mean that the aboriginal
population would only be fifth largest after the Minnans, the Mainlanders, the
Hakkas and the immigrants. The immigrants make it even harder getting a job as
an Aborigine.

But even if there is aboriginal dissatisfaction it seems that most aboriginal
spokesmen adhere to the principles of a pluralist society, and, just like most
others in the present public political debate, they see pluralism as an ideal.
However, in some of the spokesmen’s point of views this pluralist society should
only include those different groups that have a relatively long history in Taiwan.
Taiwan should be thought of as a multiethnic society, but only for a few selected
ethnic groups.

Conclusion: The many identities of the Taiwanese
The Taiwanese process of creating an imagined community consisting of all
people living in the existing state has happened in an entirely different way than
it did in Western Europe during the peak of nationalism from around 1880 to
1945. While standardization was very much the ideal in the individual European
nation states, in the last decades it has increasingly become the ideal in Taiwan
that there should be differences. In many ways this has served the same means as
the standardization of populations of various states did in Western Europe, namely
to create an imagined community, where ideally no citizen should feel inferior,
though he belongs to the “wrong” ethnic group.

Smith would claim that in Western Europe this happened through the creation
of national identities based on the ones that the core-ethnic groups in the new
nation states possessed. Similar attempts have been made in Taiwan since 1945.
The first time was when the KMT wanted to give the Taiwanese a sense of being



1 Some people claim the Aborigines have already been outnumbered, because nobody knows
how many illegal immigrants there are on the island (see Yuanzhu minzu de nuhou: Yao gongzuo,
bu yao Wailao 1998).

Chinese. The second time is less clear-cut, but in the mid-eighties some of the



more radical members of the Movement faction attempted to create a Taiwanese
nation based on the majority’s Minnan identity. I have not been trying to determine
whether or not the first attempt was successful, but the second clearly was not—at
least not in the public political discussion. Instead different groups are increasingly
being thought of as different ethnic groups that should all have equal opportunities.

This development has probably been influenced by the way myths of the
American nation are told, but there are clear differences between the Taiwanese
and the American situation. The most important difference is that while the
struggle for independence is a key aspect of the myths of the American nation,
the majority of the Taiwanese population probably would not want Taiwan to
remain an independent state if the political situation in the People’s Republic
were to change to a system similar to the present system on Taiwan.

The orientation towards smaller ethnic groups has happened at a time when
the linguistic, and possibly even economic, homogeneity of the island is greater
than it has ever been. The proportion of people who understand Mandarin has
probably never been higher than it is today, and Mandarin is the language of the
public sphere, though most know some Minnanese even if they are not Minnanese
themselves. The vast majority of TV-programmes, the educational system, etc.
use Mandarin. However, in an attempt to recognize the idea of a multiethnic
Taiwan, so-called “mother tongue” classes in Minnanese, Hakka or aboriginal
languages have become mandatory in school, and in the new subways in Taibei
the names of the stations are being announced in Mandarin, Minnanese, Hakka
and sometimes also in English.

It almost appears to be a requirement of Taiwanese public culture that one also
belongs to another imagined community that not all other Taiwanese belong to.
This other imagined community may include people who are not Taiwanese and
may be more important than one’s Taiwanese identity. It has become less and
less a question for discussion if one should feel Taiwanese or not. It seems to be
commonly accepted that people living in Taiwan (with the possible exception of
immigrant workers from East Asia and expats) belong to the imagined community
Taiwan. Though all thoughts of how to form a Taiwanese nation have clearly
been part of an ideological movement it is not so clear whether feeling Taiwanese
today is an ideology one chooses or almost a faith. It is, however, clear that it is
easy to argue that being Minnanese, Mainlander, Hakka or Aboriginal is just as
much a faith as being Taiwanese.

The Taiwanese identity is not a national identity in a traditional sense, but it
seems to be an identity of a nature that can easily survive in a world where more
and more problems become global. Taiwan is well adapted to a world where the
globalization is increasing and where nation states become less powerful. Taiwan
may, in fact, show the way for the rest of the world.
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Social sciences, psychology and the nature of man
To the extent that social science purports to bring us closer to truths about our
existence, it also runs the risk of confusing its findings with this elusive goal. In
the social sciences, and perhaps especially so as they have been practised in
America after the Second World War, there has been a tendency to present
findings not only in a language detached from everyday use, but also in a
decontextualized and ahistorical mode. This has been done along two rather
different lines. On the one hand, theorists building on European foundations
sought to formulate generalized theories of more permanent value. To reach this
goal, they chose to disregard implications of the fact that the “grand theories” of
founding fathers of the social sciences like Marx, Durkheim and Weber had in
common their strong connection to—or grounding in—specific spatio-temporal
events. On the other hand, those who saw the European theories as too clumsy
tended to opt for a scientific search for “hard facts,” abandoning any hope of
constructing a “grand theory.” The outcome of these two very different approaches,
(although as a rule of very different character), had in common both a certain
detached “factuality” with which results were presented, and the undeclared
elevation of findings among white middle-class Americans to the level of universal
norm, the interest of this class to a very high degree determining what topics to
be considered of practical and academic interest.

Within the field of social science, psychology holds a special position. With its
many intimate links to biology, chemistry and physics, it is the social science
discipline closest to the natural sciences, and likely getting even closer in the
near future. Undoubtedly for this reason, perhaps together with laymen
misunderstandings of the natural sciences, psychology is also the discipline among
the social sciences most likely to commit the mistake of treating its object of
study as naturally given, subjecting it to experiments mimicking those done in



* This paper was written after a semester as guest researcher at the Department and Graduate
Institute of Psychology, National Taiwan University, sponsored by the Swedish Foundation for
International Cooperation in Research and Higher Education (STINT). Many thanks are due to
Professor Hwang Kwang-Kuo and to members of the Workshop in Social Psychology for
providing me with an amicable and inspiring environment, as well as invitations to scholarly
activities during that time.

the laboratories of the “real scientists.” Of the two general strategies mentioned



above, mainstream psychology both in America and Europe has generally opted
for the latter and turned itself into a discipline without a master theory, by and
large leaving Freud and company at the mercy of literature critics.

The colonial experience and the emergence of indigenous psychologies
With white middle-class Americans being the only tacitly recognized universal
norm of mental hygiene, and every deviation defined a mental disorder, there is
little wonder that as psychological research moved into more international contexts,
the scientists found the world in a very poor state of mental health.

The Indian psychologist Jai B. P. Sinha (1999) has described how early Indian
psychologists, having received their training abroad and as a rule identifying
themselves more with their colonial superiors than their fellow Indians,
wholeheartedly subscribed to the results of early psychological research carried
out in India. These found that Indians were in dire straits, possessing weak egos,
having a distorted sense of time, lacking rationality, etc.

Similar findings were noticed in most non-Western settings and eventually, in
the late 1970s, some researchers started to question the results, thereby exposing
the implicit white middle-class American norm as a source of cultural bias in
aspects ranging from the construction of questionnaires to the choice of issues
studied. The scholarly reaction since then has been described as the shift “from
colonial to liberation psychology”—or “liberated psychology” as Yang Kuo-shu
calls the discipline in Taiwan (1993: 29)—and it now often comes under the
banner of “indigenous psychology” (Enriquez 1992). Indigenous psychology is
today to be found in many countries of the world, from South Asia, through
Southeast and East Asia, over the Philippines to Latin America. Although the
uniqueness of national psychology is at the very heart of the matter, the indigenous
psychologies in all countries share a certain agenda, based partly on the Western
origin of the discipline, and partly on some shared experience of colonization in
the individual countries.

Sinicization of the social sciences in Taiwan—the case of psychology
On the Chinese scene the scholarly reaction to older research is the movement for
sinicized social sciences (zhongguohua shehuikexue), now more often called
indigenous social sciences (bentuhua shehuikexue) to avoid political confusion
over the “One China” issue and in order to include findings from other parts of
what Tu Wei-ming (1991) named “Cultural China.” This is a scholarly movement
whose battle cries were first heard among Chinese scholars in America, Taiwan
and Hong Kong in the early 1980s, and later on also in Mainland China.

The movement is intra-disciplinary, and has gained momentum from the regional
trend towards the development of distinctly indigenized psychologies in many
countries in Asia. Here, Virgilio Enriquez and his colleagues in the Philippines



were an early source of inspiration with their first attempts in the 1970s linking



the endeavour of indigenous psychology to “national consciousness” (Enriquez
1979, 1982, 1989), and during the 1990s research networks knitted scholars in
Taiwan closer to colleagues in Hong Kong, Japan, India and Korea. In fact,
judging from conference participation and articles in relevant journals, involved
psychologists in Hong Kong and Taiwan probably should best be thought of as
participating in one movement.

The academic discipline most vividly engaged in this movement has from the
very start been psychology, especially social psychology, and I will deal primarily
with this part of the movement. Most of the social sciences are represented,
however, and the movement has intellectual connections to the field of literature
as well as logical connections to the May Fourth movement and to the more
recent advocacy of Asian values.1

The movement for indigenous psychology is far from being a uniform school
of thought and it is far from self-evident who should be counted a member and
who not. However, the outline of the movement is clearly visible with an
organization, a journal and recurrent conferences and workshops. The topics
dealt with cover most aspects of social psychology. In his assessment of the
movement up to that point in time, Yang Kuo-shu in 1993 (pp. 11-13) listed the
following 27 topics, with references to already published research. Were Yang to
update his list today he could make it longer. In fact, it could have been longer
already in 1993, including topics from the monumental, such as “collectivism”
and the perception of time, to the minute, such as the concept of renao (frolics).
However, even as it stands, it is quite enough to show the width of the movement
as well as to hint at its research-wise epicentre.

• face (mianzi)
• norm of human behaviour (renqing)
• fate (yuan)
• reciprocity (bao)
• relational orientation (guanxi quxiang)
• filial piety (xiaodao)
• familism (jiazu zhuyi)
• social orientation (shehui quxiang)
• social oriented achievement motives (shehui quxiang de chengjiu dongji)
• self perception (ziwoguan)
• personality perception (xingge zhijue)
• individual modernity (geren chuantongxing)
• perception of righteousness (zhengyiguan)



1 Scholars from other fields participating in activities organized by the psychologists include:
Ambrose King Yeo-chi, Wen Yi-chung and Yeh Chi-jeng (sociology); Hu Fo (political science);
Chang Yu-fa and Liu Cui-jong (history); Li Yi-huan and Chen Chi-nan (anthropology); Kuo
Po-wen (philosophy); Tu Cu-yi (pedagogics) and Hou Chia-jü (economics).

• values (jiazhiguan)



• morality (daodeguan)
• psychology of religion (zongjiao xinli)
• secular formalism (shisu xingshizhuyi)
• organizational behaviour (zuzhi xingwei)
• psychology of Chinese language and script (huayuwen xinli)
• the concept of benevolence and related behaviour (cishan guannian)
• enmity and the sufferings of human interaction (yuan yu renji kutong)
• mental illness (xinli bingli)
• youth problems (qingshaonian wenti)
• the phenomena of corporal punishment (tifa xianxiang)
• the psychology of the ancient and thoughts on mentality in the history of ideas

(guren de xinli yu xinli sixiang)
• Confucian and Legalist views on mental education (ru-fa sixiang de xinli xueguan)
• indigenization of psychological research instruments (xinli celiang gongju de

bentuhua)

It is interesting to note that while the hardcore of the movement only comprises a
fraction of Taiwan’s psychologists (of which many are sceptical towards the
movement’s agenda), the people involved are far from marginalized in Taiwan’s
academic world. The founding father of the movement is the above-mentioned
Yang Kuo-shu, who besides being professor at the prestigious National Taiwan
University (NTU) is also second in rank at Academia Sinica, the highest research
institution in the country. With Yang Kuo-shu officially retiring in 2001, the
mantle will be inherited by his disciple Hwang Kwang-Kuo, who already heads
the Center for Indigenous Psychology at the NTU and, maybe more significantly,
is a frequent and influential speaker and writer on social and political matters in
the republic (cf. Hwang Kwang-Kuo 2000). Thus, even though the actual number
of researchers may be small, they have had disproportionately great influence,
and many scientists, while their everyday research subjects are far from making
them self-evidently followers of the movement’s ideals, make a point of pledging
alliance and at least paying lip service to it.

This is, as hinted at above, a movement with two basic rationales. On the
scholarly side it is a serious attempt to construct descriptions and theories based
on non-Western precepts and assumptions which would make the scholar’s research
more relevant to the local arena and less dependent on alien constructs that might
possibly obstruct the understanding of Chinese society. Towards this end, they
tended to unmask the tacit understanding of the “universal nature” of American
research findings from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. However, this rationale on its
own, although valuable and hardly done without due to ethnocentric biases in
Western social science research (see for example Sinha 1999, Poortinga 1999),
cannot account for the movement as such, since the prescribed revisions and



reconceptualizations (see e.g., Yang and Wen 1982, Yang 1993) in the “imported”



social science disciplines could well have been made (and are presumably also
made) within the main framework of these as they were.2

Apart from the methodological argument the movement is also explicitly rooted
in a feeling of cultural displacement, and the second rationale, seldom discussed
within the movement, is a quest for an unambiguous cultural identity. In an early
statement the feeling of identity uncertainty is given (Yang and Wen 1982: ii) as
follows: “In our everyday lives we are Chinese, but when we are involved in our
research we turn into Westerners.”

Observed sociologically, this second side of the movement is a social science
version of the “obsession with China” (pace C T Hsia). Traditional Chinese ideas
and values are to be examined and utilized in order not only to get a better
understanding of local societies, but foremost to bring about a Chinese
understanding of society and local culture among a general public, seen to be on
the edge of totally abandoning their “original” identity in the process of
modernization. What is worse, some even seemed to take pleasure in this shedding
of skin, “mistakenly” believing that all things modern were better than all things
traditional, a fear voiced by e.g., Yang Kuo-shu (1987/1988).

With their starting point being mainly the sense of being mispositioned
somewhere neither “traditionally Chinese” nor “modern Western,” the logical
answer—“both traditional and modern” as Yang Kuo-shu (1992) no doubt correctly
states—arguably has the unintended side-effects of both simplifying and further
polarizing the starting points “Chinese” and “Western.” This process of polarization
has hardly been moderated by scientists who have frequently turned to the revered
Confucian classics of the “big tradition” for concepts and definitions when trying
to bring about the sinicization of the social sciences (e.g., Hwang Kwang-Kuo
1988a, 1988b, 1994, Tsai and Hsiao 1986).

As with non-Western “native researchers” in the neighbouring discipline of
anthropology, scholars engaged in this Taiwanese development are as a rule
educated in the West—i.e., the United States—and their scholarship often has an
air of “Zhongti–Xiyong” with Chinese concepts originating from the Warring
States juxtaposed with the most positivistic calculations inherited from the America
research tradition the movement rebelled against.3

Possibly, the rapid economic and societal development in Taiwan, in many
respects an Americanization as it were, which took place during the very years



2 Although a few Taiwanese scholars actually make a point of writing in an oldish style,
distinctively not  “standard scientific writing,” most scholars working within the movement are
engaged in adjustments and revisions well within what Kuhn (1962) called the normal science
paradigm.
3 The discipline of history has yet to experience a similar movement, which Chun (2000)
attributes to it being less dependent on western academia. However, in Mainland China, where
academic training in many cases had to start anew following the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976),
voices are now heard also for “indigenous history” (e.g., Chao 2000, Zhang Guogang 2000).

the older of these scholars stayed in America, made them even more aware of a



“loss of Chineseness” and prompted their reaction, a reaction that expressed itself
as a recovery of familiarity lost, and reflexive action based on the recognition
that they themselves were part and parcel of this Americanization. The emergence
of their bentuhua studies (as opposed to the ethnocentric, Western “modernization
theories,” xiandaihua lilun, which earlier had been a main concern for many of
the researchers involved) further coincided with the changing political situation
in Taiwan in the mid-1980s, which, although not directly determining the
movement’s development, certainly influenced the academic climate in a positive
way, allowing for more variation than before and for the testing of new grounds.
As is well know, the political reforms also made questions related to national
identity hot topics in Taiwan, and although Yang Kuo-shu explicitly urged his
fellow psychologists not to let their research be “muddled up with political isms,
ideas or movements” (1993: 35), it seems fair to say that the bulk of research
carried out this far is both logically and methodologically highly compatible with
a “One China” view, most studies hardly making a point in differing between
Chinese from Taiwan, Mainland China, Hong Kong or elsewhere.

Among a younger, and as yet not equally articulate, generation of Taiwanese
scholars, bentuhua is likely to be quite differently understood. Being a scholarly
wing of the movement for the “taiwanization of Taiwan” these interpret bentuhua
as taiwanhua (taiwanization) as opposed to the older generation’s still more
influential zhongguohua with its extremely tight bonds to Chinese “big tradition,”
where, consequently, the term Chinese—zhongguoren and/or huaren—extended
to “a group of people with common ancestry in regard to race, culture, language,
script and history,” as Yang (1993: 63) clarifies it.

The bond to the “big tradition,” which I believe is a sine qua non prerequisite
for upholding the image of the eternal Chinese, or the Chinese Mind, as a single
object of study, also accounts for the fact that major areas of the historical
Chinese tradition, in my mind most strikingly Buddhism with its rich psychological
insights, are played down or missing in the work of the Taiwanese scholars’
overwhelmingly Confucian accounts of the tradition.

Bentuhua in Mainland China
In Mainland China, with soft sciences such as sociology, anthropology and social
psychology all being (re)born thanks to Deng Xiaoping’s reform programme, the
movement for bentuhua was not only associated with early ethnographic works
by Fei Xiaotong and others, but also with China’s contemporary political quest.
Thus, some voices argued for you Zhongguo tese de shehuikexue “social sciences
with Chinese characteristics” (Shi Xiuyin 1998) as an academic brother-in-arms
to the official ideology of post-Mao China. In a recent article Fei Xiaotong
(2000), the doyen of Chinese anthropology, has also stated that the roots to
modern phenomena in China (and presumably anywhere else) are to be found in



the local tradition, which is exactly what, in Taiwan, Hwang Kwang-Kuo (1988)



does find when he seeks the deep structures of modern Chinese behaviour in the
pre-Qin traditions of Confucians, Daoists, the Legalist and the Martial schools.
Thus, the identity dilemma is solved; seemingly modern Western behaviour is
really traditionally Chinese after all. Touché.4

In as far as the concept of bentuhua was discussed in Mainland China, however,
it was usually raised together with the more urgent question of “regularization”
(guifanhua) of the reborn social sciences. Was regularization, much needed if
China’s research in social sciences was to be taken seriously in an international
context, the same as Westernization, and if it were, does that not land the Chinese
researcher into the trap of Eurocentrism—which “at least would be very
embarrassing for any Chinese scholar,” according to the Mainland sociologist
Huang Ping (1995/1997: 219). But what were the alternatives, if there was any?
How can one successfully sail between a Scylla of questionable research and a
Charybdis of Western paradigms and definitions?

To this day, given the mainland’s quest to become an international actor, most
energy has naturally been spent on becoming familiar with already accepted
(Western) concepts and methods, while the movement for bentuhua has neither
been left uncontradicted (e.g., Su 1994) nor gained support from any substantial
quarter of the academic field (Shi Xiuyin 1998). As an example, Zhao Liru
mentions nothing at all about any “sinicized psychology” in a 1996 recapitulation
of Mainland developments in psychology. This does not mean that “native”
concepts are not at all used or taught, but it justly indicates the minor roles
allotted to them.5

This could be construed as the final capitulation to the Western “right” to
continue to define the standards of the field. The Mainland sociologist Huang
Ping (1995/1997: 218-219), although highly aware of both the personal and
professional heterogeneous reality glossed over by the terms “West” and “Western,”
thus states that the problem of bentuhua is hardly a global concern: Except for
some non-Western scholars working in the West, American and European scholars
are not concerned with the problem of bentuhua the way Chinese scholars have
to be when applying Western paradigms to their own societies. Personally, I am
happy that bentuhua has received little attention in Mainland China this
far—although this could easily change—since the arguments of the movement are
highly compatible to, and tangled up with, a certain kind of cultural nationalism
far too often found in post-Mao China where it no doubt functions as a substitute



4 More clearly and persistent than anyone else in the movement for indigenous psychology,
Hwang Kwang-Kuo has, since the early 1980s, stressed the difference between reality and
theory, or lifeworld and microworld in his words. But, his microworlds are also parts of the
lifeworlds of his students and readers, where they no doubt help promote a certain kind of
understanding of reality.
5 For examples of Mainland advocates of indigenous psychology, see Pan (1984) and Yang
Xinhui et al. (1997).

for a lost ideological ethos.



Some points of apprehension
The movement for the sinicization of the social sciences has not only helped
making psychology and other disciplines relevant to the local society, but opened
the door to systematic and sensitive understanding and explanations of social
phenomena previously marginalized either due to their “poor fit” with established
(American) concepts or because they were seen as totally unique and best treated
on their own as “things Chinese.” Yang Kuo-shu’s list of covered areas, cited
above, gives some hint of the phenomena studied and the wealth of new knowledge,
and Ambrose King (1982) was possibly right in foreseeing that the coming of
sinicized social science would make Chinese research more self-reflective.
Nevertheless, as all scientific approaches this one too has its sunspots.

As in movements for indigenous social sciences in other countries, the concept
of culture—which may seem to have as many meanings as users—lies at the heart
of the matter, and consequently this is the weak point of the movement. This
seems especially so since “culture” has become an increasingly difficult concept
to use in scientific research.

In the introduction to a work on globalization, Zygmunt Bauman (1998: 1)
summed up part of the difficulty with concepts like culture, writing: “All vogue
words tend to share a common fate: the more experience they pretend to make
transparent, the more they themselves become opaque.” The difficulty, due to the
problematization and criticism of the concept of culture as such, and especially of
its use, has become more and more intense during the 1980s and 1990s. Many
social scientists today, and most conspicuously many anthropologist for whom
the concept of culture traditionally has been most important, feel that the concept
has been given a far too generalising and dominant role in their own disciplines
and in the world at large since it first came into use in its modern sense more than
one hundred years ago. This reflection is further combined with a post-colonial
criticism of the role of social science as part of a Western project of world
domination.

First World researchers, having no longer any “undiscovered natives” to map
out, and responding to a self-reflective critique of their own discipline’s colonial
past, have increasingly turned to their “own turf” for material. This turning to
more diversified societies, and the discovering of the complexity of some of the
societies that were seen as primitive only a scholarly generation ago, or “barbarous
and semi-civilized” as de Groot (1892/1989:1) referred to the Chinese, has also
seriously disturbed the traditional and overly simplistic notion of culture that
Margaret Archer (1996) deservedly calls the “myth of cultural integration.” So
disturbed, in fact, that many social scientists now regard the core concept of
“culture” as not only difficult to use or theoretically misleading but possibly even
harmful due to the deflating and reducing tendency that lingers as a ghost from



the German mid-18th century Historismus over the very notion of one people



with one culture. The post-positivistic turn of the social sciences, largely building
on older continental theories, has also seriously undermined the simplistic notion
of a singular “indigenous view” as still often given in the emic-etic dichotomy. In
its place, an understanding of the researcher’s active participation in the creative
process of any ethnography is appearing, although perhaps not as explicitly
discussed as one could wish for. However, to acknowledge the creative role of
the researcher and welcome a multitude of research is not, in my mind, to license
social science/fiction where the object is seen, at most, as virtually real.6 With
this last point in mind, my first comment on the Taiwanese movement must be
one of appreciation. More traditional Chinese scholars would, I believe, happily
do without any empirical material whatsoever if the point were to analyse and
define Chineseness.

It should once more be noted that the movement for indigenous psychology in
Taiwan as well as in Hong Kong is far from being a homogeneous school of
thought. As with most other academic groupings of today the movement is marked
by a relatively high degree of self-reflection and internal critique. All the same,
many of these studies tend to commit a series of mistakes which in the Chinese
context we can sum up as “Liang Shuming’s fallacies,” commemorating problems
with Liang’s (1921) early study on cultural differences. Among these mistakes
are the tendencies to: simplify the content of cultures (often to the extreme);
dichotomize differences; reify certain historical facts into essentialistic
characteristics; explain away internal and/or external phenomena that do not fit a
simplistic presentation; and base part of the presentation on factual mistakes.

The array of errors in Liang Shuming’s analysis of Chinese, Western and
Indian culture is basically the result of a conscious choice, and since I believe the
problem with some of the Taiwanese studies today stems from the same
choice—albeit never so naively stated—we should consider his motives. Liang
writes that if he were to ask people about the properties of Western (or Eastern)
culture he would obtain a long list with different customs, political institutions,
scientific methods, etc., and “the more things mentioned, the less we would have
a clear and correct idea about “Western culture”; for this reason we have to strive
to have all of these things wrapped up in one or two sentences. Then we will
have one interesting thing to feed our mind on, and then at last will we have our
answer” (ibid: 16). I think it is easy enough to have sympathy for Liang’s longing
for simplicity, but the answer to his question cannot but be a splendid distortion
of reality, hardly fit for qualified research.

A problem with the movement’s critique of imported truths, from my point of
view, is the conspicuous unawareness in all of this of the fact that new academic
trends and “paradigms” today often appear just as “foreign” to the vast majority



6 This position seems to me a new but equally dissatisfying version of what Harvey (1996)
named the Leibnizian conceit, but now with the researcher’s eyes turned out towards himself
(sic!) instead of in towards himself for absolute knowledge.

of “Western” students and scholars as to their Chinese colleagues. Any new



theory of class formation, of ethnicity, or of any other social phenomenon may—or
even must—be historically tied to an older debate within some Western sphere
(and one must bear in mind that there are many of these), just as no scientific
discipline comes without a history. However, this does not mean that “Westerners”
would have any automatic understanding or unequivocal view on new academic
developments in the West. I do not mean to suggest here that we live in a world
of cultural equilibrium. This is certainly not the case, but maybe I could be so
bold as to suggest that between two equally educated individuals from Europe
and China (or India, Japan, Korea, etc.), generally the Chinese (Indian, Japanese,
Korean, etc.) would have the relative advantage of being more familiar with
cultural concepts and trains of thoughts from Europe than the other way around,
and that this phenomenon is not only is a sign of the much loathed Western
cultural hegemony forcing “our” tradition on everyone else, but also a tremendous
resource available to few Europeans. Correspondingly, when Hwang Kwang-Kuo
(1999) states that researchers grown up in the West have, if not a perfect grasp,
so at least a basic understanding of concepts like “logical positivism,” “logical
empiricism,” “realism,” “pragmatism,” “structuralism,” etc., I think this can be
interpreted not as a fundamental misunderstanding of Western academics, but as
a rhetorical device in Hwang’s educational campaign.

In the end, the virtues of scientific ideas are tested in actual research and the
rebellion against the American version of psychology often seems to backfire due
to a phenomenon adequately named “the mirror dilemma.” With this I think of
the many studies carried out in the name of the movement for indigenous psychology
that suffer from self-inflicted limitations based on an urge to equal or surpass
Western studies at any cost. This is evident when Zou Chuanxiong (2000) sets
out to overcome the “Western” structure/action-dichotomy and ends up writing a
long paper filled with nothing but good intentions. It is even more obvious when
Zhu Yongxin (1993) argues that since the West has its Oedipus complex, “mirroring
how strongly Western culture emphasizes the value of individual freedom” (ibid:
243), China should be able to produce something at least as dazzling. With the
ambition to find this he “reads through the classical scripts” (loc. cit.), eventually
coming up with the indigenous “Lü Buwei complex” based on the personality
and fate of the grand minister of Qin (?-235 BC). More often, however, the
mirror problem simply results in semi-duplications of American research, inevitably
inheriting basic problems of the original, while, to make matters worse, also
exhibiting the cultural bias that the movement set up to do away with in the first
place. In the choice of research topics lies the most serious cultural bias in
psychological research according to Poortinga’s (1999) analysis, and copying
dated American studies to reach maximum contrast can hardly be the way to
confront this problem.

In his research agenda from 1993, which reads like a manifesto for the movement



complete with commands like the “seven should nots” and “ten shoulds,” Yang



Kuo-shu explicitly warns his colleagues for some of these things, for example
getting involved in cross-cultural research or comprehensive quantitative projects
at a stage when the conceptual apparatus of sinicized psychology is still in the
making. Yang’s words notwithstanding, the temptation of regional cooperation
and international comparison, together with the convenience of well-known
research methods has left his warnings largely unheeded.

Connected to both the problem of culture and the mirror dilemma is the
overemphasizing of cultural difference, often arrived at using dated American
research as the starting point as well as the point of contrast. This problem is only
to be expected with one of the points of departure of the movement being the fear
of uncontrolled Americanization of the Chinese people. The scientific quest for a
tangible non-Western Chineseness, and the frustration when this cannot be found,
is symptomatic of the urge to find clear distinctions, most likely at the expense of
a balanced self-understanding. A clear example of this is the Hong Kong based
Yang Chung-fang’s (1999) account of how she spent years on end trying to find
a distinctively non-Western “Chinese self,” constantly changing her research
methods when not finding the differences she “knows” are out there.

Since one of the fundamental distinctions of indigenous social science is the
conscious use of concepts and notions from everyday life, the literature abounds
with studies on yuan, renqing, mianzi, guanxi, etc. Valuable as these are, in
theoretical framework, they become objectified, not questioned or challenged. At
the same time, however, they fit smoothly into an analysis where the social
categories that are studied are already well defined through, and with, these same
cultural concepts.7 This problem is far from uniquely Chinese or non-Western;
the very same problem, of course, exists in social science research in the West
although most scholars tend to use a technical language and avoid undefined
everyday terms in order to avoid the problem, or at least make the reader aware
of the specific meaning attached to a certain term in the context of an investigation.8

The frequent merging of classical concepts from the “big tradition” with everyday
Chinese life, as well as the often almost ridiculous effects of the comparison of
contemporary American practices with Chinese ideals, often void of any temporal
aspects, more often than not only serve to confirm and defend old generalized



7 The use of guanxi constitutes an example of the near-sightedness, and reifying tendency of
these concept studies. I have elsewhere pointed to the seemingly forgotten fact that this guanxi,
which most foreign and Chinese researchers find impossible to translate into English (or any
other language) without losing its meaning, is really a very new word in Chinese in the sense of
“connection,” “relation,” “relationship,” etc., kankei being the Japanese Meiji translation of the
English word “relation” (Kjellgren 1996). Since the concept of guanxi is a living notion of
everyday life, the concept naturally ends up being redefined/reinterpreted in virtually every new
work using and/or examining it, which makes the thesis of its “untranslatability” seem highly
questionable (Kjellgren 2002: 27-34).
8 Which of course helps to bring about the detached “universal” character of these studies,
against which the movement of indigenous social sciences was a reaction in the first place.

notions of the anthropological Other (cf. Gabrenya and Hwang 1996: 319-320).



This is, I would think, most acutely felt by those of us who stand outside this
mystifying Chinese-American dichotomy.

Many studies further use different theories of uniqueness (teshulun), arguing
that things Chinese can only be understood within an already-existing framework
of Chinese culture. In this they are weaker versions, no doubt, of the usually
more rabid Japanese Nihonjinron, which frequently claims that not only can
Japanese culture (and everything else Japanese) only be understood in its own
right, but also only by the Japanese themselves (e.g., by Tsunoda Tadonobu and
his “Japanese brain”).9

From this position there is but a small step to take to the advocacy not only of
“native science” but also of “native scientists,” thus, from a theoretical point,
disqualifying researchers with other cultural backgrounds. The complications with
this line of thought have, however, been almost a non-topic among social scientists
in China and Taiwan (Kjellgren forthcoming).10

Modernity and the dangers of culture
It is a truth of our age that the pace of changes and increased mobility brought on
by technological advances make identity a key question of modernity (Giddens
1990, 1991). And identity is closely connected to the notion of culture. When, in
Marx’ words, “all that is solid melts into air,” the need to critically assess the
changes only comes naturally, as does the urge to resist any change construed as
being for the worse. This holds true for many areas of life and in different
cultures. When, to leave psychology for a moment, the writer Yu Kuang-chung
(1994) deplores the “malign Westernization” of the Chinese language of today
and argues for a more “Chinese” Chinese, this is a discussion of a kind we are
quite familiar with in Europe, even if the notion of “cultural imperialism” in
Europe may seem a trifle compared to the post-colonial reality of today’s Asia. It
should come as no surprise that psychologists, in Taiwan as in other countries of
the region, join rank with others in the perceived struggle against cultural levelling



9 Geoffrey Blowers (1996) further notes a tendency to exclusion of non-Chinese readers
when it comes to the study of typically Chinese phenomena (e.g., calligraphy, fengshui) using
Chinese concepts, a concern also voiced by Hwang Kwang-Kuo (2000). As to Blowers’ critial
remark that many studies labeled as “Chinese psychology” are exclusively meant for a domestic
readership and consequently only published in Chinese, I cannot see that one should have to
apologize for using one’s mother-tongue, if other than English, regardless of its size or international
status, or be criticized for choosing to address an audience who’s language is not English.
Furthermore, I think one should humbly bear in mind that Chinese is hardly an obscure language
in terms of numbers of users.
10 The judgemental division of scholars into the China-West dichotomy, which logically is
accompanied by a resigned view on potential cross-cultural understanding, can sometimes appear
ludicrous if not seen as quests for cultural identity and national pride. Relativism is, however,
far from confined to the Far East. For examples of recent critique of Western relativism, see
Calhoun (1995: 77-91) and Archer (1996: 112-127).

(e.g., Enriquez 1980).



Making culture part of the researcher’s considerations is the basic remedy to
culture-blind research, but there is a danger lurking when culture gets pronounced
the new “master category” of social science. In as far as any researcher’s thoughts
on societal differences boil down to culture being the potential line of battle, as in
Huntington’s scenario (1996), I believe one has not only seriously overlooked de
facto differences related to class and gender, thus obscuring further the workings
of society, but also, however insignificantly, helped obstruct the way to international
solidarity based on non-ethnic feelings of communality.

Following Spivak’s (1992) notion of “strategic essentialism” and Calhoun’s
(1995) discussion of relativism and the place for constructed standpoints as bases
for social criticism, as well as acknowledging the fact that identities are usually
rooted in ideals and moral aspirations rather than in present reality, one cannot
dismiss this kind of research carried out in the name of indigenous psychology.
One should, however, be clear about the nature of the enterprise and be very
sensitive about its pros and cons. To build a research platform based on the
notion of a native culture may be a legitimate project, but it raises the political
question of who is, or should be, entitled to represent this culture. More ominously,
in these times of rapid change, it has the potential of becoming or supporting
nationalistic modes historically most often related to suppression of national
minorities, be these based on culture, colour, religion, sexual preferences or
whatever. The clear-cut division of cultures paves the way for a double-edged
danger of exclusion when brought down to the personal level of analysis: on the
one hand individuals from “foreign cultures” are for positive or negative reasons
excluded from the agenda on account of being different, and on the other, those
from the “indigenous culture” who do not meet the scientifically devised standards
are judged culturally deviant, and possibly in need of rectification.
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